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THE JEWISH MUSEUM AND ARCHIVES 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia (JHSBC) was founded on

January 25, 1971, under the direction of historian Cyril Leonoff, with assis-

tance from the National Council of Jewish Women and Canadian Jewish

Congress, Pacific Region. By 2002, the JHSBC’s collection had become so

extensive that it became apparent that a formal archives was needed to

house their records. The Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia

(JMABC), administered by the Jewish Historical Society, officially opened to

the public on March 25, 2007.

The JMABC is the preeminent and authoritative body for the gathering and

sharing of community memory of Jewish life in British Columbia.  Through

its publications, education programs, public events and the operation of the

archives, the JMABC collects, researches, preserves, exhibits and interprets

archival material and artifacts related to the history of the Jewish people in

British Columbia.

The archives’ holdings comprise records from 70 organizations, families

and individuals, and cover the years 1860-present, with predominant dates

of 1920-2008. As of publication, the archives holds more than 315 linear

metres of textual files, more than 300,000 photographs and 874 oral histo-

ry interviews.

The Scribe is the annual journal published by the JMABC. As an anthology,

occasionally with peer-reviewed articles, it seeks to cover all aspects of

the Jewish experience in British Columbia, including history, culture, art,

literature, religion, communal activities and contributions to the develop-

ment and progress of Canada.
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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION

Most of us can only imagine what it would be like to be the first person ever

to do something. This issue of The Scribe features 26 innovators and pioneers

in the medical profession who know exactly what it means to perform a new

type of surgery, create a new mode of treatment, delve into new areas of

research, start a new program or invent a new medical device. And, what’s

most heartening about reading their stories is that they did these things not

for the recognition that followed, but with the aspiration to help people.

For many of the interviewees, mentoring and teaching were the most grati-

fying parts of their jobs. And so it is that we divide this issue of The Scribe

into two sections: the innovators, and the pioneers on whose shoulders

they stood. As innovator Dr. Ian Penn, who co-invented a type of heart

stent, notes, there were other people who had designed stents before him

and his colleague. “It’s not a static process,” he says of innovation. Rather,

it is “a whole history and, at different stages, different parts of the inven-

tion come through.”

How much the medical system has evolved in the last 100 years can be

gleaned from the stories in this issue of The Scribe. For example, doctors

practising before publicly funded health care couldn’t rely on being paid

for their services.

Working in rural Manitoba in the first half of the last century, Dr. Victor

Drache had few paying clients – the other doctor in town, “being married

would take home a chicken, take home foodstuff, but what am I going to do,

a single guy?” It wasn’t until he procured a contract with the federal govern-

ment to take care of people living on First Nations reserves that he could

make a reasonable living.

Dr. Maurice Fox, who served several different rural communities in British

Columbia, experienced similar issues in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside.

Fees for services, he says, “were not even mentioned in those days. If you

had something, you gave it. If they didn’t, you just wrote it down and you
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never collected it. When I started out, we had no medical coverage like we

have now, but then the city took pity on the doctors and they gave them a

stipend. At first they started off, I think, with about $200 a month – no mat-

ter if you treated one case or a thousand cases. And, in those days, I had the

largest non-paying practice in British Columbia, in that area.”

These early doctors also faced more antisemitism, it seems, than those who

started their careers in later decades. It was evident in several areas, from

limits on the number of Jews in a class, to denying Jewish physicians admit-

ting privileges to a hospital, and passing over qualified and experienced

Jewish practitioners for promotions.

“There was definitely antisemitism in the hospital and, at Vancouver

General Hospital, they wouldn’t take in any Jewish interns,” says Dr.

William Morris’s wife about her husband’s experiences in the 1920s. Fast-

forward 30-plus years to the late 1950s, and Dr. Morton Dodek had similar

concerns. When he started his practice, he finally became involved with

“other young Jewish doctors, who provided an air of excitement, profes-

sional and social excitement, that I never experienced before. There was a

terrific feeling of camaraderie…. We all felt, too, that we were being preju-

diced against. We found that, in the General Hospital, we couldn’t admit

patients as easily as the non-Jewish doctors, found the surgeons were hav-

ing difficulty getting operating time and, for a period of time, particularly

the surgeons, got together and formed a group and opened up a private

hospital.”

In talking about the University of British Columbia Medical School, which

opened in 1950, Dodek notes, “competition was very stiff. There were two

Jews that were accepted.... Two token Jews and three token women, so

there was a lot of prejudice, both racial as well as sexual.”

Perhaps reflecting the sexism that has existed in the medical profession, of

the 26 doctors included in this Medical Innovators and Pioneers issue, only

four are women. Dr. Gloria Gutman shares, “I have not faced religious dis-

crimination, particularly. But I certainly would say that I’ve had the experi-

The Scribe8



Editor’s Introduction 9

ence of being a very small female, having to be tough as nails and to fight

every inch of the way.”

While Dr. Carol Herbert doesn’t talk about any sexism she has experienced,

she does talk about the antiquated views of sexual abuse that existed into

the 1980s, including that, if a woman were raped and came to an emergency

room, they would be seen by a pathologist: “You would wait until he could

come, it might be hours or even a day, you’d have to just stay there. And

then this man, whose work was with dead bodies, came and did a physical

exam on you, and that was considered [adequate] care. Well, it was clearly

not.”

And Dr. Gary Romalis’s wife shares how her husband was shot (and later

stabbed) for his stance on abortion. Having seen the horrific results of

women “trying to abort themselves” or having “gone to hacks that had tried

to do it to them,” he “virtually vowed” that he would do whatever he could

do “to give women clean, proper care in the way of a decent abortion that

was safe and germ-free and proper, that’s something that he would want to

do when it was legal.” And he did.

So, innovation is not simply about devices or technology, but also about

how medical professionals and research teams interact with patients, col-

leagues and collaborators. As another example, Herbert has worked with

First Nations communities, using models of interaction based on respect for

them and their traditions, including involving them in decision-making and

informing them of outcomes. Dr. Clyde Hertzman’s work focused on the

determinants of health and how socioeconomic inequality impacted peo-

ple’s health. And Drs. Robert Krell and Peter Suedfeld have done ground-

breaking research and work with Holocaust survivors.

But, of course, technological advances have also improved care substan-

tially. And the change is continual. “Think of all these fancy operations

that they’re doing,” remarks Drache, “putting artificial limbs on people …

heart replacements, transplants, kidney transplants, the bypass, thousands

of operations per year. I don’t say that all of these operations are good but
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the point is they’re saving lives, which we weren’t able to do.”

And then there’s Dr. Peter Cooperberg, who mentions how so much nowa-

days can be done without going through the skin, “and they tell you within

minutes, it’s a cancer or it’s not a cancer, which is really amazing for a lot

of people.”

Innovation continues, but, “at the same time,” says Dr. Larry Goldenberg,

“that innovation needs to be translated into practicality and to commercial-

ization, perhaps, and in spreading it around the world. I think one of the

most important things is to understand that, if you have an idea [and] want

to run with it, you want to bring [in] other people and you want to collabo-

rate, you cannot be selfish…. We’ve got so much to do.”

Dr. Neil Pollock offers a prime example of this idea. Starting by doing cir-

cumcisions in a Jewish setting, the circumcision part of his practice

“evolved into becoming a medical enterprise, it then became a franchise. It

evolved to help other people in other countries, with reducing AIDS.” And

he has similarly innovated in other aspects of his practice as well.

It cannot be said enough that the people featured in this issue represent

only the smallest fraction of doctors in our community who have been

innovators and pioneers in their fields. As much as The Scribe highlights

the Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia’s impressive hold-

ings, it shows that we also have got so much to do. It is our hope that, upon

reading these stories, you will be inspired to contribute your own to the

archives, or the story of your mom, dad, sibling, partner or other loved one

who has passed away. Comparable to how medical advances are made, it is

only by collaborating with one another and by adding our own contribu-

tions to those upon whose shoulders we stand that we can continue to sus-

tain and grow a healthy community. And what better way to let future gen-

erations know who we are than to collect our stories and share them as

much as we can.
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From the JMABC Collection: Oral History
Excerpts – Medical Innovators and Pioneers

Peter Cooperberg (radiology)
Interviewed by Kate Quinn-Feehan, July 26, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.18-29,

with additional information added subsequently for clarification and context

Peter Cooperberg was born on September 18,

1943, in Montreal, one of two children. His

father was born in Ukraine in 1917, came to

Canada as an orphan in 1919, and was adopted

here; Peter’s paternal grandparents were

killed in a pogrom. Peter’s father was a

haematologist and his mother, who was born

in Montreal, edited the Jewish General

Hospital Women’s Auxiliary newspaper and

volunteered with various organizations.

Peter went to Outremont High School and,

growing up, had afternoon cheder (Jewish

school). In high school, he played basketball,

did things like the chess club. “I had a bar mitz-

vah and the whole business. My grandfather

was religious and very prominent in the syna-

gogue and in the community. My father did

work at the Jewish General Hospital, but was

not particularly involved with the synagogue or the community ... and they

belonged to a Jewish golf club.”

Although every one expected Peter to follow his father into medicine and he

was accepted into the “seven-year wonder” BSc-MD program at McGill, “I

wasn't really sure about medicine, so I went to MIT (Massachusetts Institute

of Technology) in Boston. But, since I didn't find anything I preferred, I

applied and was accepted into McGill medical school for the usual four-year

program, graduating in 1968.”

Among the many honours
he has received, Dr. Peter
Cooperberg was awarded
the Order of British
Columbia in 2012 for being
“a pioneer in ultrasound
imaging – a world leader in
the use of ultrasound in
medical diagnosis.”
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During his internship at Royal Victoria Hospital, Peter did a one-month

rotation at Montreal Children’s Hospital, where he met his wife, Jean, who

was head nurse in child psychiatry.

Eventually deciding on radiology, it was too late for Peter  to apply for the

program, so, “after internship, I went to Israel and I worked, doing research

in a hospital called Tel Hashomer, at Tel Aviv University Hospital ... for

about seven months.” The research was in a combination of pathology and

radiology.

In Israel from 1969 to 1971, Peter then worked on a kibbutz as a doctor with

Jean, who worked as a dental assistant. Married in Israel, their daughter,

Ruthie, was born there, in 1970. Their son, Michael, was born in Vancouver

in 1973.

Returning to Vancouver, Peter did his residency was at the University of

British Columbia. “I was doing radiology and radiology, in those days,  was

mostly chest X-rays and a little barium. They don’t even do them anymore.

You’d have to swallow barium, or they’d give you an enema barium … and

the X-rays didn’t go through the barium, so, via the light, that would be all

white, and they could see if there was a constriction by a tumour or some-

thing.... And they were developing other kinds of things, like angiograms,

where they inject some dye into a vessel and then you could see the coro-

nary arteries or the arteries to the brain and they can pick up various things.

Those are hardly done anymore, too, except for therapeutic reasons.”

Also, “nuclear medicine was starting and it was part of radiology. In fact,

before I got in, radiologists were trying to do therapeutic radiology and radi-

ation therapy and diagnostics, but, 10 years before I got in, they had already

separated that and most of the radiology was diagnosis. Then it became

interventional radiology, which is therapy, but not like the therapeutic radi-

ology. Once you put a catheter, you could inject something into it, to block

off a bleeding vessel or to open up a clogged vessel, and various things like

that. And we could put needles into places that we localize ... for a biopsy

without surgery.”
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In first year, “all the residents were

required to give a lecture. So, here I

am, a first-year resident, and I’m

going to be speaking to all these peo-

ple who are radiologists, have gone

through this already…. But ultra-

sound was just starting out … so I

figured I’d do it on ultrasound. I

gave a good lecture and the chair-

man called me into his office, ‘How

would you like to do some further training, and I’ll have them come on here

and we’ll start an ultrasound program?’ That was terrific.”

When Peter started, “ultrasound was done using static scanning. It was slow

and produced only one image at a time. It required an ‘artistic’ technologist

to produce a good image. Even if they did, clinicians didn’t really under-

stand them. Some claimed they looked like the ‘dark side of the moon.’ I got

involved with real-time ultrasound. At 30 images per second, it was more

like fluoroscopy or today’s FaceTime on an iPhone – you could continuous-

ly see the image on the screen as you moved or angled the transducer. If

something moved in the body, you could see it move.

“For example, early on, I was scanning a patient with a small gallstone. As I

rolled her over onto her side to get a better look, I could see the stone roll

down. I made a film of it and showed it at numerous lectures. Actually, I got

a standing ovation a couple of times. For the first time, clinicians could rec-

ognize it and started to believe that ultrasound could really see into the

body; this included most radiologists. I called it the ‘Rolling Stone’ sign.”

As well, “I was one of the first people, as far as I know, to see somebody’s

vein behind the knee. And the reason I could see it was because he had a

[clot].... That’s why you can see it, because, otherwise, [if there were no

clot], the vein would collapse. Every day was a new adventure, something

new to see.”

Dr. Peter Cooperberg, 1972.
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In the beginning, “you couldn’t just start doing ultrasound and bill for it.

You needed three months’ training, and I was involved with deciding that

people couldn’t just do it…. [We trained the sonographers and residents.]

There were also these people who came from all over, from Brazil and from

Europe [and elsewhere], who wanted training in ultrasound.”

There were also “show and tell” sessions, where attendees would come from

other Metro Vancouver hospitals, and even Seattle. “We had ultrasound

rounds every Friday morning with invited speakers, first at VGH, where I

was head of ultrasound and subsequently abdominal imaging (until 1987).

Then I moved to St. Paul’s Hospital as chief of radiology and Friday morning

rounds became more extensive, with the residents, fellows and sonogra-

phers attending from around the city.”

Computerized tomography (CT) started in the latter part of the 1970s. “In

Canada, we were behind in getting CTs, because the government didn’t

want to put in lots of money – not only to buy the machines, but they’re

very expensive to use – whereas, in the States, hospitals and universities

and private offices made money with these expensive things.”

The “waiting list was long for CT when we didn’t have very many…. In the

’90s, ultrasound started tail off, not in terms of importance, because the vol-

ume is still huge, but in terms of what it did in radiology, because the radiolo-

gists all wanted to do CT when CT scanners became more available in Canada.

“The CTs, in the beginning, they were very blotchy images … now they make

cuts that are every millimetre … instead of every centimetre, so there are 10

times as many images if you’re scanning the same volume of tissue, and MR

[magnetic resonance] doesn’t do narrow cuts, but it does different stuff....

Ultrasound lost the quality people in radiology because they moved over to

CT and MR and the ultrasound is done mostly by technicians, although, in

the beginning, we didn’t have technicians.”

It used to be “we’d have eight pieces of film and 20 images per film.... But

they had these big mechanical devices … film would go up and down…. And
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when you wanted the next case, the

next patient or the previous exami-

nation on this patient, then you

push a button and it would … lum-

ber along and move over and pick up

the other. Now, they have all these

ways of doing it, they’re a millimetre

thick, they could reconstruct them

this way, or 3D, or that way. There

can be 1,600 images … and you can

scroll through them pretty quickly. But you’re still responsible for every lit-

tle tiny thing that might be on one of those images…. So it’s very labour

[intensive].”

Another advance over recent years has been the ability to do procedures

without going through the skin “and they tell you within minutes, it’s a can-

cer or it’s not a cancer, which is really amazing for a lot of people.” And you

might be able to treat it less invasively; using a tube to open up a blockage,

for instance. “It’s surgery, but limited … and it’s a significant benefit.”

“I was also an early adopter of the transition to ‘filmless’ imaging: the pic-

ture archiving and communication system, PACS, also called ‘computerized

imaging.’ In the early 1990s, we started using a makeshift system developed

by Dr. Patrice Bret, a friend and colleague from McGill and then University

of Toronto. He was the first in Canada to do it and St Paul’s was the second.

No film is used anywhere anymore…. They are still using the same system

that we helped to develop at St. Paul’s, updated, of course.”

Overall, “in being a doctor, it was the interaction with patients that was the

most meaningful. In the early days, the radiologists (sonologists) would go

into the scanning rooms to check the scans before the patients left, so there

was considerable interaction with the patients. This is as opposed to most of

the rest of radiology, where the radiologist only sees the images. Sometimes,

the referring clinician hadn’t explained to the patient what we were going to

do, or look for…. I had to patiently explain what we had found and what it

Dr. Peter Cooperberg, 1995.
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meant. This was especially true after doing a guided biopsy, since we got the

results right away. Even if it was bad news, the patients, and usually their

spouses, were very appreciative.

“I left St. Paul’s Hospital in 2008 but worked for a few more years at False

Creek Healthcare Centre. Now, mostly, I ski, cycle or golf (albeit poorly), but

I still do some teaching, mostly to medical students, in a program called

CBL, Case-Based Learning. And, the powers that be have decided that ultra-

sound should be a clinical skill for all medical students – I couldn’t resist

getting involved with that, too. I really enjoy it.

“It has been a really rewarding career.”

Joanne Emerman (oncology, breast cancer)

Interviewed by Leora Raivich, July 29, 2003, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.03-17, and

Kate Quinn-Feehan, August 8, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.18-32

Joanne Emerman (née Donner) was born on September 28, 1942, in

Kenora, Ontario. Her father’s side of the family came from Russia, but he

was born in Kenora; her mother’s side came from Romania, perhaps, with

her mother having been born in Winnipeg. She has two siblings, and she

and her husband Steve have three children: Marvin, Elizabeth and Eddie.

By December 1946, the Donner family, who had lost their furniture store in

a fire, had moved to Vancouver and rebuilt the family business there.

When Joanne was a teenager, she belonged to Young Judea, and she went to

Camp Hatikvah for a year. She was very active in Congregation Beth Israel

as a child and became involved in United Synagogue Youth when it came

into being. She went to Camp Solomon Schechter, starting in its first year of

existence, and attended Beth Israel’s after-school Hebrew classes. She also

worked in her family’s store.

She went to Lord Tennyson Elementary School for her first four years of
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school, then switched to Sir William Van Horne Elementary School when

the family moved. After grades 7 and 8 at John Oliver Secondary School, “I

went to Churchill. Graduated from Churchill…. I went for the first two years

to UBC [University of British Columbia] and then I married an American, so

I finished my undergraduate work in New York [at Hofstra University on

Long Island]; he was a New Yorker. And my dream was to do graduate work

at Berkeley, so we moved to San Francisco.” The wedding was in 1963. “I

graduated, got my first degree, in ’65.”

While inspired by her Grade 3 teacher and her high school biology teacher,

“I was just one of those that was quite self-motivated from a very early age....

Biology was my favourite subject, always,” even throughout university,

“until I went to my graduate degrees and then I specialized in cancer

[research].”

By eight years old, “I knew I was going to be a scientist…. I used to collect

Aviva chapter 1984 installation. From left are Martin Donner, Bev Rosoff, Joyce
Lowe and Dr. Joanne Emerman.
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the cod liver oil bottles…. You had this little eyedropper and, every morning,

your mom gave you a few drops of the cod liver oil, and that had your vita-

mins in it and everything else you needed. And I used to collect the cod liver

oil bottles afterwards to put in my lab when I grew up.”

When, at age 10, “I got pneumonia and I had to go to the Children’s

Hospital, and the doctor that looked after me was female … I was kind of

shocked that a woman could be a doctor. This was back in the old days,

1952. And I considered being a clinician, but that never really went too far.”

In high school, she was still working at her family’s store. “After Donner’s

Furniture, my next job was at Woodwards, because we lived right across the

street from the Woodwards Shopping Centre.”

The Donners didn’t want their kids following in their footsteps. “They didn’t

want us to be in the business. They wanted to be able to support us, to edu-

cate us to get out in the world, be professionals. They did not want Donner’s

Furniture to continue.”

A life member of United States Hadassah, “I was very active in Hadassah,

but, when it came to take over the presidency, I was actually in charge of the

educational areas of Hadassah all the way through, all the programs – not

scientifically oriented but just the educational orientation.” As well, “[we]

belonged to the Reform temple in California, Temple Isaiah. My kids went

to Hebrew school.”

For the first two undergrad years, “I went to UBC in the biomedical sciences.

I took biology and everything you’re supposed to take … immunology and

all that. After marrying, “I went to finish my last two years in the biology

department in New York.” After finishing undergrad in New York, “I went to

Berkeley,” getting a master’s and a PhD. “All my three children were born

there.”

Very interested in cell biology, “I took a course early on in normal and

abnormal cell biology and I was sold – I wanted to go into cancer research.
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And, as it turns out, it was coincidental, unfortunately, for my family,

because my family, we are so riddled with cancer … that they’re studying us

as a case at the cancer agency…. My dad developed melanoma just after I got

married … and I decided that I would like to do melanoma research when I

got to Berkeley. [But] they specialized at that time, and they still do, in

breast cancer research [and] that sounded like a good place to be, so I have

specialized in breast cancer research and have never left. Of course, you

become familiar with all the endocrine cancers … but breast cancer was my

area,” and was from 1971 on.

At Berkeley, “I went on to do a post-doc there, and that’s where my good

friend, Mina Bissell, took me on, as my supervisor…. I dreamt of coming

back to Vancouver and being at the university here, all my life.... And then,

while I was doing my post-doc, I saw an ad in the paper for a researcher in

the department of obstetrics and gynaecology at UBC, doing related

research, and so I applied, and I got the job.… I knew instantly that I didn’t

want to work in a hospital background, I wanted to be part of the university.

So, almost immediately, I started looking around…. I’m an anatomist, a cell

biologist, and I got a job as an assistant professor in the department of

anatomy at that time – it’s now changed its name, department of cellular

and physiological sciences.”

Returning to Vancouver in 1980, “I started in the department of anatomy in

’82. We had to get settled in and I had to establish a lab, etc. In the mean-

time, I was applying for the position.”

The compulsory retirement rule changed just months “past my 65th birth-

day, but UBC instigated it immediately, so I was able to stay on. But, in the

meantime, I had made arrangements with the [B.C.] Cancer Agency to have

my lab – I collaborated with the cancer agency all my life…. So, from 65 to

71, I still worked, but I no longer had to apply for grants or anything, as the

cancer agency took care of everything.”

As for career highlights, “the very first paper I ever gave in Philadelphia,

1976/77, it happened to be a major paper that has been used since interna-
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tionally, on my research on developing a system to study breast cancer

cells outside the body…. I’ve been on so many boards and I’ve been to so

many conferences and given so many talks [but] that first one stands out….

Then, every other year, we have a mammary gland and breast cancer con-

ference. It’s called the Gordon Research Conference, you have to be invited

to attend. And I attended those every other year from 1971 on, but the high-

light was 1985, when I chaired the conference…. And then we decided to

have international conferences, and they were every other year, in

Tuscany, Italy. I only went to one before I retired. That was all I had the

opportunity to go to … and it was fabulous. I gave a talk there, as well, and

that was a highlight.

“Since then, one of my students … has gone on to give talks at those confer-

ences quite frequently – he actually ended up in charge of the cancer

research division at Cambridge…. I can think of several students that are

very special, [who] went on, got medical degrees and then went their own

way. Some continued with cancer in research, as well, and specialized in

oncology. But, in terms of mentoring, I also taught gross anatomy and

microscopic anatomy to the medical and dental students for 33 years. My

most important mentoring was the female students that I taught … that they

could do everything – they could do it, get where they wanted and still have

a family and all the rest of it.”

Biomedical science has changed dramatically over the years.

“In those days, we knew that DNA was the building block, the major thing in

our body that determined everything. But in those four years – [I took four

years out after I got my undergrad degree, before I dove into my research,

because I had two little kids] – we also learned that RNA was extremely

important. And RNA transcription was a major breakthrough. When I came

back, I was amazed that a lot of the research that I had done, I was thinking

of doing, made a lot more sense.”

Extremely active on the UBC campus, “I had many other jobs … besides

being in my lab and teaching…. I was associate dean in medicine for quite a
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number of

years, associate

dean of

research …

then I was on

the UBC board

of governors

for six years.

And that was

the most excit-

ing time of my

entire career, I

must admit …

just to be on

the board and

overseeing everything that goes on on campus was thrilling.”

Overall, “I’ve been very fortunate. It’s all I can say…. Being at the right

place at the right time…. And, internationally, I’ve been on many, many

boards, all the research boards of the National Institutes of Health and

their cancer research division. And, of course, at the National Cancer

Institute of Canada, I was on their board and sharing research, chairing

grants panels for years.”

Other board work included that of Jewish Family Services.

“I’m an amateur photographer and, for many, many years, I did all the pho-

tography for the Jewish organizations that really couldn’t afford a photogra-

pher. So, for years, I did the photography for the Vancouver Holocaust

Education Centre, that’s my number one favourite charity. And for the

Jewish Book Festival and Jewish Film Festival…. And I’m a big supporter of

the Jewish Independent; I think it’s a great paper.”

With respect to photography, “I had a showing at the Zack Gallery last year….

It ran for a month and I was thrilled to death. And it was on my science – it

An article in the Jewish Western Bulletin, March 30, 1995,
about an upcoming talk by Dr. Joanne Emerman.
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combined my photography and my research. It was on the photographs I

took in the Galapagos and on six African reserves that I have visited, and it

was very well received. On one occasion, I gave a talk to the audience. They

were all invited to hear how my photography related to my cancer research,

and that was really well received.”

The images relate to cancer in that “it’s survival of the fittest ... and that’s

how cancer wins out.”

Overall, “I believe in ‘live and let live,’ that we have one opportunity, we

only go around once, and everybody should be given the opportunity to use

that one time the way they see fit. And that we should respect everyone’s

right to do that…. I believe that we have to help each other. I believe very

much in belonging to charitable organizations ... in supporting charitable

causes and supporting Jewish causes. But I do believe we’re masters of our

fate. And that everybody’s entitled to be the master of their own fate and we

shouldn’t tell somebody else how to live.”

In life, “love your family and your friends and the people around you. That’s

the most important thing.”
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Larry Goldenberg (oncology, prostate cancer)
Interviewed by Judy Frankel, August 30, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.18-42

Larry Goldenberg was born on September 20,

1953, in Toronto.

“Paula and I met in undergrad at University of

Toronto, and we both got into medical school

together in 1974. We actually met in … chemistry

class. We were put at the workbench in alpha-

betical order. So I was G-O-L and she was G-O-R

[Gordon is her surname]. We got to be friends

and then fell in love…. We were married in 1976.

“And then, in 1978, we were looking to where we were going to train in our

specialty training. We were graduating from our internships at the Mount

Sinai Hospital in Toronto. Paula was interested in radiology, I was interest-

ed in urology, and so we looked around. She was accepted to the Toronto

program, I wasn’t. There was only one spot and I was beaten out by a very

good friend of mine…. [We] both could have gone to New York, but there

were visa issues back then and it wouldn’t have been the best idea. Then we

took a fly-drive tour of the West Coast on a holiday. We flew to Calgary, rent-

ed a car and drove across the mountains to Vancouver. At the end of

August, early September, the weather was perfect. And we looked at each

other and said, ‘Well, why don’t we look at B.C.?’… I had been here in 1976

on a drive with a friend … so I’d seen Vancouver myself, Paula had never

seen it. We ended up applying to the programs and we were accepted and

that was it. We moved here in June of 1979.”

The intention was to return to Toronto after their training. “That’s where

our whole families are. But, once you live in Vancouver for five years, it’s

hard to leave, especially when they offer you a job here.”

Larry is one of four children of Holocaust survivors. “Fortunately, they were

not interned in any camps. They were saved by righteous gentiles – separate-

Dr. Larry Goldenberg
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ly, of course, in different parts of Poland. And they met in Toronto in 1949

and were married in 1950. My sister was born soon after that, and then I was

the second of four, born in 1953 [and then came my two younger brothers]….

My dad is Mark Goldenberg and mom is Esther.”

At the time of the interview, Larry’s dad was just over 90 years old and his

mom was 85. His dad had come to Canada in 1949, at the age of 21, through

Pier 21 in Halifax, and headed to Toronto, “where he was sponsored by family

who had been living here. He got a job as a painter – didn’t know anything

about painting, but figured it out pretty quickly. And then, he built a busi-

ness. First a painting business and then a building business … built homes,

and then apartments and commercial, industrial, did very well. But, when he

arrived in Canada, he said the only words he knew were Coca-Cola. And he

had like 50 cents in his pocket. So, he really did it all with hard work…. It was

24-7…. They worked very hard. Mom had some jobs as well. And then, soon

after, they had a family.”

Larry and Paula have two sons: Adam is a lawyer and Mitchell [has a PhD in

medical education and] is training to be a urologist.

For his education, Larry went to Talmud Torah and Community Hebrew

Academy of Toronto, or CHAT. “I was into sports: soccer, football, baseball.

We played lots of sports, played squash when I was older…. I’m still some-

what athletic. I enjoy golf. My main hobby is collection – I collect sports

cards and memorabilia.”

At the University of Toronto, “I did two years of undergrad and got into

medical school before getting an undergrad degree, so I had my MD from

the University of Toronto…. In my medical school class, 25% of the class [of

60 people] was Jewish.”

After residency in Vancouver, “I did a one-year [fellowship]. I was one of the

first, if not the first, Terry Fox fellow, funded by the Terry Fox Foundation. I

did a year in what’s called cancer endocrinology at the cancer agency, and

that’s where I got my interest in prostate cancer.”
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In addition to the University of Toronto, “I’m an honourary alumnus of the

University of British Columbia now, so I wear the colours of both.”

Always having enjoyed science, “I was pretty much, from day one, on course

to be a doctor. I considered dentistry at one point, my mother wanted me to

be a dentist like my cousin was, and I said, ‘No, I’m not gonna put my fin-

gers in other people’s mouths.’… She laughs because of what I do now.”

Initially, upon finishing all the necessary training, “I was there [at St. Paul’s

Hospital] for 10 years doing general urology with an emphasis on cancer of

the urinary tract – kidney and bladder and prostate. And then, in 1993, I

moved from St. Paul’s to Vancouver General to start the Prostate Centre, the

Vancouver Prostate Centre, which is now a globally renowned centre. I

started that in ’93 and I’ve been at VGH since ’93.

“My only interest at this point is prostate cancer and benign diseases of the

prostate – I don’t see any other urology [patients]…. When I started, hor-

mone therapy for prostate cancer was the standard for advanced prostate

cancer and men were still dying miserable deaths from prostate cancer. I

just figured – this was back in the early ’80s – that there was a lot we can do.

We had so many questions and so much research to do.… We’ve come a long

way since then, it’s not that situation anymore. In fact, many men live com-

fortably for many, many years with prostate cancer. But, back when I start-

ed, it was not unusual to see men coming into the office on crutches

because the cancer would have already spread to their spine. So, I was pret-

ty intent to see if we can do something about that, and I wanted to focus on

that area.

“There are so many different areas I could have focused on, but I did that

fellowship in cancer endocrinology. Endocrinology has to do with hor-

mones and the main hormone for prostate cancer is testosterone. And, in

the 1960s, a Canadian, Dr. [Charles] Huggins, won the Nobel Prize for basi-

cally showing that testosterone was the fuel for prostate cancer growth, and

eliminating testosterone in those days by removing the man’s testicles was

the way to control the disease…. New drugs came into being and we did a lot
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of work on many drugs through the ’80s. In fact, at one point, the drug regi-

men that we designed for prostate cancer became the standard of care for a

number of years until better drugs came out.

“And then we had developed different ways of administering hormones.

There’s been a lot of excitement over the years, a lot of movement in that

area, and, today, prostate cancer is becoming more of a chronic illness than

a deadly illness, though it still kills 40,000 men a year in North America. So,

we still have a ways to go, but we’ve come a long ways. I’m very proud of

that [and] that’s been my focus, basically, for 40 years now.”

Starting as a clinical professor, “[I] then went over to what’s called a full-

time track at UBC and I was a full professor of urologic sciences. In 2000, I

took over the division of urology. When I was head, we became a depart-

ment at UBC, so I became a department head, reporting directly to the

dean…. That was a huge accomplishment, to take a division to department

status, one of my bigger accomplishments in the administrative world.

“And now the department of urologic sciences is one of the most powerful

departments in the faculty of medicine, from a research and funding point

of view. So, very proud of that. I was full professor and head of the depart-

ment until three years ago … when I stepped down as the head.

“I also was the founding director of the Vancouver Prostate Centre. Now,

I’m a co-director of development and supportive care at the Prostate Centre.

I founded the Men’s Health Initiative of British Columbia, and that became

the Canadian Men’s Health Foundation, and I’m currently the chairman of

the Canadian Men’s Health Foundation. So, those are my three primary

administrative positions and ranks.” In addition, there are various chair

positions, including “they founded a chair called the Goldenberg [Family]

Chair in Urologic Sciences [at VGH], which is a chair for the head of the

department.”

Regarding innovation, “I started in ’84 in practice, after my fellowship.

There have been huge changes and shifts in the care of prostate cancer over
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the years. In 1990, one of my big innovations, which is now quite common

around the world, in many different cancers, was to pay attention to patient

education and decision-making.”

Patients once would come to a doctor expecting to simply be told what to

do. “Modern patients want to know, they want to understand, and I think

it’s a big part of medicine to take time and make sure that people under-

stand their disease and what their options are, and what the future could

potentially hold for them. So, in ’89/90, I founded the Prostate Education

and Resource Centre, we called it PERC, at Vancouver General Hospital. In

the Prostate Centre … we did research, we had books, videos, interactive

workshops, all kinds of educational events. And then I also wrote a book

[Prostate Cancer: All You Need to Know to Take an Active Part in Your

Treatment]…. There have been many, many books since then, on all kinds

of cancers.

“I really felt the importance of educating patients, so I wrote that book,

made many videos and CDs and DVDs over the years that people could be

given when they were first told, ‘Here, you have cancer.’ That’s pretty

shocking to somebody, and they’re not going to remember a whole lot of

what you say, so it’s important to give them information to take home and

to allow them to come back and ask you questions, and to provide the

resources. The doctors don’t have all the time in the world, right? So we pro-

vided all those resources. And that was the beginning of what we now have

at Vancouver General, which is called the Prostate Cancer Supportive Care

program, out of the Vancouver Prostate Centre. Again, it’s unique, and it’s

in the way it’s structured – it’s modular, it provides education, it provides

prehabilitation and post-treatment, rehabilitation on sexual health, urinary

health, and all the other problems, the psychological issues that impact men

and their partners.

“That’s the other thing – that, for years and decades, the partner was

ignored. It’s your disease, it’s your prostate, and you can go home and talk

to your wife about it. Well, no, the wife has to be involved. In fact, the wife

or partner is probably more involved and more psychologically impacted
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than the individual is in many, many cases. Sexual changes are huge, and at

the basis of many relationships…. So, we have a didactic approach, where

we include the partners, whether it’s an exercise program – there are a lot of

reasons, again, we were very early on in saying exercise is the best medicine

… 15 years ago, we were pretty much innovators in that field. And we

encourage exercise programs with your partner, not just alone – there’s evi-

dence and good research to show that men do better that way. Diet, I’ve

been talking about diet for 25 years … all of this stuff is now pretty much

standard of care, but 20, 30 years ago, it was pretty novel, and not many

people were talking about it.”

Nick [Bruchovsky], “who passed away a few years ago, he was a great men-

tor.... On the science side, Nick was a brilliant researcher. He was an

endocrinologist, he came originally from Toronto, but through Alberta to

Vancouver, and he started a small research lab at the cancer agency in 1978

and I joined him when I was a resident still, and then did a fellowship with

him. There was Paul [Rennie], Nick and myself. And that, eventually, over

the years, has grown into what we now call the Vancouver Prostate Centre,

which has over 250 people working in it, including almost 30 scientists, with

probably $200 million-plus of grant funding over the years.”

Their belief was that “independence isn’t good in science, we need team sci-

ence. And so, when we created the Prostate Centre and moved it into the

Vancouver General Hospital in the mid-’90s, it was team science. The scien-

tists didn’t say, ‘This is my lab,’ it was, ‘This is our lab,’ and that has been a

real key to success. And, again, it’s now being modelled around the world.

Research labs all over the world are now collaborative, multidisciplinary,

and scientists work together, because that’s how you make progress…. I’m

not a scientist per se anymore. The science today goes well above my head, I

don’t understand it. But, what I do is I facilitate, I encourage and I engage a

lot of the young scientists, and I try to basically create the sandbox that they

can play in.”

Coming from a family of builders, “they build bricks and mortar, I build

medical programs. And I’ve built a lot of medical programs. But, my build-
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ing was based on an ability to raise money. I’m a good fundraiser. I’ve raised

well over $150 million for our projects. Many of the donors, you would

know, and they’re wonderful people, and Vancouver has got a lot of gener-

ous people. I was able to engage with these folks years ago. I had many,

many small donors in the early ’90s, helping us. Small, relatively speaking:

$50,000, $5,000, $100,000. Joe Segal and Joe Cohen were great supporters

of me early on in my career. And, both Joes were absolutely wonderful – Joe

Segal, still wonderful; we lost Joe Cohen. But they were very important in

the early days of helping to fund myself and my work.

“And then Jim Pattison, in 1996, was really the catalyst for a huge change

with his $20 million donation, which was then leveraged for about $180 mil-

lion in total, because they had to finish the hospital to name the building

after him at Vancouver General. And that’s when I learned about cash flow,

when I learned about leverage, also learned how to deal with politicians,

how to talk to them, how to convince governments that we need to be sup-

ported…. And there have been many physicians since then, who I think

have been as successful … Saul Isserow is a good example. Saul, a wonderful

cardiologist, and he’s raised a lot of money because he’s a good person and

people believe in him and believe in the work that he’s doing. I think that’s

why I was able to be successful – people believe in the work, they see my

passion, they see how hard I work and so they invest in it.”

Wanting to go beyond just being a good doctor, being a good educator was a

key element. “I have thousands and thousands of patients who, over the

years, they all say the same thing, that the education helped them with their

decisions, made them comfortable and I never push anybody to have sur-

gery, they’re given all the options.”

The knowledge “doesn’t take away the disease, but it helps you cope better.

And, there are still a lot of people who can’t cope. There are men who can-

not deal with the fact that they’re going to lose their ability to have erections

… and you have to emphasize to men, you’re not losing the ability to love

your partner and there are alternatives, there are different ways that we can

be intimate with our partners, and we can continue loving. And that’s not
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easy to do. And everybody is different. We’re all psycho-morphologically

built differently and you need to adjust to the individual that you’re talking

to. And, for the most part, you can get through to people, but sometimes you

can’t, and not every customer is a happy customer.”

In addition to the “thousand most heartfelt thank you’s,” Goldenberg

received the Order of British Columbia in 2006 and the Order of Canada in

2009. He has been recognized by his peers with honours such as the Doctors

of B.C. Silver Medal of Service (B.C. Medical Association) and the Hugh

Hampton Young Award (American Urological Association). “I also received

a lifetime achievement award from the Society of International Urology and

the lifetime achievement award from the Canadian Urological Association

and the lifetime achievement award from the B.C. Urological Association….

But, at the end of the day, those letters are more important…. And I get

them every week. And they’re very special. But that’s why we do what we do

in medicine.”

Judaism has played a role in, for example, being interested in health beyond

his area of specialty. “When I founded the Men’s Health Initiative and the

Canadian Men’s Health Foundation, people said, ‘You’re a urologist, what

are you doing talking about mental health or cardiac health or quitting

smoking or eating healthier or exercising more?’”

Having seen men in their 60s who have not lived healthily and now have

chronic illnesses, “I decided we got to educate guys when they’re 25, 30

years old that little changes can make huge differences, behavioural

changes – you don’t have to be unhealthy, you can still look after your fami-

ly, you can still work…. And I think where the Jewish guy comes in is, if you

can save one life, you’ve saved the world, [that’s] what our talmudic scholars

taught us.

“And I tell the people that I work with in the foundation, my goal isn’t to

get every man to change and to be healthy, it’s not possible. [But] … if I

can get one man to change and save his life, then I’ve saved the world.

And it’s that attitude of you do what you can for one man at a time, and
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it’s what I do every day, one man at a time.

“Also coming from a first-generation Holocaust survivorship situation and

knowing how hard my father and grandfather worked to provide for us.

That also, I think, helped shape my personality and my work ethic…. And I

think my two sons have learned that as well, they’ve seen it, and they’re

very, very hardworking, highly successful young men. So, I like to know that

I’ve passed that on. But I think it’s part of our tradition, it’s part of our cus-

tom, it’s part of who we are, it’s in our gene pool, that family is important,

hard work is important, being community leaders is important, contribut-

ing to the people around you is important.”

Science has changed. “We’re entering an era of personalized medicine or

precision medicine. I think the biggest differences [began] in around 2007,

when computer processing really took off … the ability to sequence the

human genome…. Now, that’s a big part of what we do in our research at the

Prostate Centre is identifying targets that we can develop drugs for…. One of

our scientists at the centre has 500 million – that’s a half a billion – mole-

cules in his computer data set that he can look at … [to] identify an area that

should be targeted, if that protein is significant in the development or pro-

gression of a cancer. And he can design a drug from his drug library using

his powerful computer system…. To me, the last 10, 12 years has seen the

most exciting changes in medicine, where we’ve really changed the whole

paradigm of drug discovery and clinical trials, and I think we’re making

such rapid progress now.”

As for progress made locally, one innovation was “how we apply hormone

therapy. Rather than in a continuous way, it comes in [what’s] called inter-

mittent hormone therapy. It took a long time, it’s still not accepted every-

where, but pretty much all around the world uses this technique of treating

with hormone therapy, and it started here in my group – that was work that

I did in the ’80s with Nick [Bruchovsky]. And then, in the ’90s, we started to

do clinical work.”

The Vancouver Prostate Centre “is considered one of the leading research
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centres in the world. Yet, in Vancouver, [it’s] one of the best kept secrets,

right? And it gets frustrating…. We just recruited a leading scientist from the

NIH [National Institutes of Health in the United States]…. He was trained by

two Nobel laureates and he’ll probably be a Nobel laureate himself one day.

He works in the field of what’s called cryoEM, or cryo-electron microscopy,

and he can see proteins now down to what’s called an Angstrom level,

which is basically the atomic level, and that will help us design drugs even

better. He read about us on a grant review that he was doing and he called

up and said, ‘I love what you’re doing, I want to move to Vancouver.’ That’s

how significant our Prostate Centre has become in the 25 years since we

founded it…. We’ve got several Americans working in our lab…. We’ve also

trained scientists, surgeon scientists, from all over the world; probably 20,

25 countries around the world have trained with us. So, training has been

very important.”

The centre also has a relationship with the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

When honoured by the Canadian Friends of Hebrew University with the

Scopus Award in 2008, “the goal was to raise a million dollars for Hebrew

University and I said, ‘Well, let’s raise $2 million – a million dollars for the

Men’s Health Initiative and a million dollars for Hebrew University – so we

raised $2 million.”

In the Jewish community, “I was on the board of the Louis Brier [Home and

Hospital] and I was on the board of the Beth Israel [Synagogue] at one point

in time as well, that goes back quite a number of years. Most of my commu-

nity work is through medicine and through the development of these pro-

grams, like the supportive care program, which is a community program.

Maybe when I retire, I’ll start to volunteer for committees and boards and

stuff. I’ve been a guest lecturer at many of the institutions around here,

including here at the Peretz Centre and for the seniors. I give talks when I’m

asked … to community groups. But, there’s a limit to what you can do.”

Innovation continues, but, “at the same time, that innovation needs to be

translated into practicality and to commercialization, perhaps, and in

spreading it around the world. I think one of the most important things is to
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understand that, if you have an idea [and] want to run with it, you want to

bring [in] other people and you want to collaborate, you cannot be selfish….

We’ve got so much to do.”

Now in his mid-60s, people are always asking him if he’s going to retire.

“No, not gonna retire, I still have ideas and still want to innovate. So, hope-

fully, over the next five, 10 years, I’ll continue to contribute in some way.”

Gershon (Jerry) Growe (haematology)

Interviewed by Corly Lukow and Christian Hendricks, March 13, 2014,

Vancouver, B.C.; 20.14-09

Gershon (Jerry) Growe was born in Toronto on September 27, 1939. He grew

up, went to high school and medical school there. He has a younger brother.

“Before my mother was married, and I think shortly after they were mar-

ried, she worked as a secretary. She didn’t go to college, I think that was

something she could have done easily and just didn’t do it. It was the mid-

dle of the Depression, they got married in 1936. My father graduated from

optometry school in Toronto in 1936 and went into practice and stayed in

practice till about 10 years before he died. He went to optometry school in

the middle of the Depression because it was the shortest professional course

at the university, it was two years, and somehow or other he scraped the

money together to go there, although I don’t think that’s exactly what he

would have liked to do.”

Regarding education, “I went to a regular primary school in Toronto called

Oriole Park, and Forest Hill Collegiate. Then I went to the University of

Toronto and, at that time, when I went into medical school in the late ’50s,

you went right into medical school from high school. It was a six-year pro-

gram, so it was two-year pre-med and four-year medical school, that’s how

it worked there at that time. That was all my formal education.”

But, “I was [also] interested in running, I ran for the track team. I played
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basketball on one of the teams and also liked skating and playing hockey…. 

I went to camp as a kid.... And I was also involved with the Boy Scouts, and

there was a Boy Scout camp I went to for a couple of years. Then, when I was

about 12 or 13, I stopped going to camp and I started working in the sum-

mers…. I went back to camp one year later, a number of years later, as a

counsellor, just to see what that was like, but, most of the time in my teens

and early 20s, I worked in the summer. Sometimes, I made enough money –

actually, by the time I was in pre-med at the University of Toronto, I was

making enough money in the summer to pay my tuition, which was some-

thing like $1,500 a year. You could go to school for even less than that, even

less than $1,000 a year. I mean, people didn’t make a lot of money, but it

still was not a huge thing, and most people didn’t take out loans and stuff

like that to go to school.”

The decision to go into medical school came in the last year of high school.

“I wasn’t quite sure what I wanted to do, but I thought I didn’t want to con-

tinue on with all these languages that I was doing.... I had a very good friend

whose father and brother were both doctors, and I had not really an idea of

what they did, frankly, but who they were. Bob was going to go into medical

school and a couple of my other friends were going to go into medical

school, so I thought, ‘Well, why not give it a try?’

“I knew I had the marks to do it, I would get in, and, as I said, they had this

setup where you had two years of pre-med, which was like an arts program,

an arts/science program, and you could make a decision after two years

whether you want to continue on in medical school or not. But, once you got

in, you were in medical school, so you had that security if you wanted to

continue. I wasn’t drawn really to do anything else…. I actually went for an

interview with a guidance counsellor at school, we had a formal interview in

Grade 13 about this whole thing…. We had done what were called ‘prefer-

ence tests,’ and there were some ‘ability tests’ and so on; they looked at your

marks…. And my mother and I were there, and he says, ‘Well, there’s just no

question what you should be.’ My mother: ‘What should he be?’ ‘He should

be a radio announcer.’ My mother, as you can imagine, just about almost fell

off her chair. I said to him, ‘OK, I never thought of that, but it’s an interest-
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ing option. But how can they make a decision like that without hearing your

voice?’ He laughed and said, ‘Well, they would audition you, too.’ But, he

says, ‘You’ve got all the characteristics for being a good radio announcer.’ I

had to carry my mother home from that interview.”

As a blood doctor, a haematologist, “primarily I worked at Vancouver

General Hospital and UBC [University of British Columbia]. I came to

Vancouver in 1969 and started at Vancouver General in 1970, and a couple

of us actually put together the haematology program at the hospital at that

time.

“I did two things in haematology. One of the reasons I liked haematology is

that it’s a part of internal medicine and pathology, where you could both see

patients and you could go and work in the lab.... Don’t forget I trained in the

’60s. It’s not as sophisticated as it is now, but, at that time, when you trained

in haematology you did both, you’d look after patients and [work] in the

lab.… I was at VGH for almost 35 years and then they retired me at age 65. At

that time, it was mandatory retirement…. I was offered a position, and I

worked at the Canadian Blood Services, because one of my major interests

was in blood transfusion. So, I worked at Canadian Blood Services for the

last 10 years, and I just left there at the end of December [2013].”

At Canadian Blood Services, which mainly collects and distributes blood

and blood products in the province, “my role was as a medical consultant,

and there are a lot of questions that come up – it’s like a pharmaceutical

agency, so we’re handling drugs…. I also supervised a small lab they had

there, where we did the blood testing for all of the pregnant women in the

province, their RH factors, and all that. And then I started a new program in

the education of haematology people, for blood transfusion … and I ran that

for the university in the last 10 years.”

The many years of work with the haemophilia program in British Columbia

were noticed.

“I started the program with a nurse in 1972 and … we set up a clinic that
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deals with a rare disease…. We had to train these people how to transfuse

themselves at home so that they wouldn’t have to come into the hospital all

the time. And then we went through a terrible problem with AIDS and hepa-

titis in the ’80s, and so I lived through that. But, after all that, and many

years working with that group, I received, along with several of our col-

leagues, in about 2001 or so, the Queen’s [Golden] Jubilee Medal…. It was

the 50th year of the Queen … so the Haemophilia Society had the opportuni-

ty to give out a certain number of awards to people who had contributed to

haemophilia care in Canada…. I have the Silver Medal from the B.C. Medical

Association for care in British Columbia…. The way it’s done is a couple of

your friends decide that you’ve had an interesting and useful career and

they submit your name and it goes through a panel…. I received a Lifetime

Achievement Award from the department of pathology, UBC Medical

School. Those are some of the most important [honours] … and that meant a

lot to me.”

It was a career with many highlights. “I’m not exactly sure where to start

about them, but it was certainly very exciting being at the earlier stages of

developing the specialty of haematology, of blood diseases, and caring for

patients in British Columbia. Because, when I came here in 1970, it was still

pretty primitive, but there also wasn’t a lot we could do. So, in the ’70s, we

developed some techniques in blood transfusion, about how to support peo-

ple who were seriously ill – with things like platelets, which weren’t avail-

able before, for clotting – and then we got involved with the very early

stages of bone marrow transplantation. And I was involved with the first

cases that we did here, [though] I decided not to take my career in that

direction ultimately because it was a life in itself. Now, in haematology,

there are people who strictly do bone marrow transplantation…. My major

interests were in blood transfusion and haemophilia care, and I think we

saw a lot of very important things happening – we developed, I think, an

exceptional education program in that area for the medical school, and that

was pretty exciting.

“In those areas, too, when you’re working professionally and academically,

you get to travel around a lot, go to meetings, meet lots of people, so I know
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people all over

the world who

are involved in

these areas….

And I have some

good friends still

that I’m in touch

with, one in par-

ticular in New

York, who is a

haemophilia

expert. Every

time we go there,

we get together,

and I brought

him out as a

guest, here to

Vancouver, so

that was exciting.

And then I did a

year’s sabbatical

in New York at a

place called the

New York Blood

Center, in the late

’80s, and that

was the time

when molecular biology was becoming a very basic tool for lab work, and I

wanted to understand more about DNA extraction, DNA testing synthesis

and so on, so I spent a year there, and that was a big help, especially in the

haemophilia area because we used those techniques for diagnosis of differ-

ent kinds of haemophilia.”

Returning to Vancouver, “I was asked to chair a government medical advi-

sory committee to what was then called the Canadian Blood Agency, and

A letter to the Royal Canadian Legion, Shalom Branch No. 178,
dated May 9, 1985, from Dr. G.H. Growe, seeking a donation on
behalf of the Vancouver General Hospital Foundation.
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that agency was comprised of members of the ministries of health across

Canada, and funded the Red Cross to collect blood in the country and all

their blood programs. I was the chair … for about five years, from about 1992

to ’97, and that’s when, after the National Blood Inquiry, they shut the Red

Cross down and started the Canadian Blood Services in its place. And then

that committee didn’t need to work anymore, so it was disbanded, but I met

a lot of very interesting people.”

While on the committee, “you get some insights as to how people use our

[tax] money and how they make the decisions. And also I got a very interest-

ing insight … into how Quebec operates in the country. I could see them

operating on that committee and it was kind of a reflection of how they

were doing other things with the federal government and other aspects of

activities in the country. That was a useful educational time for me in that

way, too, because their representative on the Canadian Blood Committee …

was extremely strong and demanding, but also bright and clear in what was

needed and so I got some insight into Quebecois mentality, into federalism

and how they fit in, or didn’t.”

A member of Temple Sholom, Jerry is involved in various Jewish organiza-

tions and activities, as well as in environmental and other causes, including

the David Suzuki Foundation and the Vancouver Art Gallery. “I wouldn’t

volunteer for an organization or agency that I didn’t care about for some

reason or other. I’ve never been on any boards or anything for social purpos-

es…. I never had the time and I don’t have the interest or energy to do that

kind of thing. So, anything that I’ve been involved with, it has been some-

thing I cared about, whether it was the kids’ school earlier on, or my work.

There’s satisfaction out of promoting a cause that you care about…. The

other part of it is, something that’s very clear from the Suzuki business, is

how much I learn by participating in an organization, what I get out of it. I

didn’t go into it for that purpose, I don’t think … but I hadn’t realized how

much I was going to get back.”

As for living here, “I love the professional and academic opportunities that

I had here, because I came here at a time when Vancouver was just waking
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up in terms of the medical practices and what we were doing, and I was

able to be part of the development of something really new, so that was

very exciting. I know that I wouldn’t have had those opportunities in

Toronto.

“I spent a fair amount of my time in my post-graduate training in the

United States and I just didn’t want to stay there. I liked the training I got. I

got some excellent training – which I couldn’t have gotten here in Canada at

the time, in the ’70s, ’60s – but, boy, I sure didn’t want to stay there. I left in

the middle of the Vietnam mess, and I couldn’t understand how they were

doing what they were doing, and how the people were managing, and you

could see the unrest in the young people there. So this was the best place [to

be] … I enjoy the art and the music, but, primarily, I enjoy going outside in

my [yard], or going down to the beach.”

But, Vancouver “is kind of an outpost for Jewish life in North America, it’s

not a big community. For its size, it needs a lot of energy to keep things

together, to keep people wanting to continue to be Jewish, in a way…. It

requires effort and it requires inspiration. And so, that’s one of the reasons

that I’m very pleased to see that there have been a number of Jewish lead-

ers, including some rabbis, who have been attracted to Vancouver … in the

past few years; that will give some energy to the place. [And] I think we need

some more academic people. We have some good people out at UBC – we

need to continue that, because some people relate in a more academic or

intellectual way to the culture or to the religion rather than the spiritual

way.... Anyway, my hope is that we will be able to continue to work on a

viable community here in Vancouver, and the [oral history] stories will help

to, I don’t know, maybe inspire some people to continue on, the younger

people to continue on. Hopefully, some of the young Jewish people are also

interviewing their friends and relatives, and finding out about their lives

and their aspirations, too.”
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Gloria Gutman (gerontology)
Interviewed by Kate Quinn-Feehan, July 31, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.18-31

Gloria Gutman was born on July 17, 1939, in

Seattle, Washington. “So I am a U.S. citizen. Born

in the U.S.A. because my mother and dad were

living in Drumheller [in Alberta], and my mother

didn’t want to have a child there, so she went

home to Seattle and had me. And, as soon as I

was old enough to travel, which is like about

three weeks, moved to Canada…. Then they

moved to Calgary and, in 1945, moved to

Vancouver.”

Her father was a lawyer; her mother, a concert pianist. “She played with the

Seattle Symphony. And she gave it all up to marry my father and move to

Drumheller. But she had a university education. She didn’t graduate but she

went to University of Washington.”

Gloria is one of four daughters, and she and her husband, Gary, have two

daughters of their own and a son, who’s a doctor. Gloria’s sister, Carol

[Herbert], is also in the medical profession and “and there is quite a strong

stream of medical people on my father’s side.” For her part, Gloria is a psy-

chologist by training, although most of her research funding and the work

she does is in health promotion or health-related areas, particularly in

gerontology and geriatrics.

Gloria graduated from Prince of Wales High School. She also did after-

school religious classes at Talmud Torah. “I was very much involved in

BBYO [B’nai B’rith Youth Organization], so I was a district president. I have

associations – my father was a district president of B’nai B’rith, and I fol-

lowed in his footsteps, with B’nai B’rith Youth.”

The leadership skills she gained at BBYO were useful. “I did two terms as

president of the Canadian Association on Gerontology, [was] founding presi-
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dent [of the] B.C. Gerontology Association, president of the International

Association of Gerontology and Geriatrics, president of the International

Network for Prevention of Elder Abuse and, currently, I’m the president of

the North American chapter of the International Society for

Gerontechnology…. That’s something that both Carol and I got, certainly,

from our parents. My mother was involved in the PTA and, to some extent,

in B’nai B’rith with women, but not as much as Carol and I. And I think

Patsy and Judy were also chapter presidents of BBYO.”

Having met Gary at the University of British Columbia, “I was what, these

days, one might call a baby bride. I got married at the end of third year at

UBC. We moved to Calgary, I finished. I did a year of studies there and then

finished off at summer school at UBC and then said, ‘Well, what am I going

to do with the rest of my life?’ At that point, the University of Calgary was

just starting. It was two buildings, a few departments. I had a double major

in psych and in English. I went to see the English department, and they took

one look at me and said, ‘Why don’t you go home and have a baby?’... The

psych department had two people in it at the time and it was, if you’re inter-

ested in doing something in psychology of aging, we’ll take you on. That’s

how I became a gerontologist.”

Gloria was the second person to have completed a master’s degree at the

University of Calgary – “my degree still reads U of A [University of Alberta]

because it was still a branch.”

The master’s degree was in 1961, “and I started a PhD program two years

later at UBC…. [My thesis] was on balance theory, which looks at relation-

ships between people and similarities in how they think and how they work,

and it was looking at the relationship. So, my master’s thesis was on pursuit

rotor reminiscence, which is bio-muscular connections with brain training

and so on. But the balance theory is social psychology because, when I came

out to UBC into the psych department, there was nobody doing aging. I was

the resident expert, so I had to do my PhD in developmental psych and

social psych.”
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Balance theory “is one of the social psychology concepts. It’s based on the idea

that likes attract and that, if you have three people, a triad, and two of them

agree with each other, then you will have some balance in your system.

“Anyway, by the time I finished, the fellow that had been my supervisor in

Calgary came out to UBC and was doing a talk for continuing education, so I

went to hear him. When I was there, I met a woman from continuing educa-

tion called Marjorie Smith, and we started talking.”

She was doing a project on housing for seniors with some funding from

CMHC [Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation] and asked, “‘How would

you like to be the research director?’ And I said, ‘I don’t know anything about

housing for seniors.’ And she says, ‘You’ve got 90 days to become an expert.’

So I became a 90-day expert, which was 90 days more than anybody else in

the vicinity. So that was sort of the start of my research career.

“And housing for seniors has been an area I worked in on and off over the

course of my career, then got involved from there into other topics. So, if

you look at my CV, you’ll see the areas that I work in are quite diverse. I’m

the generalist, so I’ve done work on housing for seniors.

“Long-term care is another area. I met [A.J. Stark] while at UBC, who was in

health care and epidemiology. And, in 1976, when B.C. said they were going

to have a long-term care program, both she and I had written to the govern-

ment and said, ‘How are you going to evaluate this program?’ And so the

government, somebody in the Ministry of Health, put the two of us together

[and] we ended up doing research. We had the only data set of people who

came into long-term care in that initial round and we followed them for

seven or eight years. Wow. So that was a neat experience for me, because it

exposed me to epidemiology, which, if I had been exposed earlier, that’s

what I would have done my degree in.”

But, going back to Calgary, “I was teaching as a sessional instructor at the

University of Calgary ... intro psych, and I taught a course in social psychol-

ogy. It’s one of those things, when it’s a small department, whatever they
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tell you is needed, you learn, and you learn very quickly that, as long as

you’re one lecture ahead of the students, then you’re OK. So, I got intro-

duced to an academic life at that stage.

“I’ve also taught a course at Mount Royal College … which now is a universi-

ty. And then we decided we wanted to come back to B.C…. By the time I was

30, I had three kids and three degrees…. The first one was born in the mid-

dle of the master’s degree. The second one, between degrees, and the third

one, while I was doing the PhD.”

At UBC for 10 years in the psych department, it was evident there was “a

large need in the country for training programs in gerontology. While there

was some training in geriatrics, there was virtually no formal programs in

gerontology, and so I said to UBC, ‘This is something that we should be look-

ing at.’ I was part-time in the psych department at UBC for 10 years but, dur-

ing that time, got involved with Canadian Association on Gerontology, who

were lobbying with government, saying they, too, saw the need for training

programs and for research centres. And so the Social Sciences and

Humanities Research Council [SSHRC] announced the competition.

“I had developed a proposal while I was still at UBC and it was submitted,

but somehow there was a delay…. I went to see the dean of arts and I said,

‘I’m building a national reputation, and is it not possible that I can get on

full time at UBC?’ And he turned around and said to me, ‘Aging is a flash-in-

the-pan phenomenon.’ At that point, I didn’t know anybody at SFU [Simon

Fraser University], other than I had been introduced to the dean of continu-

ing education.”

With nothing to lose, “I made the trek across city, went to see the dean of

continuing education,” who “said to me that he had heard about me and

wanted to invite me to come to SFU to do something several years earlier,

but was told by Marjorie Smith, who had been my mentor at UBC, ‘Don’t

touch her, we want to keep her.’ So, the second time when I went to see him,

he offered me a job – I would be, within the continuing education depart-

ment, called [the] coordinator of programs in gerontology. My job was to
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create a program to coordinate.” (Since SFU has no medical faculty, there

has always been a close working relationship between SFU gerontology and

geriatrics at UBC.)

SSHRC again called a competition, “so I wrote a proposal for a research cen-

tre,” the one that had been written for UBC, “but there was much more

administrative support. And that was part of why I left UBC – there was not

the administrative vision to see that this was an area that was going to blos-

som. So, SFU gave me that chance, for which I shall always be grateful.

“My first two years I was in a continuing education unit and … we were suc-

cessful in the grant. And so, SFU and University of Manitoba were the first

two to be awarded grants for research centres.”

Because of the way in which the funding was granted, “simultaneously, I

was developing both the research centre and the teaching program, and

they’re two separate-but-related units, and that was very deliberate, and

probably the smartest thing I ever did, because we have now been around

since 1981 … and the teaching program, 1982. And we’ve been successful,

[operating] continuously since…. We are, in fact, the only unit in Canada

that has both a research centre and a teaching program, and where the

teaching program is fully embedded in a faculty.”

A number of universities had made them freestanding units, “which, in the

end, was a disservice, because then they get pushed from pillar to post. If

you’re in a faculty, you have a dean and an infrastructure to provide sup-

port. I was lucky that, at the time I went to SFU, and that’s one of the things

about SFU – it may not be as good as UBC in some of the mainline disci-

plines, but it had a vision … so, if you’re a little bit on the fringe or with

something new, they weren’t scared.”

A small department, “it’s a bit of an anomaly in that, when we began …

Simon Fraser had a faculty of interdisciplinary studies, which was perfect

because gerontology is a multidisciplinary area…. But then, a few years

later, we got a president who said, ‘Who’s ever heard of a faculty of interdis-
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ciplinary studies?’ So he took the units that were in there, and some of them

went into applied science, which was a new faculty, and some of them

stayed, went into the faculty of arts. And we got put into the faculty of arts,

mainly because our funding was from the Social Sciences and Humanities

Research Council.

“The three major funding agencies in this country were, at the time, the

Medical Research Council, NSERC [Natural Sciences and Engineering

Research Council] and then there was SSHRC, which is social science. So

that’s the historical quirk. When SFU decided to do a faculty of health sci-

ences, they decided it was going to be a one department faculty. It would

have made sense, from my way of thinking, for us to have moved into that

faculty, but … we are still embedded in a faculty of arts, which is somewhat

odd for what we do.”

Returning to the discussion about family involved in the medical area, “one

of the sub areas I work in is dementia and particularly environmental

design for dementia, but also various aspects of health services, so health

science…. There were three [Howards] in this country, three Jewish

[Howards], who have been leaders in geriatrics. It’s Howard [Bergman] from

Montreal, Howard Feldman, who was here at UBC, and the third one is

Howard Chertkow, who is our second cousin. It’s really been quite fun

because Howie and I have managed to be on some of the same committees

and to be involved with some of the same developments, particularly in the

area of neurodegenerative diseases. He’s an expert in that area, and he actu-

ally leads the CIHR [Canadian Institutes of Health Research] network on

neurodegenerative diseases.”

Gloria’s work has garnered numerous awards and honours, including the

“Queen Elizabeth Jubilee medal, [an] honourary doctorate from the

University of Western Ontario, the Order of British Columbia and, of

course, the highlight is the Order of Canada…. I never expected that, but

was quite delighted, because of the visibility it gives to the field, amongst

other things.”
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Career-wise, “I have not faced religious discrimination, particularly. But I

certainly would say that I’ve had the experience of being a very small

female, having to be tough as nails and to fight every inch of the way.”

In terms of volunteering, “my choice was to get involved with professional

organizations, so I got involved very early on with the Canadian

Association on Gerontology and, from there, went to a couple of interna-

tional conferences. And I’m sitting there and I’m thinking, ‘My gosh, we’re

doing stuff in Canada that is as good or better than what they’re doing in

other parts of the world, but nobody notices or knows about us because

Canadians tend to be somewhat reticent, we don’t go around and brag in

the same ways as some countries.’

“So, I came back to Canada and, at that time, I was still either president or

vice-president, and I said, ‘We should bid for the next International

Congress.’ Because the international societies, you bid eight years out, it’s

like the Olympics. So, the World Congress is the Olympics in gerontology…. I

was co-president of the North American region, which is only two countries.

All the other regions had more countries in them, but we bid successfully

against three or four other countries at a conference in Budapest. The way it

works in the organization is that the person who’s nominated by their

national organization to organize and chair the conference, four years later,

when the secretariat moves to the home country, usually becomes the presi-

dent. So that was amongst the most exciting times of my life, those eight

years of direct involvement, and particularly the four years as president

[2001-2005].”

As president of another organization, then called the International

Association of Gerontology, “I added the second G,” making it the

International Association of Gerontology and Geriatrics. “It’s an umbrella

organization, the members are national organizations, and so, in some

countries, it was the geriatric society; in some countries, it was the gerontol-

ogy society. But what I could see was that, if we didn’t keep the [doctors] in,

they were going to go off and form their own society. So, I made that propos-

al to the council and they agreed…. It is a multidisciplinary area and we
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need to have all the disciplines together and to be able to work together….

The idea is person-centred care and to be able to look at the whole person in

the context of where they live.”

As a researcher, “I had not thought of myself to be doing health promotion

till I got a call from Ottawa, from [Irv Rootman], who was starting up the

new federal unit on health promotion, and he said, ‘How’d you like to come

and be part of this and be affiliated with us?’ And I said, ‘I’m not a health

promoter.’ He said, ‘Yes, you are. Most definitely.’ And so, then I began to

realize even more so that … we’re looking at health in the broad context, in

the WHO [World Health Organization] way. So, it’s not just the absence of

disease, but rather promoting health and wellness.

“For most of my career, I worked at the active aging end of the continuum, so I

was invited to be on an advisory committee for the WHO unit, the department

on dealing with gerontology, geriatrics, with older adults, so had some influ-

ence in various of the products and endeavours that have come out of that.”

One of the more interesting WHO projects “where I was involved … was the

age-friendly cities movement, which has taken off and it’s now around the

world…. I was just in Taiwan two weeks ago, for there’s a group called

healthy cities, which is looking at age aspects. There are several movements

out there,” including the age-friendly cities, the healthy cities and compas-

sionate cities. “And some of those groups are like silos; they’re in isolation.

And so, one of the things I do is bridge those gaps.”

The other idea that took off was World Elder Abuse Awareness Day, which is

June 15. “We were correcting Wikipedia for a number of years, because they

kept saying it’s a UN [United Nations] day. It didn’t start out as a UN day. It

started out because Elizabeth [Podnieks] from Toronto phoned me up one

morning at six o’clock and said, ‘I think we should have a World Elder

Abuse Awareness Day.’ And I said, ‘I think you’re right, Elizabeth.’ And so

we took it back to our International Network for Prevention of Elder Abuse

and talked to the WHO people. And we made it fly. We started it, and then it

took us six or seven years, before we were able to get one of the countries to
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move it through and to make it an official UN day.”

In addition to these endeavours, when Margaret Gillis was at the Public

Health Agency of Canada, “she provided the funding to WHO for the first

beginning meetings on age-friendly…. We also, through Margaret, were very

much involved in this emergency and disasters [work] and seniors, because

that was one [instance] where I called up Margaret one morning and said,

‘Margaret, we need to do something. Because, when you ask the question,

“Who dies in a disaster?” the answer is it’s mostly old people.’ Most of the liter-

ature, most of the publicity, is pregnant women and babies, [but] they’re not

the ones [dying]. No, old people die in disproportionate numbers in disasters.”

Among various boards and committees, “I’ve been on the board of the Louis

Brier Hospital and on the board of the B.C. Institute for Prevention of

Family Violence…. Right now, I’m vice-president of the International

Longevity Centre of Canada and on the board of [Bayshore] Health.”

The longevity centre, of which Margaret Gillis is president now, is part of an

international network looking at policy. “We’re looking at various ways of

making different sectors of society more age-friendly. So, we just had a con-

ference in May – one of the pieces was age-friendly transportation, and

there were people there from Air Canada, from WestJet, from the trains,

because, an issue that comes up, in particular, is how do you make it easier

for the frail, elderly person who needs to travel? Or who wants to travel?

And so [other] questions come up: What about somebody who’s demented?

What about somebody who’s very anxious, or somebody who has some kind

of medical condition? Because many, many old people do have multi-mor-

bidity, so a number of different things that can go wrong. And so you want

to make sure that the staff are sufficiently trained to know what to do.”

Aging, long-term care, research, advocacy and housing run “through my

entire career. The more recent one is … marginalized groups, in particular

with the LGBT community. [We] got a research grant, and we did a very

interesting across-Canada project in five cities, where we did focus groups

with LGBT people to find out about their issues in late life. And it was a pio-
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neering work in the sense that many people from that community, because

of the AIDS crisis, never thought they would live to be old…. That’s one of

the great success stories of the century, the antiretroviral therapies, which

have allowed people with AIDS to live a normal lifespan, so it’s become a

chronic condition.

“These people went through the period when they were considered crimi-

nal, or they were thought to be deranged. Otherwise, they’ve suffered a lot

of stigma and discrimination. So, I got involved in working with them in

that project, and became very much attuned to some of the issues and the

needs of that community.”

Later, “I got involved in end-of-life issues and in tools to assist people – and

particularly people in the healthcare field, physicians, nurses, administra-

tors – to make it possible or make it easier for people to do advanced care

planning. I’m involved now in a very large research project, $2.8 million,

national again, and it has three sectors: long-term care, primary care and

hospital care. And my piece cuts across all three, because I had the temerity

to ask the question.

“We know very few people and their families do formal advanced care plan-

ning.... They may decide who’s going to get the teacups or who’s going to get

some money from the will, but they haven’t thought out who’s going to look

after me if I can’t look after myself, made those kind of plans. So, I said, ‘Of

the small segment of all the people who have done it, what do they look like?

What are the demographic characteristics?’ And it, the answer, boils down to

white bread, it’s white anglo … [but] what about the marginalized groups?”

The documents feature “pictures of heterosexual couples, mostly white, just

some of the documents have been translated into some other languages. But

still, the concepts are coming from a white, heterosexual thinking. So, lo

and behold … I’m the head of what’s called the diversity access team within

this broader project.”

In a project on the gerontechnology side, “we just got through the research
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ethics board at Fraser Health, took us a year to write the protocol. I’m the PI

[principal investigator] on a project that will be looking at [older] people

with delirium who … come into hospital and they either are delirious at the

time they come in or they develop a delirium.… There are two types of delir-

ium: there’s the kind where people just sort of stare into space and the other

is where they become very agitated, hyperactive. The tendency is, you

either tie them down with physical restraints or you give them chemical

restraint, which may well make the problem worse.

“And then you get people that come in who are demented … and they may

act out – people, sometimes staff, can be injured. You can get patient

aggression, which is another area I’m interested in, as a subset of elder

abuse. But this particular one is, it’s a device that looks like a TV screen and

we put it at the end of the bed, but it’s an interactive system based on prin-

ciples of gaming…. It’s a garden with some birds and various things that fly,

butterflies and things that float through, but it responds to the person, so it

can speed up or slow down.

“We’ve only done a proof of concept. We’ve just got approval to do a feasibil-

ity study, because we think that it may help, if you can defuse the person

with delirium. So, the idea is to catch their attention and divert it [and

thereby calm the person down].”

Another source of pride is “some of the students that I had the privilege to

work with, and that I’ve mentored.” It helps, if you’re a person sick in hospi-

tal, to have an advocate, somebody there who will look out for you.

“Similarly, in academia, sometimes a person, all they need is somebody to

give them a little bit of encouragement or … help them on the rough spots.

And then they blossom.”
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Carol Herbert (family practice)

Interviewed by Kate Quinn-Feehan, July 23, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.18-28

Carol Herbert was born on July 14, 1946, in Vancouver, second of four

daughters. Her father was born in Ukraine and her mother in Seattle to a

family with origins in Rhodes and Turkey.

Her father became a lawyer, while her mother did three years of a music

degree [and became a concert pianist], “so we all grew up with a love of

music.” Despite not having much, “nobody had much money, that wasn’t

the issue, from childhood, we were taken to the art gallery and [I went] to

my first opera when I was 11 or 12. And it really does set your path.”

Carol has three children. “Interestingly, none of my children did medicine,

but they’re all doing socially or medically related work.” Other family mem-

bers have been or are in health professions. Sister Gloria Gutman “is an

internationally recognized gerontologist, her field of study is aging,” and

sister Patsy [Policar] was a social worker. The youngest sister, Judith

Chertkow-Levy, is an opera singer [and cantorial soloist].

“We used to joke we should start up a place that had a psychologist, social

worker and family doctor, and Judy could sing. But we have a number of

relatives in the extended family, some of them in Vancouver,” who are in

medical fields.

For school, “I went to what was called Prince of Wales School, [and] is now

Shaughnessy Elementary, on 25th Avenue, very close to us, to where we

lived…. I went there from Grade 1 to Grade 6. I skipped Grade 4 and then I

went on to Point Grey for 7 and 8 ... [returning to Prince of Wales] for Grade

9, and had the option of going to Magee to accelerate; elected to switch over

to Magee so I could graduate early. So I was 15 when I graduated.” She had

just turned 16 when she started at the University of British Columbia.

Doing a bachelor of science in honours biochemistry, “I finished my fourth

year [of a] biochemistry degree concomitant with my first year of medical
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school, got admitted to medicine after third year and so I did double –

fourth year and first year medicine – which, at the time, seemed very sensi-

ble. I think it was probably nuts but it was allowed for just a couple of years

and there were a few of us who did it. There were [nine] women in our class

of 60 students, which was very normal ... until the ’70s. It became more and

more women. It’s now more than 50% … but, in those days, there were very,

very few.”

Medicine was not always the goal. “When I was about six, I wanted to be a

writer, I thought I’d be an author. And then I thought I’d be an explorer, I

wanted to go and explore in the jungles. I was very interested in science – I

was a child of the Sputnik generation, we were very much directed toward

science careers in high school. Although, in those days, the direction would

have not been for women to do medicine. We were told, be a bacteriologist

… or lab scientist…. But I did very well in school and there were people

encouraging me…. The theme in the family was reach for the highest you

can reach – I did. I loved biochemistry and there was a very good professor

whom I published with even as an undergrad and who really wanted me to

do a PhD with him. But I decided to go into medicine, because I felt like I

could combine the science with the humanities and help people.”

In 1969, “when I graduated, at that point, people were being told if you did

well, if you were a good student, you [should] do a specialty. In those days,

general practice was seen as kind of the default if you couldn’t do some-

thing else. And so I was very much being directed in that way and planned

to do child psychiatry, that was my intention.

“Jason was born the year I was an intern [at St. Paul’s]....  I was a little bit out

of sync because I’d lost this month for having the baby. There was no leave

in those days. I did locums [with local general practice doctors] … and that

was life-changing because I loved it. I could see that this was a career that I

would really enjoy, and I thought I could balance things. I did go back and

do my six months of paediatrics residency, but I then [had a locum] at a

place that was just starting out, the REACH centre, which was a community

health centre in East Vancouver. It was very unusual at the time. There were
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a couple [of clinics] in Canada that were set up as community-based, multi-

disciplinary, primary care settings, [with a] strong social justice imperative.

The doctors worked on salary – it was what would be considered normative

if you were setting up a multidisciplinary clinic in 2018, but was really cut-

ting-edge in 1969.”

Really enjoying the job, “I just never left and rolled into a practice position

in 1971, and stayed there until 1982, when I went out to UBC and joined the

department of family practice. REACH was set up under the auspices of the

department of paediatrics, so we were clinical faculty, we had students from

the time I started.... I [also] started to do research in the community. It was

unusual [for doctors at the time], but I was publishing … and went to UBC

B’nai B’rith Youth Organization past council presidents receive certificates,
1962. Standing, left to right: Steve Beckow, Ian Lifchus, Barry Turner, Allan
Black, Ron Appleton and Ken Steinberg. Seated, left to right: Donna Liberson,
Carol Chertkow [Herbert], Esther Saposnick, Jenny Puterman, Esther
Blumenfeld and Judith Freiman.
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because I thought that would be better for my academic development. I was

there until 1999, when I moved to London, [Ontario],” as the dean of the fac-

ulty of medicine and dentistry at Western University. “We moved there and

stayed there till 2013, when we moved back here.”

While at UBC, “I had a number of roles, including, for 10 years, chair of the

department of family practice, the second department chair. We built a

large department [with] a lot of emphasis on community-based research and

what we later came to understand to be participatory research. In those

days, that language was not known in health; it was just emerging in the

social sciences.… I was one of the people who brought it [into primary care

research].”

At REACH, which was in the Grandview-Woodland neighbourhood, “we saw

a lot of people from Strathcona [and] I ran a night clinic for nine years for

[transient] youth who were … going up and down the coast and couldn’t get

care anywhere else.... There was our clinic and there was the Pine Clinic,

which was a city-based clinic that was started around the same time.... We

were amongst a group of doctors who were ‘social justice warriors.’ I don’t

know any other way of putting it…. I still thought, at that point, I would

work for the first few years at REACH [then] I’d go back and do graduate

work, public health or … psychiatry but then, after a few years, realized I

could do everything I wanted to do [as a family doctor]. I was learning to do

things on the job, I had a wonderful mentor in the director of the program

[Roger Tonkin], who was a behavioural paediatrician, with this vision.”

Carol wanted to teach. “I knew that I wanted to be a knowledge-builder….

There wasn’t a strong existing [movement] around primary care research …

it was just developing … [and] I became part of the group that developed it.

And it’s now worldwide.”

Another innovation with which Carol was involved goes back to 1980,

when they became aware of children in their practice who had been sexual-

ly abused. Medical schools “were still teaching that children who had vene-

real disease, sexually transmitted disease, got it from the bed sheets.” Carol
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can still visualize the family in which they first recognized there had been

sexual abuse.

At a meeting she attended with Pine Clinic’s Liz Whynot, “we heard a speak-

er who’d come from Seattle, a woman who was really a pioneer in sexual

abuse. And, at the end of that meeting, we said to each other, gosh, some-

thing has to be done, looked around, realized there wasn’t anybody else that

was going to do it.”

So, they started a program for kids with suspected sexual abuse, in associa-

tion with Fran Grunberg, who was a social worker [with the Ministry of

Social Services in Vancouver]. They “saw the kids where there were allega-

tions, became very expert in going to court, developed teaching courses and

so on, and then decided that we needed to do something about adult servic-

es, because the only thing available then was … a city pathologist, the guy

who did the autopsies. If you were raped and you came to an emergency

room, they would call the pathologist. You would wait until he could come,

it might be hours or even a day, you’d have to just stay there. And then this

man, whose work was with dead bodies, came and did a physical exam on
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you and that was considered [adequate] care. Well, it was clearly not.”

So, “we developed a model based on a 24/7 roster of women physicians

available at any time of day or night. We got funding to start at the then-

Shaughnessy Hospital.... We developed relationships with the lawyers, with

the prosecutors, the judges, the police. I characterize myself as someone

who likes to work on the bridge. I’m a translator and an interpreter…. I pre-

fer to work where I have to explain back and forth, change the language to

make it understandable.”

The program became a model that was copied in Toronto and elsewhere in

Canada. “From the outset, we began to collect data and to publish about it

and that, I’m proud to say, still goes on, the people who are involved with it

are still doing it.”

Early on, there was recognition that there were health impacts from doing

this type of work, including post-traumatic stress disorder. As a young

female doctor, “you’re called at three in the morning to leave your kids

alone [in a] ground floor apartment to go and examine a woman at

Shaughnessy who was woken up at knifepoint in an apartment not far from

where you live. Not surprisingly, the identification was very strong with

the people who were the survivors of these experiences. And so that

became part of our teaching model – to use language and practice that

made clear the similarities, and [to be] very clear about the power differ-

ences. That was really important, too, as feminists – recognizing the power

relations that existed, but also realizing that we had more in common than

different, [and this] became very important to me when I worked with First

Nations people later.”

The ethics of this kind of work and research “became more and more inter-

esting and important. We wrote some of the earliest codes of ethics for

working with First Nations communities and this whole idea, which has

permeated all my teaching, [is] that you need to be really clear on who you

are – you’re not the friend, you’re not a relative of a patient. You sit near

them, around a table, not across a table, but you’re separate from them, and
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you need to own that power, recognize it and use it for good.”

In the late 1980s, “there was just beginning to be the glimmers of communi-

ty-based research projects and there was a call for grants from the B.C.

Health Research Foundation for projects that would come from First

Nations communities. We were approached by a couple of doctors in the

community in Queen Charlotte city [on Haida Gwaii], who said, ‘We’d really

like to get something going, we’re really worried about what’s going on in

the community, and there are drug and alcohol issues, all sorts of issues.’ I

don’t remember exactly who originated it but we went there and we met

with the community and with the community docs, and we talked about

possible projects.”

They determined that there was an epidemic of diabetes. “Some of the men

wanted to do osteoarthritis [research], because it was hitting them more, but

it was clear the community was behind doing the diabetes [research]. But, as

we’re talking about how we’re going to do the work … there was a young

woman who was a community health representative. The CHRs were

trained for six months ... [to provide basic health care] in the community,

and she listened to all this and she got up and she said the following. I’m

paraphrasing it, but she said, ‘So, you’re going to come in here and you’re

going to do these focus groups, and you’re going to talk to people about

their diabetes and you’re going to talk about what they eat, and they’re

going to tell you that they eat white man’s food and ... that they learned to

eat in the residential schools. And then they’re going to talk about how they

were abused’ – remember this was the 1980s – ‘how they were treated in the

residential schools, and you’re all going to be interested in the diabetes and

you’re going to go away, and I’m going to have to take care of what they’ve

told us.’

“So, we said, ‘You’re right.’ We developed one of the elements in our code

of ethics, [what we called] the ‘clean up your mess’ principle,’ which is

that, if something happened because of what we were doing, we would

help them to find the resources to deal with it. We were very sensitive to

the issue she was raising. We did a whole year of work … building the rela-
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tionship with the community, learning about their conceptions of illness,

of diabetes, before we did an intervention. It’s now become the way peo-

ple do [such research, but then it was new]. We began with a feast and we

ended with a feast, which was acknowledging the community and the

community’s relationship to the work.

“I wish I had been in the room when the grant-makers looked at it and said,

‘They want money for a what?’ But we prepared the feasts, we actually went

up and caught the fish. We did a lot of things to build the notion that we

were safe. We also agreed, in our written agreement, we would not publish

without the approval of the community beyond our reporting requirements

to the agency…. Very controversial, and there are lots of researchers that

would take a different stand ... but, at the time, in order to build the coali-

tion, it was really important. They had been burned [by researchers who had

come into the community and taken samples and then didn’t return any

results to the community]…. Were they anti-science? No, they were anti-

abuse.”

Along with the academic side of medicine, “I continued to practise … and

my aim was to treat people in my practice as learners and as colleagues …

according to the same principles as I try to treat people in my personal

life.... There have been times, obviously, particularly, when I’m in a leader-

ship position, when I’ve had to do hard things and people weren’t very

happy with me, but no one would ever say I was unjust or unfair.”

It was important to balance “kindness and justice, which is very Jewish….

That’s how I was raised…. That was the family belief system. Volunteer work

was important, because you lived in the community. “And you volunteered,

because you were giving back. It wasn’t a question of if, it was a question of

when and how. You gave charity – we gave to tzedakah from the time we

were children, it was part of your life. And, if somebody needed something,

if somebody didn’t have a place for dinner, you would invite them.”

In the Jewish community, “two of my children went to Talmud Torah, I sat

on the Talmud Torah board … the Or Shalom board … sat on Federation
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board at one point … went out and solicited donations [for various organiza-

tions]. Those kinds of things. Lots of stuff within the community.”

Volunteering and taking up leadership roles, “I’ve done that since I was [in

B’nai B’rith Youth Organization]…. I think the idea that you step forward

and use your talents … [to] help make things better, not forever, but for your

term, for your time, I think that’s a Jewish value.”

In work, “I wanted to change the way things were done, not just have impact

today on the relationship between me and you, but make it so that this

would be different for the next people who came. One of the things that res-

onated for me when I worked with First Nations was the Mohawk code,

which says that we do things for the seventh generation. It’s one generation

more than anybody could ever be alive.... The Jewish version of that would

be … there’s a story in the Bible of the tree being planted and that you won’t

see the fruit of that tree, but you’re planting the tree … you’re building for

the generations to come.” This all ties back to mentoring learners and to

changing systems – if you change systems, even if you tweak them, you

change outcomes.

“And that’s the work I do now. It’s very much around systems and systems

change in health care and in education and looking at everything with a

view to the larger picture, and how things relate to one another…. It’s all

the idea that you are constantly building the next generation, teaching the

next generation. It’s also part of the ethos of medicine, that, historically,

[physicians] were expected to teach the ones that came after. I probably

have gotten more joy from mentorship than from any other of my activi-

ties.... The mentor relationship, it’s like being an aunt instead of a parent;

you don’t have that responsibility the parent does, but you’re guiding,

you’re coaching.”
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Clyde Hertzman (epidemiology and public health)

As related by son Eric Hertzman, interviewed by Alysa Routtenberg, July 21

2019, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.19-14

Eric Hertzman’s father, Clyde

Hertzman, was born in Vancouver on

March 24, 1953. Relating to the med-

ical profession, Eric’s paternal grand-

father was also a doctor and his

grandmother “was one of the first

female biochemists to graduate from

the University of Toronto.” His

father had one brother, Owen

Hertzman, who “help[ed] found the

environmental studies program at

Dalhousie University.” Eric’s mother, Martha (née Ellis), and father were

married about 20 years before his father passed away; they had four children.

“My grandfather, Victor, was … one of the first specialists in cardiology in

B.C. He was practising here from the 1950s right up until the 1980s. He was a

fairly well-established doctor, a lot of patients in the Jewish community and

[other] people still come up to me every once in a while and say, I remember

when your grandfather used to chain smoke while doing exams and stuff

like that, which was apparently totally OK. He was quite the character. And

then, obviously, my dad was a doctor, and my grandmother was a bio-

chemist, but she did some work in medical labs looking into, I think, some

supplement for vitamin D.”

When they had kids, Clyde and Martha were part of the Peretz School. “For

my dad, growing up, he was involved with B’nai B’rith…. [There were]

friends of the family who were also, by the way, dentists and doctors: they

had a Jewish study group … and they would talk about Jewish history and

Jewish culture and stuff like that…. The community was a lot smaller back

then, there was a bit more antisemitism…. My grandparents were integral in

founding the JCC [Jewish Community Centre] … and they also helped found

Dr. Clyde Hertzman
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the Richmond Country Club, which was a Jewish country club, because they

weren’t allowed memberships [elsewhere].”

Clyde went to Churchill High School. “I believe he skipped a grade and then

he went to Simon Fraser University for his undergrad. Then he switched to

McMaster [University in Hamilton, Ontario] for his medical degree … did a

master’s in health care and epidemiology, or something along those lines, at

McMaster, as well.... He stayed in Ontario until the degrees were done, and

then he was offered academic jobs at a number of different medical schools

and public health faculties around the country…. He was offered a job here,

so we moved back here, he became a professor in the department of health

care and epidemiology” at the University of British Columbia.

Clyde “was a very good student. He was the kind of person who consistently

got 100%. There was some interesting stuff, like, my grandfather, Victor,

used to use my dad and my uncle as guinea pigs for his medical experi-

ments. Not anything invasive, but it’d be a heart monitor on them and

[he’d] get them jogging, just to see whether the equipment was working. But

the big thing that they used to do is they used to go boating quite a bit, and

so they developed a real interest in the coastal First Nations, and boating

and charting.”

As for why Clyde chose to become a doctor, “his dad was a doctor, so there

might have been some sense of following in his footsteps…. I know that,

when he got into medical school, he realized quite quickly that he didn’t

actually enjoy medicine itself. He enjoyed health, understanding health and

human development … but the actual day-to-day looking after of patients

and being responsible for individual health was not as interesting to him.”

The determinants of health are what interested Clyde. “Once he completed

his residency, I think he was right into the master’s and it was public

health related.”

Clyde’s CV “was about 40 pages long, so the abridged version [is] his career

started as a professor in the department of health care and epidemiology at
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UBC…. His initial area of interest was industrial health, occupational health

and hygiene. So, it was the way that, let’s say, contamination impacts peo-

ple’s health and well-being, the impacts of large industrial facilities on sur-

rounding communities.” He did a lot of work in the Interior of B.C., “where

there was a long history of large industrial facilities that were releasing con-

taminants into the local environment. And he spent the first, I’d say, 10

years or so of his career really focused on that.

“He did some of the initial work on the Expo lands in 1980. So, 1986, and

Expo was held in False Creek, which had just been all industrial land, and

one of the things that happens, when people came to visit, they were walk-

ing around and they complained about how their feet were burning. It was

discovered that there was significant contamination under the site … and, to

this day, there still is contamination in that area. And so, he was involved in

some of the initial work to identify the contamination and potential issues

with it, and to try to clean it up.”

In 1991/92, “we moved to London, England, for his first sabbatical. And so, a

sabbatical year, you move abroad or you had a year to focus on something

else as an academic. We moved to England, where he did a bunch of work

with the World Bank, in which he was one of the first groups of researchers

to be able to go through Eastern Europe after the fall of the Iron Curtain and

to see the scale of the public health issues that had been unleashed by years

of rampant industrial development and the immense amounts of toxins and

pollutants that are being dumped into the local environment. He did a lot of

really interesting work, looking at how you’d have these huge industrial

facilities where they were releasing lead or cadmium or whatever into the

local environment and you could actually map out the decline in IQ in rela-

tion to proximity to these facilities.”

This was the first part of his career, to about 1993. While doing that, “he put

together [the book he co-edited called] East-West Life Expectancy Gap in

Europe. This was written by him and several of his students and colleagues.

One of the things that they found, while doing that work, was that it wasn’t

just these large industrial facilities that were making people unhealthy or
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impacting people’s health, but it was the social situation in Eastern Europe.

While the Soviet Union was intact, it did provide some sense of stability for

the people who lived there. One of the theories they had was, when they

looked at health indicators for people in Eastern Europe, they found that,

after the Soviet Union collapsed, health status collapsed as well. Life

expectancy dropped and rates of alcoholism went up, rates of suicide went

up, crime rates went up.” This realization “got him and his colleagues inter-

ested in the idea of, well, it’s not just industrial contamination that is

impacting people’s health, it is the social environment around them.” The

question was why some people were healthy and others were not, “so the

other thing he became really interested in was socioeconomic inequality

and the way that impacted people’s health.”

He was heavily involved in this type of work to 2000/2001, including with

the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research, which was founded by his

colleague Dr. Fraser Mustard, who was also a founder of McMaster.

The research was groundbreaking and “there definitely was resistance.

When he wrote Developmental Health and the Wealth of Nations with Daniel

Keating – Daniel Keating [is] still very much involved in this field and is

doing some very interesting work – there were a lot of people who didn’t like

it. There still is a contingent of people who believe that the socioeconomic

gradients aren’t as significant; there’s still debate about it.”

In the late 1990s, Clyde and his colleagues “started to clue in to the idea

that a big part of human health may be based on what Clyde called biologi-

cal embedding, which was this idea that, as a developing fetus and as a

young child up to the age of about six or so, there’s all sorts of parts of the

brain and the body that are developing in response to external stimulus.

I’m not sure what initially triggered this idea, I think it might have come

from Fraser Mustard … but they started seeing something in their research

and in their data that was telling them that early life experiences were

altering the trajectory of people’s health and well-being throughout their

life course. They started looking around for a way that they could study it

more in depth and that led to what I would say, in the last 10 years of his

career, was the focus on early child development, child well-being. And
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that’s probably the part that he’s probably best known for.”

Clyde founded Human Early Learning Partnership (HELP) in 2000-2001.

“He started doing this mapping project called the Early Development

Instrument [EDI], which is now done all over the globe. It’s a way of map-

ping the developmental well-being of children about six months into

kindergarten…. The idea with EDI was to see [if you can] create a measure

that would tell you how kids are doing, and then to use that to direct funds

and to direct resources towards helping people who are the most needy or

challenged, or trying to understand how communities change over time.

And so, the EDI initially started off as a pilot project with a couple of com-

munities in B.C. and, by 2003, it had expanded to the entire province. By

the time he passed away, it had expanded to countries all over the world

and most of Canada. So, it’s still going on, the Human Early Learning

Partnership still exists.”

Before he passed away, Clyde “was really interested in epigenetics, which he

felt would be the area that would probably best explain what they were see-

ing in terms of early child development. Epigenetics is the idea that you

don’t inherit your genes directly and they express themselves, [but] your

genes are pushed and pulled by the world around you. And that there’s a

process called methylation, where your experience will cause the gene to

express itself differently…. He was quite excited by the research.”

Another big area of his research was with Drs. Bob Evans and Morris Barer

on different healthcare systems. “Clyde was a longtime advocate for public

healthcare systems and for universal health care…. [As] Bob Evans put it …

the only advantage of a private healthcare system is access to the latest

technology or something like that and, as my dad pointed out, that doesn’t

make you healthy. Technology comes in when something’s wrong, and so

the social determinants of health are far more important.”

Clyde received many awards and honours for his work, including the Order

of Canada in 2012, shortly before he passed away, in February 2013.
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Robert Krell (psychiatry)
Interviewed by Rosa Sevy, September 14, 2008, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.08-24 

Robert Krell was born on August

5, 1940, in The Hague, Holland.

He has a brother, who was born

after the war in Canada.

From 1942, “I was in Holland in

hiding for three years with a

Christian family, the Munniks,

Albert and Violetta Munnik and

their daughter Nora, who

became my sister. In 1945, I was

reunited with my parents, who survived in hiding individually in different

places, and that was at least a minor miracle if not a large one because

everyone else except for one first cousin was murdered.”

Wanting to leave Europe, “[my] parents, in 1949, looked at Israel, which was

not a great place to work for a furrier, which my father was, and they were

worried about more wars and had just come out of one barely, so they

looked at Australia. Then we got American visas, which were given to the

family who hid my father, so that they could immigrate, which they did, to

the Los Angeles area. And then we got our Canadian visas and came to

Vancouver, B.C., in 1951.”

For the most part, “adjusting here was easy because the kids were alright

and I already played soccer, played baseball, got on the baseball team and

got along with everybody. By grade 7, 8, 9, I was elected class president and

grade president and served on the equivalent of the student council, and I

loved school and, after school, I worked and earned money and, for me, that

was all straightforward.”

The family were no longer Orthodox after they immigrated, but joined

Schara Tzedeck Synagogue. “I went to after-school Talmud Torah. That did-

Drs. Robert Krell, left, and Elie Wiesel.
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n’t work all that well. Then I joined, at age 12, 13, Habonim, which went very

well. I had the most wonderful friends in Habonim, went to Camp Miriam

and became a lifeguard there, a counsellor, and that was my Jewish content

in life primarily. And it made me into a lover of Israel and with the hope of

making aliyah, as many of my friends at that time did. And so that was more

or less a Jewish recovery I guess one would call it. I did have a bar mitzvah, I

had a half a bar mitzvah, shared with another kid. I figured immigrants only

got half or something so that was fine, no problem.”

After graduating Kitsilano Secondary School, it was on to the University of

British Columbia, in 1958. “It wasn’t like today, where children look at

Brandeis, McGill, Princeton, Harvard and Stanford at $50,000 US per year

for room and board. You either got into UBC or went to work, so that was the

only university available to me.”

At the time, about half of all first year UBC students flunked out. “I failed

two courses. I thought it was just like a sophisticated high school and I

would be able to do it just like I did in high school, which is study the night

before. Then I realized that it was a little tougher, so I worked a little harder

in second and third year and got into medical school after the first three

years, three years pre-med.”

From 1961 to 1965 were busy years. “This school was better than I thought

because you have no measure if you only go to one university. When I final-

ly interned back east with the people from Harvard and Princeton, Tulane

and all these top-notch schools, that’s the first time you realized that your

education was as good as theirs, but you wouldn’t know that until you get

out there.”

About the choice of medicine, “[m]y Christian mother said to me I was a

Jewish child saved to help other children. So, somewhere along the way,

that must have stuck some, and she probably had in mind a paediatrician. I

happened to go into child psychiatry, so I got close but not quite…. My

moeder and vader [Dutch for mother and father] were at my medical school

graduation and, when I married Marilyn in 1971, we had her parents, my
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parents and my Christian parents. Three sets of parents, 400 guests; I would

guess 350 of those guests were from Marilyn’s side and about 50 from ours.

Rabbi Marvin Hier officiated and my moeder made a speech in Dutch that I

translated. I am told that anyone who was at that wedding has never forgot-

ten it.”

In 1965, “I graduated. I went to Philadelphia for my internship, to

Philadelphia General Hospital, which was known in the United States as

the toughest hospital that had filled its complement of 90 interns per year

for about 60 years in a row, so it was desirable. So I went for it, still don’t

know why I was accepted to it but I thought maybe they needed foreign

content. There were only two interns out of 90 who were from outside the

United States.

“And it was the toughest, roughest, meanest internship imaginable. It was in

the middle of a ghetto and we had nothing but gunshot wounds, knife wounds

and madness all around. And, if you didn’t know anything the day you

arrived, like I knew nothing, after 24 hours on the emergency service, I knew

everything. It was a great place to learn. I delivered, in one month, 300 babies

in my obstetrics rotation and set a new record for forceps deliveries, 30 one

night. You got to do everything in this internship, so it was as good as it was

reputed to be, just that you never slept; 100-plus hours a week. And then I

went into psychiatry at Temple University Hospital in Philadelphia.

“More of the same: tough, difficult place, great teachers. Philadelphia had

five medical schools, five departments of psychiatry, two psychoanalytic

institutes. Medically, everything that was happening in the world ended up

happening in Philadelphia or New York. And teachers from Boston, New

York, all those other places, would come through, so we never had to read a

textbook really.”

After that, he went to Stanford “and did child psychiatry. I didn’t like

Stanford. They asked me to stay on and perhaps come on as faculty but I left

and I came back to Vancouver…. At Stanford, there were some great teach-

ers, there were some outstanding people, but the overall atmosphere was
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different. They were very research-oriented and the bright residents there –

and there were very bright doctors there – they wrote books before they

knew what they were doing clinically. That was not the way it was in

Philadelphia; you don’t put pen to paper until you really know a lot…. So, I

came and did another year of child psychiatry here and I was going to do

my fourth year in Israel so I flew to Israel, got hijacked by the PFLP [Popular

Front for the Liberation of Palestine], ended up in Damascus.”

This was in 1969. “There was a three-day delay for a hijacking … TWA 840. I

thought I was going to die again but, as things unfolded, ended up in Athens

after being flown back out from Damascus to Athens and, from there, I flew

back to Israel. Made some applications there but they, in Israel – it wasn’t

the first time I encountered this problem but, in Israel at the time, medicine

was controlled by the German Jews, the Yekkes. They didn’t like competi-

tion and I had a lot of degrees from good places and I could tell they didn’t

want me; it was really strange…. But, in Israel at that time, I had some psy-

chiatry friends and it was pretty well known that, to be promoted to profes-

sor there, for example, you had to either be retired or almost dead, they kept

such tight control. And the person who interviewed me for a fourth-year

position – and I’d already been offered a job at a clinic – all I [said] was I’m

going to go work with Shamai Davidson at the Haifa clinic, all you have to

do is give me credits for his teaching…. There was a neurologist in charge of

psychiatry … a little German guy with a German accent said to me, ‘Dr.

Krell, but you don’t speak any Hebrew.’ I asked him what he spoke when he

got here, right? Well, he was offended. You come here and learn the lan-

guage, that’s what you do; that’s what he did. That didn’t go too well, so I

came back here and finished my fourth year.”

In 1970, “I was studying for the fellowship exams in Canada, the American

boards of psychiatry and neurology, I took them all. I got a California

licence as well as my B.C. licence, in case I wanted to go there, to the States,

and then I was offered a faculty position at UBC.

“I thought I was just going to be a general child and family psychiatrist.

Never thought of a university but joined. Began to teach and run clinics and
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then I became the director of the residency program, looked after 34

trainees for about a decade and became a Royal College [of Physicians and

Surgeons of Canada] examiner at about age 34, 35. I was much too young

but did it anyway. Got a very good new department head in 1973 and he and

I worked very closely together; I was sort of his right-hand man in the

department and we had a good, very busy time … extraordinarily busy.”

[Robert was also involved, with several others, in the establishment of the

Judaic studies program at UBC in the 1970s.]

In 1982, “I went down to UCLA [University of California, Los Angeles] for a

six-month sabbatical … and, during that six months down there, I decided

not to move to Los Angeles. I thought my kids would be better off in

Vancouver, close to their cousins, growing up together, so I stayed here. I

wasn’t seduced.”

Also, “Marilyn and I and our young child then, oldest daughter, went to

Israel for six months and I volunteered at the Hebrew University coun-

selling services and at the [Ezrat Nashim] psychiatric hospital [now Herzog

Hospital] … working with a wonderful man named Milton Rosenbaum.

Milton Rosenbaum had been the head of psychiatry of the two largest

departments in the United States, Cincinnati and Albert Einstein Yeshiva

University. Milton was instrumental in my going there for a while; we had

the best time.”

At that time, “[w]e had no money. My salary was a hospital salary. It was ter-

rible, but I found out that, after five years, we could take a part-time sabbati-

cal. Time’s more precious than money, so it was an opportunity and we

went for six months and rented our house and rented one there. Didn’t real-

ly need anything much to live on there. Non-paying, volunteered; I just

wanted to do something in Israel and it worked, it was the most wonderful

six months imaginable. I still had thoughts of possible aliyah, but Marilyn

had all her family here and I was never going to pressure her into doing

such a thing just so long as I could go back to Israel enough, and I went back

again in ’77 for a visit. I was always going back.”
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Up to 1975, “I had postponed thinking too much about the Shoah because it

was always part of our lives … the Shoah never leaves you. I thought that it

was just too big an issue, not just in my life, but in the life of Jewry, to

ignore … there had to be something to teach from it. And that thinking I did

in ’75 … I’d already been involved in Canadian Jewish Congress as a board

member. I talked with Morris Saltzman, who was the executive director of

CJC [Canadian Jewish Congress] Pacific Region, and it so happened that two

other people had talked with him around about the same time, totally, as I

understand, coincidentally. That was a professor, William Nichols, the head

of the department of religious studies at UBC, and it was Prof. Graham Forst

of Capilano College, who was a professor of English literature, and myself.

And Morrie brought us together and we talked about what we might do and

we thought we should have a teaching symposium. So, shortly after, in 1976,

we had a symposium at the Oakridge Auditorium and it was a day sympo-

sium and an evening one.”

Nothing like this had been done before. “There was no precedent…. We

wanted to tailor make it to our area, our region at the time, and we pro-

nounced the first effort as fairly successful. [We] expanded our committee,

had survivors on it: Sophie Waldman, after whom the [Jewish Community

Centre of Greater Vancouver public] library here is named; Leon Kahn was

on it; we had help from people like Vera Slimovitz … wonderful members of

the survivor community, whom I was busy convincing to tell their story.”

In addition to the symposiums, they began an audio-visual testimony. “I did

those first ones,” starting in 1978. “And then, after I had a sabbatical at the

UCLA neuropsychiatric institute in Los Angeles in 1982 … when I came back

to Vancouver, I put together an actual interviewing crew and we did very

close to a hundred of our local survivors, which was a huge number because

it was 25% of our total community of survivors.”

Also around this time, “I got involved, around ’79, ’80, in the world gather-

ing of Jewish Holocaust survivors, that was the first gathering like it, in

Jerusalem, in 1981. So, in 1981, something happened that leads to another

whole arena of activity which has to do with child survivors … we began to
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worry about how would we keep testimony projects going and how would

we keep the symposium format teaching going if Graham and I got sick,

died or lost interest. We did everything from our own desks, our own homes,

there was no structure to continue programming, so I thought we must have

a Holocaust education centre, then you have a director and somebody is

there administratively to keep things going. I had no idea how to do that

but, in 1983, I also started a second-generation group, and the second-gener-

ation group had a big garden party for survivors at VanDusen Garden and

there were a lot of people there, maybe 200. I announced that we were going

to have a Holocaust education centre and I didn’t know what that was, and

everybody else said they didn’t know what that was but it was a good

announcement. It was written up in the [Jewish Western] Bulletin that I

announced it and, by that time, I guess I was the unofficial president of the

Vancouver Holocaust Centre Society.

“We hadn’t yet incorporated or anything, and then a very good thing hap-

pened. My friend Robbie Waisman, who had come to Vancouver from

Saskatoon, gave me a call, and he was outraged about the [James] Keegstra

situation, the Holocaust denial being taught to students, and he said he was

‘coming out of the closet.’ He said, ‘I’ve never talked about my survivorhood

or anything like that, but I see you’re involved and I want to join,’ and we’ve

worked together ever since. Robbie assumed the responsibility of incorpo-

rating our society and becoming its treasurer and so we went off to his

lawyer.”

The first thing done with the monies raised towards the building of the

Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre was to build a memorial, which was

unveiled in 1987 at Schara Tzedeck Cemetery.

“There are 1,300 inscribed names, which personalizes that memorial,

and, on the day of its unveiling, there were at least that many people in

attendance, and the second generation read out the names of their lost

families. It was the first time my father set foot in the cemetery, he never

set foot in a cemetery again after the war, not a Jewish cemetery, and a

lot of people returned, in a manner of speaking, because this was healing.
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This was a massive moment of healing. Much more than I ever did in an

hour of psychiatry, this was an accomplishment of healing in the broad-

est sense.”

At the world gathering of Jewish Holocaust survivors in 1981, it became

clear that child survivors had been bypassed. “I had read a book in 1979,

Saul Friedlander’s When Memory Comes, that was about child survivors so,

in 1981, in Jerusalem, and I [also have] this lightning flashbulb in 1982

[when] I was in Los Angeles and I meet Sara Moskovitz, and Sara has just

written a book called Love Despite Hate, Child Survivors of the Holocaust and

Their Adult Lives. She found 24 children who had been brought to Lingfield,

England, from Terezin as little teeny kids and she went all over the world to

interview them 35 years later. And so she was looking at child survivors, and

she herself is not either a child or adult survivor.

“As it happened, at Simon Wiesenthal Center, she gave a lecture one week, I

gave a lecture the following week and we fell in love. Sara is now 81 so she

was older than I … and she wanted to get a child survivor group started in

Los Angeles. She’s a developmental psychologist and she thought it was

good that child survivors should get together and talk with each other and I

said, ‘Boy, are we thinking the same.’ She said, ‘Will you help?’ ‘Well, of

course,’ and we had a first organizational meeting.”

Eventually, “I started a group here by asking Ruth Sigal and Lillian Nemetz

if they would be the co-chairs of the meeting and we got a little newsletter –

I know I titled the first one, it’s a title that has stuck, it’s ‘No Longer Alone.’

And that really summarizes the issue because child survivors were very

alone with their thoughts and feelings and they were told they had no sto-

ries, they were told they had no memories. I’ve never met one, barely, that

doesn’t have memories, fragments of memories, bothersome memories,

pieces of memories.… [I]t would be 1983, the L.A. Child Survivor movement

probably got started that day, it grew to 300 and Sara was the mother of it

and she has remained that – she brought these people together over and

over and I don’t know what I am; her little brother, I guess…. And then I

became a member of the international advisory on child survivors, working
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towards having a conference, a gathering. Through the ’80s, these move-

ments pick up steam in different places, then they get put together and we

come out with the first International Gathering of World Holocaust

Survivors in New York and 1,600 people show up, perhaps 1,200 to 1,300

child survivors, some spouses and G-d knows who else.”

This was in 1991, and more developments followed, such as a B’nai B’rith

Anti-Defamation League conference on the hidden children of the

Holocaust.

“Most child survivors had never talked – perhaps they had told a spouse

on one occasion early on in their marriage but, beyond that, they didn’t

talk. They wanted to appear normal, live normal lives, but the Shoah was

always there and, in this 1991 gathering, it just poured out, everywhere it

just poured out. Three books were written about child survivors, all of a

sudden, after nothing: André Stein’s book, Jane Marks’s book, Paul

Valent’s book, all about child survivor accounts and, from then on, we had

annual gatherings and meetings in all kinds of places…. The older sur-

Left to right: unidentified, Dr. Robert Krell, then-B.C. premier Bill Vander Zalm,
Sharon Kates and Erwin Nest, 1986.
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vivors did, and they started, commemorative programs like they did here

in Vancouver – the older survivors had the Warsaw Ghetto evening

already in ’51, very early. Vancouver was way ahead, it had a commemora-

tive service. I joined that group later in the ’70s as the Canadian Jewish

Congress representative and tried to get them to change it to Yom

Hashoah, but they held onto the title of Warsaw Ghetto Uprising

Committee because there were Warsaw survivors specifically running this.

I finally got them to agree, if I would bring in Elie Wiesel, then they would

agree to do Warsaw Ghetto/Yom Hashoah, so we did and gradually it has

become the Yom Hashoah service because it should be in line with Yom

Hashoah around the world.”

Over the years, one learns that, once you start something, you have to be

prepared to hand it off eventually. “One of the things I learned as a physi-

cian and a psychiatrist was that I no longer had time for medical meetings; I

could practise and learn my profession but I also wanted to do things at the

B.C. Medical Association and in the American Psychiatric Association and I

belonged to them all but, when you want to build a memorial and you have

a family and a practice and you’re trying to make a living, you can only han-

dle one or two projects at a time with reasonable success and so you’ve got

to pick your spots very carefully. So, with whatever time remains to me, and

I don’t know how much there is, I have to pick my spots really carefully

because I have a hundred ideas.”
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Ian Penn (cardiology)

Interviewed by Debby Freiman, April 15, 2019, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.19-08

Ian Penn was born on September 13,

1952, in Sydney, Australia, and

“came to Vancouver to do a third

year of training in cardiology.

Actually, I came to Canada – I was in

Quebec and then, eventually,

Calgary and then ended up staying

in Canada beyond that. So, [I came

here for] work originally…. Sydney

was just as attractive as here, both

quite attractive, but the medical

environment and the social fabric, I

found much more appealing here.”

His sister and her family live in

Sydney; Ian is married to Sandra

(née Whitehouse), who is a paedia-

trician, and they have four children.

In Canada, “there was no private practice, so to speak, whereas, in Australia,

there was a very big private practice part, and I was more interested in work-

ing in research and working in public hospitals.

“In terms of positioning as a Jew ... it was very different. It was very much a

white-bread, three-piece-blue-and-white-pinstripe suit, WASP environment

in Australia and, when I came to North America, it’s the goldene medina.

Jews are everywhere; they were cardiologists. So, from being a minority of

five, I was in a majority. It was fantastic! And, finally, we just got stuck here.

We liked the social fabric, we liked this very similar public education, public

health care to some degree, and it was not too dissimilar there.”

Growing up in Sydney, “[w]e lived in the suburbs, and my grandfather and

Ian Penn at a 2019 exhibit of his art-
work at the Sidney and Gertrude Zack
Gallery at the Jewish Community
Centre of Greater Vancouver.
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father established a small synagogue in a house in the western suburbs….

The Jews that were there were mostly Holocaust survivors. There was about

20 families, became later more like 60 families … and then eventually they

built a synagogue, and they built a day care and they built a full-on religious

school in the area…. That was a very big part of my growing up, and I went

to the synagogue all the time. And then I went to a secular school. I went to

state schools, like what you call public schools, and then eventually I was

put into a Methodist school for high school because of misbehaviour…. It

was a school they could get me into so that I wouldn’t become an artist or a

metal worker. They decided that I was on the wrong track, and they put me

into there.”

Initially wanting to study law, “I enrolled in arts law and I’d enrolled in film

school, but I dropped that…. I wanted to do arts, but my parents wanted me

to do law, so I did arts law. I went to demonstrations protesting the Vietnam

War and, if you were arrested there, you wouldn’t be able to practise as a

lawyer back then, so it was a big controversy for people at that stage. What

do you do if you have radical beliefs, or if you believe that that’s a bad

thing? I dropped law. I just did arts…. I found law incredibly slow and bor-

ing. I studied philosophy and political science,” getting a bachelor of arts

from the University of Sydney in 1973.

“I realized that I wasn’t going to be a great philosopher and so I went to

medical school at University of Sydney [in 1974]…. I was already four years

older because most of the kids went straight into medicine. My wife Sandy

went straight into medicine…. My peers that I’d grown up with were now

already in their fourth year of medicine when I was starting.”

Involved with the Australian Union of Jewish Students, “I was a representa-

tive to the World Congress for them and I got quite involved in, not so much

radical politics, but I travelled for the first time to North America…. I got invit-

ed to the World Congress of Jewish Students in upstate New York” in 1973.

“I was quite involved in local Jewish activity in my philosophy years, and

then I went to Israel and I met a guy when I was working on a [kibbutz], fix-
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ing up trucks. When I spoke to him about philosophy, everything I spoke to

him about, he knew way more than I did and he’d never studied philoso-

phy…. I figured that was the wrong profession [for me], so I came back to my

parents and I said I want to be a tailor [like my father] and my father threw

the scissors at me: ‘No more tailors!’ He wouldn’t teach me to be a tailor, so I

became a doctor instead.”

All you needed was good marks, there was no interview to get into medical

school. In Australia, it’s almost compulsory to do residencies outside of the

country and Ian did residencies of varying lengths in Sydney, Quebec,

Calgary and Phoenix. The residency at the Arizona Heart Institute in the

late 1980s “was with Richard Schatz, who invented the first stent. So that’s

when I ended up getting involved in that.”

At the University of British Columbia, “I teach cardiology for first-year resi-

dents. Teach them how to take histories and clinical skills.” That’s during

the spring a couple of times a week. “I love it. Totally love it. I teach them

how to talk to people.”

Now retired from cardiology, and looking back, “There were two things that

happened. One was this very, very charismatic guy, Andreas Gruentzig

arrived. He was a Swiss radiologist … and he was the father of angioplasty in

North America. He came and demonstrated angioplasty in Australia and I

thought, ‘I’ve got to learn how to do this,’ because, prior to that, people had

a heart attack, they would come in, that was it, you’d have surgery. But he

had these percutaneous – that is, through the skin – techniques to open up

arteries, and that was like magic, it was like a fairy tale. I can remember

where I was sitting when I listened to him talk and watched him do proce-

dures. I wanted very much to do that…. There was no one teaching that in

Australia at the time and there was no one skilled at it at the time, and we

had to go overseas. I made my way to try to find places where I could do

that, and ultrasounds, that I was [also] interested in.”

The second incident happened when “I was working as a doctor doing hun-

dreds of [angioplasty] procedures with different people, with a guy called
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[Merle Knutson] in Calgary, who was very skilled…. I spent two years with

him. I did one year and then another of research and clinical. Then I tried to

come back to Australia … [but] the jobs were just clinical, I couldn’t do

angioplasty really.”

Then there was a notice asking if anyone was a trainee in stents – putting

these tubes in arteries to hold them open – and it was Richard Schatz in

Phoenix. “I took down the ad and I found him at the meeting of the

American Heart Association and I presented him with it: ‘I want this job.’ …

and that was the end of the animal work ... [it was] the first human implants

in North America of these stents.”

After that, “I brought that technology to Canada and was able to get work

and able to set up research across Canada.” Post-Phoenix, “I went to

London, Ontario, where Sandy finished her paediatrics, and I set up the trial

of angioplasty stents in Canada, which was a multi-centre network from

Halifax all the way to Victoria of cardiologists in teaching hospitals, to set

up ways of learning and working with stents.”

Reactions were mixed at first. Some people in the medical profession “saw

it as transformational, like this is going to change the way we’re going to be

able to do things, because not only can we do an angioplasty, we can stop

the vessel blocking off later…. And then there were the others, who turned

around and said, like ‘puh puh puh.’ I tried to get grants and no one was

giving grants for stents…. I really pioneered a lot of that work and I trained

the cardiologists here, and then I trained cardiologists worldwide in how to

do it.”

Doctors would come to London. “They would spend three days with me.

First day, we would do background and didactic [aspects]…. The afternoon,

we would do procedures. The next day, a bit more teaching and then, in the

afternoon, we’d do procedures and then, on the third day, by that stage,

they would be scrubbed and doing procedures with me. Then I would go

back to their centre and spend whatever, two to three days, doing proce-

dures with them. Once they had done 10 procedures and they had all been
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reviewed by myself and … Johnson & Johnson (was the company sponsor-

ing it, they owned that stent technology), when that occurred, then they

were able to introduce their own practice of putting them in, in a supervised

way in a clinical trial.

“So, the first 100 were all done in part of a clinical trial. And then, all of that

data was presented at the American Heart Association. All of the data went

to the National Heart and Lung and Blood Institute in Washington. It was all

heavily scrutinized data because it was a new technology and we weren’t

sure how it was going to go. Once all of that went well, which it did, and I

got a bit of a profile in presentation and teaching, I came to Vancouver four

years after that and was recruited by Don Ricci.”

The first 100 stents took about eight months. After the data were reviewed

and the results published and accepted, “Johnson & Johnson was able to go

ahead and then it had its own training program after that and I was out of

that from then on. I went overseas to train people, but then we looked at dif-

ferent applications of the stent. Could you use it in a broader population?

Initially, they were very restricted. People who were stable, people who were

young, people that [were] not old, people who had no other complications.

As we got better with it, we were able to broaden its use so that we could put

it in in an acute setting. Up until now, it had been in a stable, chronic situa-

tion, but we could then do it with someone who came in with a problem.

Maybe there was a bit of a clot there, that we could put it in there. Or they’re

having a heart attack, maybe we could put it in there. Maybe we could put

in two? Maybe we could put in two in one vessel? Maybe we could put in two

in two vessels?”

The answers to these questions were yes. But the stent “wasn’t doing what I

needed it to do.” Returning to Vancouver in 1993, in 1994, “I said we’ve got

to create our own stent because, by this stage, I’ve been using this stent

since ’89, and it was the same stent.”

Don Ricci was the head of cardiology at VGH. “And Don, we’re like yin and

yang – he’s very precise and very focused in terms of making sure that
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everything fits within a box and I’m quite all over the place…. And so, we’re

a really good sort of yin and yang combination, and we’re able to both pro-

duce designs and then eventually prototypes, and then eventually we were

able to make a device and license it.”

A stent “has to be flexible enough, like your hair, to be able to wiggle

through the arteries; wiggle through these torturous [calcified] arteries to

get to where it’s got to go. But, once it gets to where it’s got to go, it’s got

to do its job. And, to do its job, it’s got to be the opposite – it’s got to be

stiff and not collapsing, and firm and not moving … it’s got to transform

itself.”

Before Richard Schatz, a radiologist from Uruguay had a version of the stent

and, before him, “there was a guy in Oregon. Everyone has stood on some-

one else’s shoulder. It’s not a static process…. [Invention is] a whole history

and, at different stages, different parts of the invention come through. So,

what did I do? I invented [with Don] a second-generation stent that ended

up being very successful, used quite broadly and the design characteristics

of which were used worldwide for more than a decade.”

Since then, there have been “probably about another two or three [types] of

design and then it slowed down so, in the last decade, there has probably

been maybe one or two designs. They [have] come to a steady state on that.

They’ve changed the materials, they’ve made them so that they bio-absorb,

so that the metal’s not left in there, because they’re made of steel, surgical,

like stainless steel.”

In addition to this invention, “we’ve worked with other people on other

devices since then, in our company, for a number of years – brain

aneurysms and things like that.”

There was another partner in the company, who was in California. He fabri-

cated the stent “for us for nothing and then he became our third partner,

and then a company in England took over, licensed it from us ... and then

they were bought by … a company called BioCompatibles. And so, we did a
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lot of the development there, in England and Europe, and did implants

around the world in the ’90s and it was successful and it worked. And then

that company got taken over by a bigger company … called Abbott … and

then Medtronic had some of the rights to it. So, the rights have been bounc-

ing around.”

In addition to receiving recognition for the medical work, “I got the award

for emerging artist of the year when I graduated from art school [Emily Carr

University of Art and Design, in 2010], from the Contemporary Art Society

of Vancouver…. I thought that was pretty cool, because I was nearly 60

when that happened.”

Retirement from medical practice was in 2007. “I’ve had back issues, I’ve

had a number of back surgeries ... so I had to retire.”

In winding down on the medicine side, “I started doing art and getting

involved in art, and painting in particular – drawing and painting – and

then I did an art degree. I still taught all the way – taught medicine and I

worked as a doctor on ski patrol. I did that until three years ago. I main-

tained my competency to do that ski patrol and maintained my insurance

and all that sort of stuff, so I was practising until three years ago.”

Practising medicine was “very rewarding. Just like law or any other big pro-

fession, there are so many places you can land in it that it’s a very fertile

place for people of different backgrounds…. It’s got so many parts to it that

medicine, I’d say, is a total gift in terms of lifestyle and practice because you

can do lots of different things within it and you know you can do well by

doing good.”

Volunteering and community work has also been important, including

being involved with and supporting the Vancouver Jewish Film Festival, the

Jewish Community Centre of Greater Vancouver, the Jewish Museum and

Archives of British Columbia and the Vancouver Holocaust Education

Centre.
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“There was a guy, [who] once told me … this is in Yiddish, but he says,

‘Don’t be a pig but treat yourself with respect.’… You don’t want to be

greedy but you want to treat yourself with respect. If you treat yourself with

respect, you’ll treat other people with respect. So, be respectful of yourself,

be respectful of others and don’t be greedy.”

Neil Pollock (family practice, vasectomies)

Interviewed by Gary Averbach, April 11, 2019, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.19-07

Neil Pollock’s grandparents came to Bethany, Manitoba, from Russia with

his father, then four years old. His dad had four siblings; he was the eldest.

“He skipped a few years of high school and ended up graduating from uni-

versity with a bachelor of science. They said he was probably three years

ahead … because he skipped a lot of grades. Then he applied to medical

school [at the] University of Manitoba, and my aunt says that, while he was

a brilliant guy, the dean talked to him about Jewish quotas and the boys

coming back from the war, making space for them, and he said, ‘Look, just

apply another year.’ And my dad wanted to help his father, and they wanted

to pay for the other kids’ education, because there was four more to go to

university, so he started working in a small clothing store that my grandfa-

ther had set up in Winnipeg with my grandfather’s brother. And so, my dad

took over this clothing store and spent his life trying to make a living in the

shmatte business. This clothing store did well for a number of years and,

after 32 years, he sold it.”

In 1961 or 1962, Neil’s parents married. They met in Saskatchewan. “It was a

blind date, and one of them was in the other city, and they got married after

knowing each other for six weeks.” His mother’s family had also immigrated

from Russia.

Neil was born in Winnipeg in 1963. He went to Jewish day school and to the

Jewish high school, then did a couple of years of university before getting

early acceptance into medical school. The family belonged to the
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Conservative synagogue Shaarey Zedek and he was a bar mitzvah. He has a

sister, who is a year older.

“My parents, I think they were affected by my dad’s aspirations…. I remem-

ber there was this subtle messaging that was, ‘Well, of course, we’ll support

any decision you make on what you want to do with your life, but if you’re a

doctor….” And so, hearing that, you felt you can do what you wanted, but

you believed that having a good look at being a doctor would be a reason-

able course of action. So, both myself and my sister ended up in medical

school.”

Interested in virtually every subject at school, “[m]y strongest subjects were

solving math problems. I enjoyed English and did well in that. I pretty much

felt like there were a lot of doors that were open as far as career opportuni-

ties and, in the end, I decided that medicine could be a very interesting area

that would also allow the Jewish values … of giving back to people and giv-

ing to the community. At the time, I didn’t realize that medicine could be a

very good opportunity to blend creativity, innovative thinking, even busi-

ness aspects, and create things in medicine that may not have been created

before, or weren’t part of the conservative standard way of thinking about

what medicine is and what’s possible.”

A cousin in Vancouver suggested the move here. “This was around 1990…. I

came out here, I was practising. And then I started speaking with the rabbi

[at Beth Tikvah in Richmond], because I wanted to get a little more

involved in the community, and Martin Cohen [the rabbi] said, ‘You should

really think about becoming a mohel [ritual circumciser], because the cur-

rent mohel just left for the United States and we don’t have a mohel here. It

would be great to have a mohel who’s a doctor.’ So, I talked to the [other]

rabbis and they said, ‘OK, let’s work towards [your] becoming the mohel

here.’ And they said it would be nice if you could do a mohel course some-

where, and they said there’s one offered in New York, at the [Jewish]

Theological Seminary.”

It would be a year or two before the course was offered, however. So, while
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continuing with some family practice, “I was training with the rabbis, who

set up locally a course for me, where different rabbis were teaching me all

the relevant sections of the Jewish teachings…. I was waiting for the New

York course to come, but then I thought, ‘OK, I want to train myself in cir-

cumcision in a really “gold standard” way,’ so I remember reading the last

hundred years of research papers, everything written and published on the

subject. I looked at all the authors who were doing the greatest work in dif-

ferent cities across North America, and I called them up … the ones that

were getting great clinical results, and I said, ‘Hey, can I come study with

you?’ And some preferred to come out and work here in Vancouver with me,

and teach me…. It was literally hundreds of hours of time and travel and I

tried to learn the best elements of what everybody was doing and then

incorporated them into my own technique, and tried to evolve that tech-

nique in different ways. And so, I was doing brises [circumcisions] and …

different doctors would see what I was doing and said, ‘Oy, it looked like

you did that surgery in 25 seconds on that baby. He didn’t cry at all. There’s

no blood. Can we start sending our patients to you for this procedure that

you’re doing? Never seen it done before.’”

The business side of medicine became important. “I started reading a num-

ber of books … teach[ing] myself about advertising, marketing, operations,

efficiencies…. I, over time, put a program together where I got about a thou-

sand referring doctors and, over the course of a number of years, probably

started doing, maybe, if there was 25 doctors doing what I was doing, I

might have had 85-90% of the entire referral base” in Vancouver and the

Lower Mainland.

Once the practice got up to about 3,000 circumcisions a year, “I did the

same thing. I went out and researched the last hundred years of published

studies. Read everything, identified all the key people, then I flew out to

work with them, flew them out to work with me, put together a great tech-

nique that we end up calling ‘No scalpel, no needle, open-ended vasectomy,’

and went to my base of doctors, and then did my normal process of how we

let people know – we send out annual newsletters, we send out different

brochures on our surgeries, so the doctors know what we do.”
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The practice now does about 5,500 vasectomies a year.

The business started in the 1990s and continues to develop. “I was married

in ’98…. I met Michelle [who is from Montreal] at a Passover seder” about a

year earlier. 

“When I was getting married, I was focusing on circumcision, but I had

some other things that I was working on at that time, but it was all part of

exploring all the realms of possibilities. So, for example, when I met my

wife, I had a medical film company … it was called Real Medical Advisers,

and this company was about helping movies that were coming here to write

[medicine-related] scripts or to have people behave on set in medical scenes

consistent with reality,” as well as do medical exams for the production

companies, for insurance purposes.

In one instance, consulting turned into acting. “This was when I was

Left to right: Pollock Clinics sex therapist Tom Foster and physicians Neil
Pollock and Roozbeh Ahmadi.
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engaged to my wife, and I told her I have to go to a set. They were filming a

movie of the week called Atomic Train, with Rob Lowe, and they said, ‘This

is a post-apocalyptic nuclear explosion and we’re setting up the tent, and

there’s doctors there and patients are being brought in, and we need your

advice on how to make this look real.’ So, I came in, and there are two actors

who are trying to do this scene and so I went in and I said, ‘Look, try it this

way,’ and I went and did a whole spiel, and the director looked at me and he

said, ‘That was so good, if you don’t mind, I’m going to cast you in the film

and send these guys home.’ So he sent them home, put me in a trailer, I

signed a contract, from which I was getting royalties until a few years ago,

and I did this movie of the week…. I played the doctor in that film.”

While going to a few auditions, “I never took it seriously…. I realized it’s like

anything in life – you got to really focus and give it your attention. I didn’t

think shlepping around and doing films was for me. I wasn’t that interested,

but I had fun doing what I did. And it was also a chance to meet a lot of peo-

ple, because I probably treated a hundred actors and producers and direc-

tors, all the biggest names at that time, because they’d all come and film in

Vancouver.”

This was in the mid-1990s. “And, while I was doing some general practice, I

was trying to figure out what I wanted to do. So, when circumcision got busy

and then we brought in the vasectomy side … we introduced one more pro-

cedure, called penile frenulectomy, the way it changed the architecture of

the penis a little bit…. And then, we were quite busy with that.

“This had become a very significant medical enterprise at that point and … I

started reading books on franchising. I came home one day, and I said to my

wife, ‘I don’t think the success for me is to go from five or six thousand sur-

geries a year to ten thousand.’ I said, ‘I think what it is, is to work smarter

not harder, so what I’m going to do … [is] standardize my entire business

and then I’m going to franchise it across the world.’”

After a discussion about the viability of franchising, the decision was to do

it. The first franchise was in Calgary, “and it was a standard franchise – they
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would pay a non-meaningful amount of money up front and then they

would pay 10% of their gross revenue….. I would teach them my surgical

techniques – that would position them very well to give high-quality service

in their city – and then myself and my team would work with them on all

elements of making their business successful.

“We had spent thousands of hours and hundreds of thousands of dollars

creating all types of materials that would help them get the message to

patients and doctors that they are offering this service and all the benefits

of doing it with them, and so doctors were quite happy to be taught not

only how to do the surgery [but how to market it], because you can do the

best surgery in the world but, if you don’t know how to let someone know

about it, no one’s going to come see you.… We’ve crossed 20 cities in five

countries for franchises, and I’d say now we’re starting to take off quicker,

because …  now we’re getting doctors from all over the world texting me,

calling me, and saying, ‘How do I get a Gentle Procedures Clinic franchise?’

because the name of our brand is called Gentle Procedures Clinic…. I

enjoyed the teaching of all these doctors from all over the world who would

come, and I’d always make sure I’d learn everything I could from them as

I’m teaching them…. I’ve become close friends with virtually all these guys

around the world.”

At some point, “it occurred to me that [I could be doing more], because

the studies on circumcision were saying that it reduced the risk of acquir-

ing HIV/AIDS by 60-plus percent. So, I looked at the place where AIDS was

ravaging in the world…. I just called up the King Faisal Hospital in

Rwanda and I said, ‘Are you doing circumcision in your country?’ and the

doctor I spoke to there said, ‘We really want to, we know we should, but

the mothers won’t give us the babies to circumcise here. They’re too

frightened.’”

Upon finding out that the method being employed used scissors and stitch-

es, no freezing and took about 20 minutes, “I said, ‘What if I could come

there and teach you how to do a circumcision painlessly on a baby in 25 sec-

onds, without any stitches and virtually not even a drop of blood? Would
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that be interesting to you?’ And they said, ‘Oh, it would be unbelievable.

We’d just change the game here.’”

With the help of colleagues, “we bought and paid for everything, and we

even sustained the program for months. We bought them all the equip-

ment, we went down there to Africa, myself and a couple other doctors,

and we spent days there…. There was probably a hundred patients that

were lined up when we got there – a hundred babies from all over

Rwanda…. I did it in association with the B.C. Centre for Disease Control

here and I got involved with a doctor … Jeff Klausner, who, at the time, was

the head of global health at UCLA [University of California, Los Angeles]

Medical Center.”

Missions similar to that in Rwanda took place elsewhere, despite the risks to

the doctors, such as “you could stick yourself with an HIV needle, which my

colleague did. The pilots had the highest crash rate in Africa, and you had to

be part of that.… There’s civil unrest in a lot of these countries, where

there’s civil war around the corner, or fighting in the streets, guns and all

that, so we had all those risks, but … we felt it was the right thing to do. We

had to do it.

“So, I took this concept – it started as a religious thing in circumcision, it

evolved into becoming a medical enterprise, it then became a franchise. It

evolved to help other people in other countries, with reducing AIDS. And,

while this was going on, I also came up with a concept for the world’s first

implantable reversible contraceptive device for men … the Intra Vas

Device…. I called an engineer from UBC [University of British Columbia]

and we designed this product, and then we took ours and joined another

company in the U.S. that was trying to do a similar thing, and we re-

patented all of our ideas together under a new patent, and we raised a lot

of money to fund this thing, over years. One of the rounds of funding

came from probably 25 people in our community.

“In the end, what happened is that, you have to pass all these FDA [Food

and Drug Administration] regulations and this and that, and we had to do
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another study. We had to raise more money, but the next study we had to

raise $6 million…. At that time, the markets went terrible … [in] 2008, and

all the money dried up. There was nobody who wanted to put money into

high-risk biotech, so the thing just got shelved. But, we did some studies on

it and people said [it had market potential].”

As a clinical instructor at UBC Medical School, “I had a student who came to

see me … a wonderful guy from Iran [Roozbeh Ahmadi], who married a

Baha’i girl, was put in prison, eventually escaped on a mule with his wife;

they ended up in Turkey. To make a long story short, he had a hell of a

time.” Eventually, he went to Boston Men’s Health, a Harvard affiliate, “to

work with doctors there. He had all the best ideas in the world, came back,

and we launched a new platform…. We brought in some really interesting

disruptive technology, it’s what’s called electric shockwave therapy, that

stimulates [blood-vessel] regrowth … [and] PRP, which is platelet rich plas-

ma injections, into the penis, which is basically blood vessel growth and

nerve repair…. The next step, I hope, will be to put that into a corporate con-

cept and open corporate clinics nationally and internationally, just like we

did with our surgical clinics, for circumcision and vasectomy.”

At this point, “I have two doctors that work with me. One handles the surgery

side of the vasectomy/circumcision, etc., the other handles the erectile dys-

function side, and so I only work when those doctors want to take a holiday….

I thought it was going to allow me to semi-retire or retire, but I’m so excited

about building all these businesses.” It is work that “embodies my values,

which are, number 1: we’re doing great work for people all over the world …

getting them access to surgeries and great medical things that they otherwise

would never have access to…. Number 2 … when my colleagues sign on with

me and become our franchise associate, we really do a lot of great things for

them. They become the local expert, they work way less hard, their lifestyle

improves, they do much better financially, they’re way happier…. And a third

thing is that I’m really interested in … [developing] innovative applications of

medicine and technology together, and the fourth thing is I’ve always enjoyed

business and developing business…. And, when you put all that together, it

also gives me the capacity to give back to the community, because I have
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some time to volunteer, I have some money to give away, and I like being

given that opportunity.”

In the local Jewish community, “I bumped into people that were very good

influences, like Rabbi [Avraham] Feigelstock and … we studied different

books all the time…. I always thought it was ‘buyer beware’ and Rabbi

Feigelstock points out, well, [the] Jewish view is it’s ‘seller beware.’ In other

words, if you’re going to sell somebody something and it ends up not being

what they thought they were buying and they paid you for, you have to own

that, you have to make sure the people you do business with end up doing

well, feeling good, feeling rewarded and gratified. My philosophy is you’ve

got to get more than you thought you were getting. You don’t just get your

deal, you’ve got to be happier than your deal. That’s how I work with my

franchises, and that’s how we’re able to keep such a tight franchise network,

with everybody happy and friends, because people are happy with how

they’re being treated. So, back to the community, Rabbi Feigelstock brought

my attention to a number of different organizations, so I’ve started getting

involved with [Jewish] Federation and with Jewish Family Services.”

Both Neil and Michelle – who have three children – are involved with and

support several community organizations.

“Never underestimate yourself,” said Neil. “Reach for your dreams, and

you’ll be surprised at how accessible they are. And then, when you become

successful, realize that you have a responsibility, because that success, yes,

you earned it, but there’s a lot of luck in success, and there is possibly divine

intervention … which behooves you to think about using your success for

the benefit of those other than yourself, as well.”
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Gary Romalis (obstetrics and gynaecology)
As related by wife, Sheila Romalis, interviewed by Kate Quinn-Feehan,

August 9, 2018, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.18-34

Sheila Romalis’s late husband was Gershon (Gary) Romalis, who was born on

October 23, 1937, in Winnipeg, and died on January 30, 2014, from complica-

tions of acute pancreatitis. He moved to Vancouver in 1948. “We met on a

blind date in 1968 on August the third…. [We] have three daughters.”

Gary “went to elementary school in Winnipeg and, when he came to

Vancouver, he went to Kitsilano High School.” He grew up going to Schara

Tzedeck Synagogue, took classes there. “He was in Habonim and he went to

Camp Miriam. And he did join AZA [Aleph Zadik Aleph], but was in it for a

very short time.” At university, there were two Jewish fraternities, “but I

don’t remember the name … [of] the one that he was in.”

He went to the University of British Columbia for his undergraduate degree

and for medical school, [from which he graduated in 1962]. He went to Cook

County Hospital in Chicago for obstetrics and gynaecology.

In his career choice, “[h]e was influenced by a family friend by the name of

David Clayman, who was an obstetrician/gynaecologist.”

In choosing where to go after medical school, he “wanted county hospitals

that had all kinds of patients and so he had applied to, I think it was Los

Angeles County, and he applied to one in New York and the one in Chicago.

Also, he had family in Chicago, so that definitely swayed him towards

Chicago.”

At one point, “he was held at gunpoint in the emergency room when he was

in Chicago, and he had to talk the guy down and that made him very wary

after that. And there were several times in Chicago where … there were so

many patients that many patients were in beds that were in the hallways

and, one night … two patients in the hall died, they didn’t get to them fast

enough…. It bothered him terribly.
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“Another time, one of his rotations was paediatrics and he had the neonatal

unit. He became very, very adept at finding veins on these really, really tiny,

tiny patients. He said that was one of the most difficult rotations, but he

said it was a miraculous rotation. He found it amazing that these tiny, tiny,

tiny infants survived, and he found it fascinating.”

When he and Sheila met, Gary “was doing an extra year in gynaecological

cancer.... It was a specialty that he had wanted to do.”

While he didn’t focus on cancer after that, “he did treat women with gynae-

cological cancer…. His real forte was doing forceps deliveries…. And then he

became an expert in abortion care…. When he was in Chicago, there were

many women who came in with, this is not going to be pleasant, their

uteruses hanging between their legs, because they had tried to do their own

abortions with coat hangers and things like that, trying to abort themselves

… or they had gone to hacks that had tried to do it to them and had left

them absolutely mangled and in terrible condition. And he had been left

with trying to save their lives … and he said that things like that should

never happen. He virtually vowed that [he would do whatever] he could pos-

sibly do to eradicate a situation like that and be able to give women clean,

proper care in the way of a decent abortion that was safe and germ-free and

proper, that’s something that he would want to do when it was legal.”

Sheila and Gary lived in Israel for two years. “We returned because he could-

n’t adjust to the system – it was very difficult in 1970 and ’71…. And in 1972,

the law on Roe vs. Wade, that was a legal case of the United States, had just

been settled. And that’s when abortion became legal in the United States….

And then there was never a law on the books in Canada, but it paved the

way for there to be abortion allowed in Canada. And it meant that there was

a panel in hospitals, where three doctors had to sign that it was OK for each

patient to have the abortion. And then it was, she was allowed to have it, but

three doctors had to have their signature on the [permission]. It was really

ridiculous. That’s how it started though.”

[In January 1988, some 20 years after Dr. Henry Morgentaler first performed
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an abortion, the Supreme Court of Canada struck down the country’s abor-

tion law – which required the panel – as unconstitutional, violating the

Charter of Rights and Freedoms.]

“We became good friends with the Morgentalers. And it was when the

Morgentaler decision came down.... He opened it so that there was no law

on the books. I know that sounds strange, but he made it so that there was

no law, and every hospital could then have it so that, if they wanted to have

abortion in their hospital, they could. But, if they didn’t want to, they didn’t

have to. And, in a way, it made it somewhat difficult, because, in

Vancouver, St. Paul’s didn’t have abortions and VGH [Vancouver General

Hospital] did. Once that Morgentaler decision came down, there was no

longer a board that had to have the three signatures.”

Gary worked at VGH but had a private practice with three other doctors.

Their office was on Laurel.

In addition to his work, Gary was on the Jewish Federation of Greater

Vancouver and Congregation Beth Israel boards. “He loved to play tennis,

he loved going to baseball games. We skied as a family.” He started golfing

late in life but, with his leg, couldn’t really walk a full course. “He loved

horseback riding but, once he was shot, he couldn’t do that anymore.”

Also, “I don’t know for how many years, [but] he was medical director of the

Elizabeth Bagshaw [Women’s] Clinic.”

Gary was subjected to attacks, including being shot when he was at home [in

1994]. It was devastating, said Sheila. “It affected every aspect of our lives:

our marriage, our well-being, our safety, our way we lived. We used to have

no drapery on our windows, and we had to change everything. [Gary had

routines.] Everything was like clockwork: he would wake up; he would be

downstairs by seven o’clock in the morning; he’d have his coffee, and toast

in the toaster by 7:05; he’d be sitting down at the table at 7:10. You could set

your clock, at 7:10, he would sit down at that table, he would have his toast,

his coffee, he’d have his cereal. And he’d have it in his bathrobe because
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then he’d go up and have his shower, get dressed. And he’d leave the house

by 7:25 to go to the office…. It was every single morning.

“And what had happened was we had been on a holiday in Mexico and we

had returned home on the Sunday night. Monday was November 7, and it

was my birthday and I had asked him to unplug the phone so that I could

sleep late. But he decided that he would go to the office an hour early. He

knew that he’d have a backlog of mail and he wanted to get through it so

that he could do it before his office opened. Because he did that, he sat

down at the kitchen table at 6:10 instead of 7:10.

“Now, I didn’t know, well, we both didn’t know that, a month before, this

person, the shooter, had cased out our house. And I had seen [him]. We had

two dogs and I had seen someone in our back lane when I [was] out the back

gate with the dogs.… I saw this man standing across the lane leaning against

the telephone pole…. I knew exactly what this person looked like and so I

later could describe him to the police exactly. And I did. And it was James

Kopp, this person who shot other people [three in the United States] and

also the ones in Canada, the two in Canada…. Now, that Sunday night when

we got back, Gary didn’t tell me that he was going an hour early. So that

morning, on the 7th, Monday morning, he forgot to unplug the phone and,

at 10 after 7, the phone rang and it woke me up. 

“The man on the phone said, ‘Is Dr. Romalis there?’ And I said, ‘No, but you

can reach him on his answering machine.’ Then I gave the number and,

because I was so tired and groggy, I hung up and I didn’t unplug the phone.

At 25 after 7 the phone rang again, and it was the same voice. I could tell, I

heard it again…. The voice said, ‘Is Dr. Romalis there?’ And I said, ‘I’m

sorry.’ I said, ‘You can reach him on his answering machine.’ And the voice

said, ‘But isn’t this 1338 West 46th?’ Now, nobody ever said that. I said, ‘I

said you can reach him on his answering machine, please call.’ And then I

gave the phone number again, and I hung up and I unplugged the phone.”

Later, she, Gary and daughter Lisa “were meeting at our favourite sushi

restaurant for my birthday dinner. When we met, I said to Gary, ‘Did that
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guy reach you? He was really insistent, and he wanted to talk to you.’ And

Gary said, ‘What guy? Nobody called me.’

“Now, I didn’t think anything of it. Tuesday morning, which was the 8th.

Gary, feeling bad that he hadn’t unplugged the phone, unplugged the

phone. So that, at 10 after 7, when he was shot, I was still in bed [but] I was

up. Lisa was in bed. He was downstairs. I heard this strange noise like a ‘pht,

pht,’ and there were two noises like that…. I got out of bed. I heard a crash.

As I went to the door, I heard this weird noise. And then I heard Gary yell,

‘Sheila don’t come downstairs! I’ve been shot, call 911!’ And I reached for the

phone. I hadn’t opened the bedroom door. I reached for the phone, and it

was dead. I figured whoever had shot Gary had cut the line, not understand-

ing that he had unplugged the phone. Just as I was doing that, Lisa had

come out of her bedroom and was at the top of the stairs. I heard her, so I

opened the bedroom door and I said, ‘Lisa, get in the bedroom. Abba’s been

shot, call 911 and use the bathroom phone.’... She picked up the one in the

en-suite and it worked. I couldn’t figure that out. But I wasn’t even thinking

at that point. I was just in such a panic. And she dialled 911.

At a Congregation Beth Israel event in 1990. Left to right: Gary Romalis, Sheila
Romalis and Sharon Kates.
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“Well, I shut the bedroom door. But we were hearing both of us this strange

noise downstairs. What it was, was Gary dragging himself … and the shot

was so bad. It was with an AK-47 rifle, so it had gone through his thigh and

severed the artery. He had taken his bathrobe belt off and tied a tourniquet

around his leg to stop the bleeding. But he couldn’t let go because, if he let

go, he bled to death, so he was dragging himself out of the kitchen, around

the corner into the hallway out of the line of fire because we had no drap-

ery.” Eventually, “I hear from downstairs, ‘Sheila, come downstairs, you

have to hold the tourniquet. Come downstairs now.’ And so, I opened the

door. And Lisa’s still on, they won’t let her disengage from the phone,

because she’s on 911, they’ve sent the police…. Now, one thing you have to

know, I do not do well with blood.… And I’m in shock already…. I see him

there, and there is blood everywhere. It looks to me like his leg is severed …

the hole was larger than a cantaloupe…. He needed eight surgeries and …

they weren’t sure if he would live because they said he needed so many

transfusions.”

Applying the tourniquet saved his life – “the doctor told me that every

single person that had this injury, where it severed this artery, they [had]

bled out.”

Gary had to learn to walk again. “The whole vascular system of the leg was

ruined…. When you operate, you have to stand for a long time, so he

couldn’t do major gynaecological surgery, like hysterectomies, things like

that. He had to change his whole operating schedule.… In a way, it played

against what these people had tried to do. Instead of stopping him from

doing abortions, he almost ended up only doing abortions. He said, ‘They’re

not going to make me quit.’… He said, ‘It’s on the list of medical procedures

for what an obstetrician-gynaecologist does in Canada and … so I’m going to

do what’s legal for me to do’ and that’s what he did.”

They had to move to a new house, cover all the windows and make other

security changes, such as only having a deck that couldn’t be viewed or

accessed from the lane. “And then, after he was stabbed [in 2000], we could-

n’t drive ourselves to events, we had to have a driver drive us to events and
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to synagogue and to different things. We didn’t have freedom at all. It was

like being in prison. Gary was on a wanted list. There was a list [online] that

the protesters had made, and you could find him on the list.”

Nonetheless, Gary taught and mentored at the university. He had residents

and interns. “That was probably the most important [part of his work]. He

also started, I don’t know what year he did it, but he started this yearly

symposium on behalf of David Clayman. When David Clayman died of can-

cer in 1971, I think, or ’72 … Gary started a yearly symposium to bring peo-

ple to talk on obstetrical and gynaecological topics. And he would bring

people from all over North America and Europe to talk, but it was the

David Clayman Memorial Lecture…. And then it became a whole day sym-

posium. And Gary, after he was shot, is when it became the symposium.

And that’s when he did this amazing thing, where he [shared] why he

became a doctor. He had me in tears. Well, he had most of the people in the

room in tears.”

One reason was related to a teenage girl who showed up at his office when

he was with Dr. [Bill] Bie, in about 1972. “She was pregnant. One of her

uncles or a family member had shown up at their house and raped her. She

was pregnant and she couldn’t say anything to her parents, because it was a

family member. And this is when you … not only had to have three people

sign for you, but you had to have your parents’ permission if you were

under 16, I think it was.... Anyway, she couldn’t get her parents’ signatures

and he moved mountains to get her an abortion.”
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Jack Rootman (ophthalmology)

Interviewed by Debby Freeman, April 16, 2019, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.19-09

Jack Rootman was born on June 22, 1944, in Calgary, Alberta.

“I was recruited by the head of the department of ophthalmology [at the

University of British Columbia] in 1973. I came out [to Vancouver] in ’74. I

was working at that point in Alberta in private practice with some affiliation

with the university hospital, where I was doing ocular pathology, but I

didn’t have a fully academic position. My idea at that time was I would work

for five years or so in my private practice to try and pay off my debts, and

then I would seek an academic position. But this came up two years after I

started my practice and it was, in the long run, where I wanted to go. So, we

[he and wife Jenny Puterman] moved out to Vancouver, which was finan-

cially a bit of a disaster in many ways, because it left us behind the eight ball

for a long time. Academic medicine didn’t pay like clinical, if you had a pri-

vate practice.”

His mother was born in Montreal. “My mother was a mother – there were six

children in the family, but she was extremely supportive of my father’s

occupation. He was a kosher butcher in Calgary. And, when he gave that up,

they bought a grocery store, and so she used to work in the grocery store.

Intellectually, she was a very bright woman, but opportunities were differ-

ent in those days. Her father died at 52 and she was the oldest child in the

family, so she became materfamilias by proxy and so had responsibilities

from her teen years on.”

She also died young, at 64, and then Jack’s father moved to Vancouver;

eventually into the Louis Brier Home and Hospital.

Of the siblings in health care, Jack’s oldest brother, Irving, was a sociologist

and worked in the field of health promotion in various capacities, including

at the University of Toronto, “and then came out on a research scholarship

in the latter part of his career to University of Victoria and started a health

promotion department there. He’s had a very distinguished career and is
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widely recognized for his publica-

tions and teaching, and his work in

health promotion. He got an hon-

ourary doctorate from UVic a few

years ago.”

His youngest brother, David, is an

ophthalmologist, an “innovator in

corneal surgery.” A professor at the

University of Toronto, he’s “also a

professor of ophthalmology at the

university [in] Be’er Sheva; he’s very

connected to Israel. He’s trained

probably 30 Israelis by now, and

he’s been honoured by the Israeli

Ophthalmological Society…. I

trained a number of Israelis, but late

in my career. I joined my brother

and we would go on a regular basis at the same time and I would go and

teach orbital surgery and do orbital surgery there. The government had a

program for distinguished surgeons, or medical doctors, being brought into

the country with a co-insurer and they paid us to do complicated things and

to teach in Israel.”

The trips would be “for a week to 10 days at a time. They would line up

patients and we would operate with mostly people we had trained, but some

people we trained on site. I’m really proud of that program, because they’re

great students, first of all, but they’ve learned to do the most difficult stuff

and can do it on their own now, and form teams.

“One of the things that I did that was unusual was I became not just an

orbital surgeon but a skull-based surgeon, which meant underneath, behind

the eye, in the skull, so I did a lot of operations together with neurosurgery –

and they were, essentially, some of them were considered undoable when

we started.”

Jack Rootman prior to the June 1, 2019,
opening of his solo exhibit Scene at
Night, which took place at the Visual
Space Gallery on Dunbar Street.
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This was in Vancouver. “By the time I was there [in Israel] I had done maybe

35 years of this kind of work, and advanced the field. For instance, our first

operation on the skull base took us 23 hours and the last operation I did of

the same kind, it took us seven hours. Technology improved, imaging

improved, etc.”

Jack and Jenny have three children, the youngest of whom went into medi-

cine. “Daniel’s an oculoplastic and orbital surgeon. He was my last student.

After I finished at UBC, I did a visiting professorship at UCLA [University of

California, Los Angeles]. I largely did it because it was an opportunity to

train Daniel. His mentor there was one of my first students in the field.”

As for his own education, it was public school and the Talmud Torah after-

school program (until Grade 10). “I went to Central High School after that,

and then to University of Alberta…. I was the president of the junior high

school. I played some football when I was in high school, but it interfered

with my paper routes…. I started when I was 12 and I think I gave it up when

I was about 15. At that point, I worked for [Kentucky Fried Chicken]. There

was a Jewish guy in Calgary, [who] had the first Colonel Sanders’ in Canada,

and I worked for him, I washed pots there – I could tell you, they’re pretty

greasy. But I met some of the most interesting people in my life, you know. I

also worked for Safeway as a packer. All of us worked in the family. All of

the boys had jobs.”

In those years, “I belonged to AZA [Aleph Zadik Aleph],” was regional presi-

dent at one point.

“When I was in junior high, I had two teachers who had a thing about Jews.

In those days, we used to say the Lord’s Prayer … and then a Bible reading. I

had no problem with the Lord’s Prayer because it came from a prophetic tra-

dition and it didn’t speak of anything other than one God, but I insisted

that, if I was going to read the Bible, it would only be the first, so-called ‘Old

Testament.’ My Grade 5 teacher had the notion that it was inappropriate for

me to go to [Hebrew] school after school, so she used to give me detentions

frequently so that I wouldn’t be able to leave in time…. [And, in] Grade 7, I
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was regularly beaten up by a group of boys after school…. There weren’t that

many Jews in the school. And, to my mother’s credit, she found out who …

the ringleader was, phoned his father, and told his father what was going

on. He was a maitre d’ at one of the big hotels. He never touched me again.”

The experience was a reminder “that we’re a minority in society. You

become aware of it. We’re definitely entering an era where we’re seeing

some resurgence. That was still there, after the war. And then, after the war,

it sort of quieted down, but there was a current of antisemitism throughout

Canada. I don’t think it’s unusual. I then experienced it again in university,

where there were still some quotas on Jews getting into medicine. I got in

on a full scholarship, the Queen Elizabeth scholarship.

“That’s the Queen Elizabeth Medal, and that’s what essentially supported us

in medical school. And the administrator of that – he was part of the Social

Credit government – was clearly unfriendly and I had to interview every

year and sweat [about] whether they were going to renew my grant.”

Starting in education at the University of Alberta, “I had been fired up about

going into medicine. Largely, I think, from my mother, who was very social-

ly conscious of the needs of people, and a book that I read – it was The Last

Angry Man…. That affected me. I used to read a lot of science about, largely,

biology, fascinated with the Amazon and South America … so, after my first

year in education, I switched to a BSc, but I didn’t complete my BSc because

they had, in those times, early entry to medicine for academically accom-

plished people, so I didn’t do a degree – I did two years’ university and I was

in medicine when I just turned 19.”

It was a four-year program. There were five Jewish people in the class, which

“started with 105 [students] and ended with 72. We were in the transition peri-

od where medicine was in the tradition of trial by fire … they’d accept more

people than they ultimately wanted, and then trimmed them down.

“Our first day in medical school, we met in the amphitheatre, where they do

dissections…. We stood, and the head of the department of anatomy intro-
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duced himself and told us to look on your right side and look on your left

side, one of those people won’t be here next year.”

Nine people left in the first year. “[In] the program, we did over 600 hours of

anatomy, dissection. Now, it’s down to like 125 hours. So, we spent a lot of

time in anatomical work and we had no formal exams in anatomy, the

exams were what he called ‘snap examinations.’ He would walk into the

room and he would say – I remember the questions – he said to me, ‘If I shot

you between the fifth and sixth rib on the left side, four inches from the

sternum, what tissues would the bullet go through?’ That was my exam….

He ultimately created such a furor about this that the school changed their

program, there was so much revolt about it.”

Residency was also at the University of Alberta, in ophthalmology. “The rea-

son I chose University of Alberta was twofold. One is that it would be – we

had a family already, we had Russell – it would’ve been economically easier

for me there, without having to do a move. And I persuaded them that I

wanted to do pathology as well, and they allowed me to do courses in

pathology at the same time as I was doing courses in ophthalmology.”

As an intern, “I discovered that I was exceptionally good with my hands,

which I believe I inherited from my father. My father was ambidextrous and

I worked with him in the butcher shop and he had the hands of a surgeon –

he never injured himself, and I was always in awe how he could separate the

tissues, etc. But I had a gift. My first operation when I was in my internship

was an appendectomy and the surgeon said, ‘Usually, they would let you do

the incision.’ I did the incision and I was prepared to stop at that point. He

said, ‘No, keep going.’ I did it skin to skin … the whole operation, beginning

to end.

“I realized I had a gift for that. I had long since realized I had a visualization

skill. I drew all my anatomy, I didn’t take notes. I drew all my histology, with-

out taking notes. I had a very good visual memory. In fact, that’s, I think,

been the major reason for my success as an innovator – visual memory.”
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The advantage of visual memory was also beneficial in Jack’s art. “I did a lot

of visualization…. My final lecture was about art and innovation…. It was in

Chicago, the American Society of Ophthalmoplastic and Reconstructive

Surgery. I gave a lecture on imagination and vision. I described all the

instruments that I would have made if I could have them made…. The idea

was the future of surgery. What were the Mount Everests of surgery in a

small space, surrounded by bone. And what instruments could help me?” In

the future, “surgery will be obsolete, in my mind. We will find [other] ways

to do it.”

During residency, “I had a year to go and I went to London to study ocular

pathology .... looking at tissues under the microscope, basically; diagnostic

techniques. I studied with the preeminent ocular pathologist in the world at

the time, Norman Ashton at the University of London. It was an amazing

experience because he was a very gifted writer and gifted experimenter. He

discovered an animal model for retinopathy of prematurity.… In the ’50s,

children were going blind from that…. It turned out it was due to putting

them into incubators with high levels of oxygen. And he developed a cat

model, a kitten model, and he put a little lens on. In the eye, he cut a hole

and attached the lens and filmed what happened when the oxygen was

given to them. Vessels close down and then, in sequence, they grew new

vessels, and that’s what caused retinopathy of prematurity. So, he was an

experimenter as well as a writer and a pathologist and he was, incidentally,

a painter.”

After that year, “I went back and completed at the University of Alberta oph-

thalmology, and then I did six months of ocular oncology and orbital disease

in New York at the Columbia Presbyterian Hospital with Robert Ellsworth…. I

had a lot of exposure to eye cancer there. And then I went into practice in

Edmonton. I didn’t get privileges at the university hospital but I was allowed

to teach there, which was a disappointment because I wanted an academic

career…. I was allowed to do pathology. They didn’t allow me to operate

there, I operated at the Misericordia Hospital, the Catholic hospital, where,

traditionally, in Edmonton, the Jewish doctors were. There weren’t many

Jews in the university hospital ... that was throughout Canada. It was com-
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mon in those days for Jews to work in Catholic hospitals. It’s very strange

but, anyway, that was the case. And then, when I got invited to come to

Vancouver, I went for four months to study with an orbital surgeon in

London at Moorfields Eye Hospital.”

Orbital surgery is “behind the eye, in the orbital tissues…. My work was

largely in the socket, but what we did that was new was we developed opera-

tions for getting into the orbit from below, in the sinus, through the nose.

And also through the skull, opening up the skull from this position [from

above the ear] … usually with an incision…. When I was getting the educa-

tion in it, it was mostly anterior approaches, through this way [the front].

What I brought into the field was posterior and inferior approaches. And,

later, one of my students, [then] several of my students started doing it

through the nose as well…. There were very few people that were willing to

try this. When I reported our first eight cases, we had the third largest series

in the world.”

The idea came through visualization. “And I got together with a neurosur-

geon and we, frankly, cut up skulls and we did cadaver work to develop

these operations…. It was Felix Durity. He’s a distinguished neurosurgeon;

he’s retired now.”

Jack’s final book on orbital surgery was pirated and published on a disc.

There was no legal recourse he could afford. “It’s the common thing now.

It’s very distressing to me but, as far as I’m concerned, if knowledge is out

there, that’s good.”

Of various jobs over the years, “the most important one was as a teacher and

innovator in the field. I trained … over 90 people worldwide and I initiated

at UBC Ophthalmology a program where we would take one person from a

Third World country and one person from a so-called First World country

and pair them together, and I would take two a year…. I felt that it was

important to develop knowledge in these fields worldwide. Why should the

Third World not be included? Some of the best surgeons were from India,

for instance; brilliant with their hands. But I trained people from India,
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Thailand, Korea,

China.” They came

from all over the

world, including

most of the

European countries

and some from Arab

countries.

“There were eight

people doing [my

work] when I started.

By the time I was in

mid-career, there

were 25 of us that belonged to the orbital society, so we met every year. In

terms of doing it exclusively, very few could do it exclusively. The reason I

could do it exclusively was I had a salary from the university. The opera-

tions didn’t pay very much at all. Those long operations, I got $1,200 dollars

for those. The neurosurgeon got $3,600 or $3,500, but the fees are controlled

by the ophthalmologists and, so, these rare things, they didn’t feel they

needed to reward as much as the common things.”

As a full-time professor, “I taught in the 101 [program], that was part of my

responsibility, but I taught in the ophthalmology department and I had fel-

lows. I also taught in pathology. And, for a time, I was doing my experimen-

tal work at the cancer clinic research unit…. I was doing tissue culture stud-

ies on wound repair and failure of wound repair. The idea was to look at

using chemotherapeutic agents to modulate repair, and also chemothera-

peutic agents for treating interocular tumours.

“I got laughed out of the room when I first presented this stuff. We had an

animal model, where we grew a tumour in the animal’s eye and then we

injected chemotherapy and demonstrated that the tumour was being

destroyed. Unfortunately, I published those [results] in pretty obscure jour-

nals, but it led to some work in glaucoma because we had found that we

Hershey Porte, left, and Dr. Jack Rootman at Vancouver
Talmud Torah, 1983.
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could stop the fibroblasts growing and so they started to use that particular

drug for that. And, I treated the first three cases of leukemia in the eye by

injecting … in the eye; that was a sort of experimental end of things that I

did at that agency.

“The other thing that I did was epidemiology. We were studying malignant

melanoma of the eye and ... population aspects.” Working with the scien-

tists at the cancer clinic and in the epidemiology department, “we wrote one

of the first papers on what colour of the iris was associated with melanoma

of the iris.... It just hit me at one point that the overwhelming number of

people that I had seen with iris melanoma had blue eyes. So, I went back

and I got all the pictures. I had, I think, 23 cases at that time, I pho-

tographed. I took all the photographs and made a collage of it…. And then

we did another thing on eye colour for melanoma in the back of the eye;

also found that it’s more common in blue-eyed people.”

Taken on as an assistant professor, “I went through the ranks from assistant to

associate to full professor when I was 42.… In terms of the department, I was

very instrumental in the design of the Eye Care Centre [at 8th Avenue and Oak

Street] and the concept that we design the top floor … for scientists.”

Being able to innovate was a career highlight. “I would say, from the begin-

ning, I was always trying to improve. I design my own instruments, for

instance. I didn’t believe I ever wanted to use scissors, so I eliminated those.

Essentially [I liked] to develop instruments that would work for me. I did

that at the University of Alberta with a Japanese machinist.”

Memories of patients yield more complex feelings. “There were patients

whose disorders spurred me on to find ways of dealing with disease, invent-

ing ways of getting at lesions. They didn’t all survive necessarily, but they

were my patients to the end. So, you remember those in a bittersweet way. I

remember a lot of the patients who had successes. I remember a lot of them

who had to endure re-operations and had the faith to do it. And, there are a

whole group of patients that, were, well, one of my great interests was vas-

cular lesions behind the eye.
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“From the beginning, I worked with a neuroradiologist when I came here.

Fact, I’m a member of the neuroradiology department. And we had rounds

every week, and we looked at everything because all these new imaging

devices were occurring. The first CT scanner was in England in 1973 – in

1976, we had one here. Through the growth of this technology, I met every

week with my colleagues in neuroradiology. We did teaching rounds, we

developed a lot of new ways of looking at things, making the instruments

work better for us, and then we did a lot of invasive procedures through

blood vessels rather than entering the body with a scalpel.

“We developed embolizing techniques for vascular lesions and, then, one of

the things that I did a lot of work on were venous anomalies. That causes

the eye to pop out when they hold their breath. We learned to access those

in the operating room. I would place a needle in it and then we would put a

dye in, we’d trace it on the screen, and then I knew where it was. We would

put glue in it…. It’s a plastic material that polymerizes and becomes solid,

but in a soft way. And then we could take it out as a tumour rather than as a

bleeding mass. We stopped the bleeding.” The method was also being used

for other areas of the body.

“And, the last thing I did was at UCLA [University of California, Los Angeles]

– we started doing protective procedures where we would enter the vein, the

outflow, and plug the outflow so that we could fill the front end of it without

fearing that it went to the brain. That’s how the field advanced over time.”

Among the recognition for such work was a lifetime achievement award

from the Canadian Ophthalmological Society and a University of Alberta

distinguished alumnus award.

“My value system is deep-rooted in Judaism. I was more religious when I

was younger, but I used to read a lot at that time on the ethics of medicine –

Jews have been very interested in that. Jews have had a very strong history

in medicine because they were the intervening culture between the Greeks,

the Arabs and the modern world…. I have a very interesting book that I

bought, which [contained] illustrations of botanical medicines. Written on it
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are three languages: Hebrew, Latin and Arabic. Jews were the translators of

Arabic science to the Western World. And Jews, traditionally, went into the

healthcare profession. If you think of the plagues, Jews wore a special cos-

tume, and they were the plague doctors.”

As for how the field of medicine has changed, “I guess in two major ways.

One is, I think people are making it as a lifestyle choice and are setting more

limits on what they’ll do. As a result, we don’t have enough doctors, in my

mind. I think we’re going to neglect the Boomer generation because we

can’t expand fast enough…. It’s very evident already – [lack of] hospital

access, etc. – but it’s a balloon in the population, so I think that probably the

thinking is that, once our generation passes, it’ll be a smaller need.

“Technology is moving at a very rapid pace at this point in time. I still think

that our system is a good system, [an] honourable system, fewer people can

work it. I would say, generally, along with everybody, materialism is affect-

ing everything.”

Passionately interested in painting for a long time, “I took a year off and

studied in New York and I feel that it’s been integral to my entire life and

sanity, if you wish. I wanted to be able to paint and, frankly, there is a lot of

stress in empathy…. People like to think that doctors don’t [feel much], they

complain most about the lack of relationship, but I can tell you I have many

patients deeply embedded in my psyche. I think there is a limit…. And I

started young. I had a 54-year career. That’s a long time.”

Before studying in New York, “I had a back injury and I had surgery. I was

bedridden…. I knew I could draw and I always said I wanted to do art and

Jenny went out and got me some materials and I started to draw. And I was

hooked. So, then I went to Emily Carr [University of Art and Design]. I did

about two years of a degree program at night and, during the first five years

and second five years of my chairmanship [of the department], I took nine

months off and I went to the Art Student League [of New York] and I studied

with one of my favourite artists there, figurative artist Harvey Dinnerstein. I

entered a lot of competitions and seemed to have done well, by peer-group
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analysis. I’ve won prizes in it, and I just have a passion, I enjoy it. It is the

part of my brain that works the best.”

The first studio “I bought was around 1980, and I’d go there on the week-

ends and paint. And then, when Jenny didn’t like the studio, we bought an

apartment downtown and we’d go downtown [for the weekend] … and I

would paint.”

As for life lessons, “Stay engaged and use your imagination. Maybe don’t be

satisfied with the status quo – that probably applies to more than one field.

And I think having more than one career is a good thing … because you can

look forward to a different passion.”

Peter Suedfeld (psychology)
Interviewed by Sheena Campbell, March 12, 2014, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.14-08

Peter Suedfeld was born on August 30, 1935, in Budapest, Hungary. Both of

his parents were also born in Budapest; both in 1905. The family immigrated

to New York City initially, in 1945. [Peter is a child survivor of the

Holocaust.]

Peter joined the military “in the middle of my second year of university at

Queens College of the City University of New York. At that point, and for

some years before that, I had decided that my chosen career was to be a pro-

fessional soldier. I couldn’t get into the military academies because I have

terrible eyesight and so I was in ROTC, Reserve Officers Training Corps.

About halfway through the second year, I was really bored with school and I

decided that, if I was going to be a career officer, it wouldn’t hurt to have

some experiences [with] enlisted men, so I dropped out of college and enlist-

ed in the army…. It was interesting. I enjoyed it, for the most part. Rose to

the giddy rank of corporal.”

In the army, “I went overseas, served in the Philippines for a little over a

year, and so I got to see the world…. I went to Japan and Thailand and India
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and so on…. I got to meet people that I would never have met otherwise…. I

liked it.”

Nonetheless, “I went back to school because I also realized it was good to

have had an enlisted experience, but I wanted a career as an officer – I

didn’t want to end up as a sergeant somewhere. So, I was going back to

ROTC and my plan was to go back into the military…. As I was approach-

ing my last year of college as a senior, I found out that, in order to get a

degree in psychology – I was majoring in psychology because I thought it

would help me handle troops, very naïve – I would have to take a course

in experimental psychology, which interested me not at all. And there

were two options. One was for people who thought they might want to go

on to graduate school, or who were sure they would, and that was a full-

year course. And there was a half-year course for people who thought they

definitely did not want to go to graduate school, and that was me, so I

took the half-year course.” 

The half-year course was taught by someone who was not an experimental

psychologist and had no idea how to teach it. “Now, the standard way back

then to teach experimental psychology was the same way that one taught

introductory experimental chemistry. You had a lab manual and, every week,

the lab manual would describe an experiment that you did – you follow the

steps in the manual and, if your results were what the manual said they

should be, you did it right and, if they weren’t, then you hadn’t.... [But the

teacher] used a book called Experimental Psychology by [Robert S.]

Woodworth and [Harold] Schlosberg, which was written for graduate level, or

for professionals; it is a reference book, not an undergraduate text at all. And

it was arranged so that there were chapters on different topics. So there’s a

chapter on rote learning, a chapter on memory, a chapter on colour vision,

and so on and so forth. Every week, we took one chapter and the assignment

was, read the chapter, find something that was still controversial or

unknown, and design an experiment to answer the question. That was my

first exposure to the idea that research wasn’t going to the library and look-

ing at what other people had found out, it was finding out things that nobody

had found out before. And somehow that just resonated with me.
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“About halfway through that course, I was due to get my commission and in

January … I wrote to the Department of Defence, asking to be released from

my active duty obligation, which I got because I’d already served three

years. I started writing frantically to graduate schools and, for most of them,

it was very close to the deadline. Anyway, I got accepted. That’s when I

decided to become a psychologist. For a while there, I thought I’d go back

into the military as a military psychologist, but then I decided I would

rather do the research I felt like doing rather than having it assigned to me,

which is what happens if you’re in the military. At the end, when I got my

PhD, then I got out of my military obligation altogether. I stayed in the

reserves for a while, and became a psychologist.”

About the decision to pursue psychology, “my father said to me, ‘So, when

you get your PhD, what can you do?’ I said, ‘Well, I can teach psychology to

other people and I can do experiments.’ He didn’t understand that. All he

Dr. Peter Suedfeld, professor emeritus of psychology at the University of British
Columbia, speaks at the Writing Lives graduation event April 20, 2017. The two-
semester course was a partnership between Langara College, the Vancouver
Holocaust Education Centre and the Azrieli Foundation.
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knew about psychology was psychotherapy, like many people, and so he

couldn’t understand what I was doing. And so he enrolled in evening

school, I think at NYU, New York University, and took a few psychology

courses so he could find out what I was up to, which I thought was amazing

that he would do that. By that time, he was close to 60, I guess, and so, for

him to take his evenings and go down from the Bronx to lower Manhattan to

take courses just so he could know what I was doing, I was awed by that. So,

he wasn’t against it. Once he found out what it was, he was OK with it. My

mother didn’t come back from the concentration camp and so my father

was basically the only family – I had a stepmother, but we weren’t very

close. I had no siblings.”

The first year, “I discovered that I knew much less psychology than any of

my classmates, because, when I was in undergraduate, I spent all my time

in ROTC and very little time in psychology…. So, about halfway through

my first year, I decided that, at the end of the year, I’ve got to go back into

the military because I was going to get kicked out of grad school. And then,

one of my professors, Jack Vernon, took me aside one day and said, ‘Next

year, how would you like to work for me?’ It was the first intimation I had

that they thought I’d be there next year. So, I said, ‘Yeah, I’d love to work

for you. By the way, what do you do?’ A great response. So he explained

what he did, and I did. He was one of my supervisors for the PhD. After my

first year, I loved it. My first year was miserable because I felt like I didn’t

know anything. But, after that, when I started doing my own experiments,

then it was fun.”

One year was spent in Illinois, then it was to New Jersey, “I was teaching at

Rutgers.” He and his then-wife had two children by birth and adopted

another.

When he was chairman of the psychology department at University College,

Rutgers, he received a phone call from the University of British Columbia,

which was looking for a head of the psychology department. “I said, ‘No,

thank you. I’m quite fine where I am.’ Years later, I get another phone call

saying we’re still looking…. By that time, things at Rutgers had deteriorated
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a fair bit. I said yes…. I came out for an interview and … a few days later, I

get a phone call saying, ‘We’ve decided to offer you the job.’ And I said,

‘Good. I’ll start packing.’ It was an easy decision.”

There was minimal difficulty transitioning from New Jersey to Vancouver.

“My wife wanted to go into a genetic counselling program at UBC. I had

talked to somebody here when I was in here for the interview, they said, OK.

So, everybody was pretty much OK with it in my immediate family.”

Part of the research with Jack Vernon was on sensory deprivation, “so I did

sensory deprivation research for quite a while and, from that, I was invited

to some conferences on spaceflight and the psychological effects of space

flight, which was then thought to be, in some ways, similar to sensory depri-

vation…. Step by step, I got interested in how people deal with, cope with,

adapt to, challenging environments, stressful environments, mentally trau-

matic environments. And my general orientation in psychology is positive

psychology, so I look at people’s strengths, not their weaknesses, and how

they cope successfully, not how they fail. The sensory deprivation literature,

when I started, was all about failure. People quitting, people having psy-

chotic episodes and hallucinations and so forth. I found that, if you do it

right, none of that happened. The polar research was all about people, what

kind of symptoms they had if they were in Antarctica or the Arctic. I did a

lot of that research. Found that most people enjoyed it and wanted to go

back. Same thing with space, everybody wants to go back.

“I started thinking about the Holocaust. The literature there was that people

who survived the Holocaust were irretrievably psychologically damaged.

They all had post-traumatic stress disorder, though that phrase, that label

wasn’t known then, it was called ‘concentration camp syndrome,’ that later

became PTSD. I thought, well, here’s another experience that, from the out-

side, looks universally terrible, but maybe, from the inside, it’s different. So,

I started doing research on Holocaust survivors.

“Rob Krell [is] a very prominent person in the Jewish community in

Vancouver and elsewhere. He’s a child survivor from Holland; a former,
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now retired, psychiatry professor of UBC. He was doing one of the first oral

history interview series with child survivors and adult survivors, as well. We

met at some faculty function and chatted, and we found out that we were

both child survivors. [He] tried to get me to come in and do an interview

with him. I said, ‘No, I’m not a survivor – Holocaust survivors are people

who survived the concentration camps, I was never in one, I was hidden

during the Shoah.’ Anyway, [it] took him a couple of years to persuade me

but, eventually, I gave in and did the interview and so that reinforced my

interest in how survivors adapted and dealt with life afterwards.

“Of course, I found what I had found in the previous settings – that most

survivors are not irretrievably damaged. They have perfectly normal lives,

they do well in their occupations, they have happy, loving families, at least

as happy and loving as anybody else’s. They don’t have any more divorces

than anybody else, and so on. They’re happy and content with what they’ve

accomplished in their lives. And that was kind of interesting…. Right after

the war, the prediction was that most of them would wind up in insane asy-

lums, mental hospitals and so forth. None of that was true. So, that’s how I

got to doing research on Holocaust survivors.”

One of the original members of the child survivor group, “I still am. Got

interested in going to meetings…. That’s held at the [Vancouver] Holocaust

Education Centre, of course. When they were getting together the money to

build a centre and furnish it and all that, I made a reasonable donation to it.

I like the exhibits, so I go usually whenever they change the exhibits.

Recently, I was given the honour of being a life member because I’ve been

there for so long – it’s not a great accomplishment, it’s a longevity award –

and I’m a Holocaust outreach speaker.”
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Ruth Wingerin (paediatrics)

Interviewed by Nassa Selwyn, June 28, 2017, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.17-22

Ruth Wingerin was born on October 31, 1961, in Cape Town, South Africa.

“My father passed away in 2003, he was Harry Wingerin, and my mother is

still alive, she’s Doreen Wingerin, and we lived in Sea Point.” The youngest

of three, with two older sisters, “I was very much raised in the hub of the

Jewish community in Sea Point.”

Her family is predominantly from Lithuania, “which is where most of the

South African Jews are from. My father was born in Lithuania and came to

South Africa when he was around four years old. So, I think they moved, he

was born in 1922, and they moved to South Africa in 1926.” Meanwhile, “my

mother was born in South Africa. She was born in 1934 and her family

moved before she was born, obviously, and they were also from Lithuania.”

For school, “I went to Weizmann Primary School and then Herzlia High

School,” both part of the Jewish day school movement. “My first educa-

tion abroad was that I came to Ohio as an exchange student in 1980…. I

had finished Grade 12 and I came for an extra year of high school. It

wasn’t meant as an education, more … an experience … you learn the cul-

ture and you meet the people. So, I went to Akron, Ohio, and that was just

a year, and then I came back to South Africa after that year and went to

medical school in Cape Town.”

Medical school was a very different system then, no essays or things like

that, “you just had to send in your transcripts and, basically, if you did

well enough, you got in. I was very privileged in a sense – because of

apartheid, a lot of the population was excluded from even applying for

those kinds of situations and they didn’t have the education to be able to

get into medical school.”

The degree took six years. After graduating in December 1986, “I did a

one-year internship in South Africa, where I did a rotating internship. So,

I did a few months of internal medicine, a few months of surgery, a few
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months of paediatrics…. I knew already before I did the internship that I

was going to emigrate and so I was starting to make plans to come back to

North America.”

In 1976, there were the Soweto Riots, “where a lot of people were protesting

… and so there was violence and there were police going out in these big

armed vehicles and shooting people and we saw some of that spill over into

Cape Town … and you could see smoke rising up in the city…. Everybody

was very anxious about what was going to happen because no one knew if

there was going to be a blood bath in South Africa – no one anticipated that

it was going to be such a smooth transition that it actually ended up being….

I finished high school in 1979, so 1976 was when I was in school and this was

happening and during that time was when a lot of my school friends, their

families, emigrated…. There was a lot of emigration and we didn’t emigrate

but I had it in the back of my mind that that was what was going to happen

and, unfortunately, for South Africa that’s what did happen. Most of the

people that I went to school with no longer live in South Africa.”

Medical degree in hand, “I had a boyfriend that was with me in medical

school and we were planning to go to Philadelphia together because he had

a position there ... to study internal medicine. I wasn’t totally sure but I was

up for a position to do internal medicine there [as well] but, before we start-

ed, we went to make money, it was a quite a common practice – we went to

Saskatchewan for a few months. You could do locums in Saskatchewan and,

because it was under-serviced areas, it was easy; it was a fast track into

Canada…. There were exams to write – not to do the locum but to get into

any kind of residency program here…. There were various exams we had to

do. I can’t remember the names anymore, but we had to do exams to show

that our credentials were valid…. I had to do an English exam, which was

ridiculous…. I had to prove I could speak English and I said, ‘That’s weird

because that is the only language I can speak basically.” Anyway, I passed

that one. So, we went off to Saskatchewan and then we broke up, and I

thought there is no reason for me to go to Philadelphia. I really had no inter-

est in going there, so I was in a bit of a limbo at that point…. I was in a place

called La Ronge, Saskatchewan.”
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Northern Saskatchewan “was a very big shock for me because I left South

Africa in February 1988 and it was during a heat wave and it was plus 40

degrees in Cape Town when I left, which is very unusual in Cape Town to be

so hot, and then I flew an ungodly number of hours and got to La Ronge,

Saskatchewan, and it was minus 40…. In Cape Town, in those days, we

didn’t even have boots and coats – they didn’t sell those kinds of things.

They had arranged to have stuff available for me at the airport when I

arrived so I wouldn’t freeze.”

It was culture shock. “There were all kinds of things that I never experi-

enced, like having to plug in your car and not being able to walk 100 metres

without having to worry if your face was going to freeze.”

La Ronge was a town of about 5,000 people. “The clinic I worked at … there

were six South African Jewish doctors, so they thought that everyone from

South Africa was a doctor and was Jewish.”

After La Ronge, “I was then having to decide where to go and I really wanted

to do paediatrics and my sister Marion ... was living in Toronto already at

that stage. So, I went in May to go and visit her and I went to the children’s

hospital in Toronto and applied to see if I could get into their paediatric res-

idency for July and they said, ‘No, there are no spots available.’ And then,

my sister [Lorraine] in Johannesburg had a friend in New York who was

doing paediatrics.”

The friend set up a couple of interviews and the Long Island Jewish

[Medical Center] was very welcoming, so “I went to New York and started

my paediatric residency there.”

This was July 1988 and, “in October, I got a page and it was Toronto and it

was the program there and they said, ‘Would you like to come for July of next

year?’… I decided to go to Toronto because my sister was there and I could

get papers that were permanent, whereas, in New York, I was on a student

visa and I would have to fight to have to be able to stay afterwards. I thought

it was easier to go to Toronto and be able to be sponsored by my sister.
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“I ended up staying in Toronto and then met my husband [Stephen], who

was doing his psychiatry residency in Toronto. He’s from Montreal and we

got married in Toronto in 1992 and stayed there. I had already finished my

training by the time that we got married, as had he, and we stayed on in

Toronto until the end of ’96 and then we decided to move west.” Part of the

draw of Vancouver was that Marion had moved here in 1992.

Their daughter Julia was three and son Adam was one-and-a-half when they

arrived in Vancouver. “We had a very rocky start here because, as we moved

here, [Adam] started regressing. Initially, we thought it because we moved

he was unsettled and we didn’t really know too much about autism in those

days…. [It] was really difficult because we didn’t have a lot of supports here.

We were trying to make friends, but we were very isolated because his

behaviour was very difficult.”

Regarding involvement in the Jewish community, “my youngest one, Leora,

went to day care at the Jewish Community Centre and … Julia and Leora

attended programs throughout the Jewish Community Centre. That was

really helpful for me because my office is at Oakridge Mall and so I would

have the kids go on the bus from Talmud Torah to the JCC … and then I

would come and get them at five o’clock once the programs were done and I

was finished work.” The family has been members of both Beth Israel and

Temple Sholom synagogues.

When they “first moved out here, there was a limitation on billing numbers,

so you weren’t able to just set up a practice – you had to have a job in a hos-

pital. So, Stephen got a job at UBC’s mood disorders clinic and I got a job at

Sunny Hill, which is the developmental hospital. I was put in the autism

clinic. That was my first job in Vancouver, which was very ironic because

that’s where I was learning about autism and then started being a little bit

like, what’s happening to my son?

“I remember asking one of my colleagues and saying, ‘I’m concerned that

my son may be showing signs of autism’ and they were, ‘You’re just being a

neurotic mom, he’s fine.’ But, I was right. It wasn’t because of him that I was
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in that field, [but] that’s remained my field and, now, besides my work at

Oakridge. I have an office, I work out of an autism centre in Burnaby, which

is called Monarch House, and I am responsible for diagnosing all the kids

with autism and providing support for the parents and telling them about

the treatments and stuff like that…. I’m the only doctor there. It’s a private

treatment centre and, basically, people come there for treatment, but they

also have a wing which is the diagnostic side, where I’m part of a diagnostic

team. So, there is myself and a physiologist and a speech therapist that do

the diagnoses.”

At Sunny Hill “for about 15 years, I left about five years ago.” It was during

the time there, though, just over a year of being there, when the government

“opened up the billing numbers. There was a court case and people said,

‘That’s not legal’ or whatever, and so they allowed doctors from other

provinces to get billing numbers. And so, I took advantage of that and then I

started off with – just opposite the Jewish Community Centre there is a

medical building and I joined Yigal [Kaikov]. Yigal is an Israeli paediatrician

and I worked with him, and then the two of us moved to Oakridge with a

bigger group. We’re a group of about eight of us. I have been in Oakridge

must be, I’m going to say, 15 years. A long time.”

Daughter Julia has gone also into the autism field. “She did her undergradu-

ate at McGill in geography … and ended up doing her master’s in special

education at the University of Washington in Seattle, and her specialty is

autism consultation, so she’s working in a school for kids with autism and

with the teenagers.”
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Morton Dodek (general practice)
Interviewed by Irene Dodek, July 18, 1992, Roberts Creek, B.C.; 19.92-01

Morton Dodek was born in Winnipeg at St. Boniface Hospital on

November 29, 1929. He grew up in the city’s North End. His maternal

grandparents, who were originally from Europe, lived two or three blocks

away; his mother was born in Winnipeg. His father was born in Poland

and came to Canada in 1927.

“My father came without a trade, without a profession, and arrived suppos-

edly as a farmer. But, in the old country, his family were horse traders, so he

tells me. To start a new life for himself, he came to Canada, not being cer-

tain where he would end up, whether in Eastern Canada or Western Canada,

but he was heading towards the Prairies to work on a farm.” He got off the

train in Winnipeg and stayed with fellow landsmen, the Hollenbergs.

“And my father decided, or maybe, who knows, maybe it was the

Hollenbergs who decided that the best thing for him to do was learn a trade

as fast as he could, and he … became one of the best fur cutters probably in

Winnipeg … as a matter of fact … his reputation extended as far as

Vancouver.” As a result of the interest shown by an owner of a fur business

in Vancouver, “[m]y father came and liked what he saw, liked the city, liked

Vancouver, and wrote to my mother. My mother and myself and my sister

Sally took the train … to Vancouver and we met my father, who had rented a

house in the West End.” This was in 1935.

It wasn’t long before “my father … decided to go on his own, and opened up

a fruit store. My mother would go there and she would help.” Eventually,

from Winnipeg, “my uncle Mandel came and he joined with my father and

they were Dodek Brothers [Furriers].”

Morton “was in Lord Roberts School up to Grade 3 and, when I was in Grade

4 … about 1938, we moved to 16th Avenue … near Oak. At that time, there

were more and more Jewish people living in that area. A lot of Jewish peo-

ple now were starting, at that phase, to leave the eastern part of the city and
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starting to move into the western part of the city.... It was considered to be a

nicer area, and that’s where the Jewish Community Centre was…. It was on

11th and Oak Street and it was in the basement of the Jewish Community

Centre that the cheder was, and that’s where I first started my Jewish educa-

tion, in the cheder [after school].”

The family built their house on 26th Avenue and Cambie Street in 1941. His

parents were active in the Peretz School “and things that were more on a

socialistic basis.” Morton was a Cub Scout, then he was active in the youth

group AZA [Aleph Zadik Aleph]. As well, he played softball in a city league

and soccer at school; went to Camp Hatikvah for two or three summers.

After graduating King Edward High School – where, since it was during the

war years, “all the boys in the school had to be an army cadet” – he started

pre-med at the University of British Columbia in 1947. There, he was active

in Hillel and belonged to a Jewish fraternity for a couple of years.

Accepted into the medical school at UBC in 1950, “there were 60 in our

class…. This was the first medical class ... this was the first time the medical

school was open. There were a lot of war vets.”

Being the only medical school on the West Coast of Canada, “competition

was very stiff. There were two Jews that were accepted.... Two token Jews

and three token women, so there was a lot of prejudice, both racial as well as

sexual.”

Being a new school, “they recruited a lot of the professors from Toronto and

there was a lot of coolness [in general] … but I felt there was a specific cool-

ness towards me because I was Jewish. And it really wasn’t until after my

graduation [when] I went away to … University Hospital in Columbus, Ohio,

I, for the first time, recognized that there was a totally different attitude, by

doctors, towards people who were Jewish. There are a lot more Jewish peo-

ple there … a lot of them had important positions at the university.”

Morton and Irene married and had a son Peter in January 1954. The couple

lived frugally. “After our marriage, while I was at medical school, we rented
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a small, little suite up in a private home.” But then, fortunately, “my folks

fixed up the upstairs for us…. We moved there and stayed there [about six

months] … until we moved to Columbus, Ohio, where I did my internship

in-house at University Hospital. And, at that time, we took with us a five-

month-old baby.”

The year in Columbus “was probably academically the best year I ever had

in my career. I found there was less tension, I found the opportunities for

learning were much better.”

It was a tough year though. “I was getting $125 a month and $60 of that was

to pay for the food that I had to buy in the cafeteria…. At that time, the

interns regularly worked every second night rather than every third night.

The University of British Columbia Preventive Medical Building under construc-
tion in 1950, the year the medical school was established.
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And I remember, when I was doing paediatric surgery, it was during the

winter months, the days were short, and I would go to work when it was

dark and I’d come home from work when it was dark…. Another tough rota-

tion was obstetrics and gynaecology, where we were on 48 hours straight

and then came home to sleep for 24 hours. That was very, very hard. I was a

zombie when I came home.”

During the internship, “I realized how far left my father’s reputation was.

Living in Vancouver and knowing that they were at the Peretz School was

not such a big deal because there were other organizations in Vancouver

that were even more further left, more communist, like the UJPO [United

Jewish People’s Organization]…. It wasn’t until I was doing my internship in

1954-55, when I was called in by the immigration officer, which I thought

was just a routine type of investigation … and, to my amazement, I realized

that this file was one not of all the interns, which originally I thought it was,

but on my father…. This was during the McCarthy time, so there was a ter-

rific amount of concern about communist infiltration.”

Though wanting to stay in Columbus and having been accepted to do a resi-

dency there in paediatrics, “we ran out of money and it was going to be very

difficult for us financially and … there was no way I could get the support

from my parents or anybody else to continue with the training…. There was

also a risk of me being called up in the army, the Korean War was going on

at the time. So, we came back to Vancouver.... I felt really depressed having

to return, and returning to a similar kind of professional state that I had left

in terms of the attitude of the doctors and the hospital.

“I started an internship at Shaughnessy Hospital and was assigned a terrible

ward, it was the arthritic ward. And I wasn’t allowed to do any kind of

aggressive investigation … or anything else that would be in any way upset-

ting to the patients. I realized what I was asked to do was custodial care and

that made me even more upset about coming back to Vancouver. But once I

made the decision to come back, I knew that I had to continue living in

Vancouver for at least a year, and found out that Barney Prosterman’s prac-

tice was for sale….. So, I made a decision to go into practice, and my father
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[who co-signed the bank loan] and myself and Nettie Prosterman negotiated

and we all came up with an amicable arrangement. I borrowed some money

from the bank, the Bank of Montreal, and I think the practice cost some-

thing like $3,000, and started [at] 2660 East Hastings Street.”

Getting into the practice, “I became involved with a lot of other young

Jewish doctors, who provided an air of excitement, professional and social

excitement, that I never experienced before. There was a terrific feeling of

camaraderie…. We all felt, too, that we were being prejudiced against. We

found that, in the General Hospital, we couldn’t admit patients as easily as

the non-Jewish doctors, found the surgeons were having difficulty getting

operating time and, for a period of time, particularly the surgeons, got

together and formed a group and opened up a private hospital.”

Called Chatham House, it was on 15th Avenue, about a block west of Oak

Street. “It was an old house and they converted it into a kind of private hos-

pital and they did surgery there.”

In 1957, “we decided that we were going to make Vancouver our home and

put our roots in even more deeply. We at that time had Gail and we bought a

lot on Laurel Street” at 52nd Avenue. “And we’ve been in it ever since.”

Daughter Carla was born in the house in 1958.

In addition to building up a practice and raising a family, Morton was

involved in the building of the new Jewish Community Centre; he was on

the executive of the original board.

As the practice on East Hastings got busier, other doctors joined. Eventually,

there were four physicians, “we expanded our offices, enlarged our premis-

es.” A druggist moved into “our building, which we eventually owned and

were responsible for.... We had an X-ray office, which Henry Brown and

Monty [Neiman] had started, and, after Monty’s death, Henry Brown contin-

ued along with Bud Wolochow, and we also had the biomedical lab in there.

We had a wonderful clinic that was going…. It was called the Hastings Clinic,

and it provided an excellent service for that community.”
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The clients “were working-class patients, a large ethnic practice, a lot of

Italians, Yugoslavians, patients who were not demanding, [but had] a high

incidence of pathology. These were not well patients that came in, they

came in with some sickness, and the specialists that we sent our cases to

were absolutely amazed at the amount of pathology that we picked up. I

think we conducted a practice of very, very high-calibre medicine. I did a lot

of house calls, I assisted in all the operations that we performed, I did a lot

of obstetrics; for a while I was very, very active in obstetrics. One evening, I

had four case rooms all [in use], and there’s only four case rooms in the

Vancouver General Hospital.”

Given the background of the patients, “I tried to learn Italian. I thought it

would be a big help and I started speaking to some patients in Italian and I

found that they started to take advantage of me; it was too much, too famil-

iar…. And I thought, no, I better continue with the relationship of being at a

little bit of a different level from them…. I made a house call once, an Italian

Shaughnessy Hospital. This May 8, 1946, photograph is associated with E.H.
Shockley & Son Construction Co.
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family, and it was a seven year-old girl who had tonsillitis, so I prescribed

some penicillin for her and I gave the prescription to the mother and then,

on the way out, I tried to make sure I repeated, ‘Please, you give one tea-

spoon of this penicillin to Maria four times a day. You understand? You give

one teaspoon four times a day.’ I spoke in broken English. And the father

was quite nice, he offered me wine and everything else. And then he was

helping me on with my coat and he says, ‘Say, doc’ – and this was referring

to the way I was talking to him – ‘how long have you been in the country?’

So, I realized at that time that it was a good lesson … and, from there on, I

spoke to my Italian patients in the same manner as I spoke to anybody else,

and they appreciated that.”

The practice on East Hastings was there for about 26 years. “And there was

an opportunity to move my office to another area, Broadway Medical

Building was made available.... I felt that maybe it was time for a change.

Our group was starting to fragment a little bit, some members were getting

restless and the building was getting a little older, maybe needed some ren-

ovating, and I think that there was a time where the group may have split up

anyhow. So, we all went our separate ways, as it were, by all moving into

one building but into separate offices, and we all moved into the Broadway

Medical Building.

“Initially, I thought maybe I would run two offices. Our darling daughter Gail

in the interval had gone to medical school at UBC and graduated and took two

extra years training and decided she wanted to go into general practice and I

thought this would be a wonderful opportunity for me to share an office with

her and form a father-daughter relationship. Initially, I thought maybe she’d

run the Broadway office and I’d run the Hastings office or we would exchange

and we tried this for a while but … we realized that it was too difficult, so I

decided to sell my practice on East Hastings and move in with Gail, even

though the office was on the small side on Broadway.

“We practised on West Broadway for about 10 years this way and it was a very

unique, very rewarding experience being with my daughter. She has become

an excellent doctor, highly respected doctor and I’m very, very proud of her.
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And in March, March the 1st of this year [1992], I decided to retire and give the

practice over to her along with a young doctor by the name of Peter Lutsky,

who took over my practice. And I have no regrets up to this time.... I still feel

very happy doing what I did by retiring, and I feel very happy doing all the

things I did in my practice.”

There was consideration, at one point, of moving to California. “This is when

doctors went on strike in Saskatchewan [in the 1960s] … and I decided that

I’d better be prepared and I went to California, wrote the California boards

and, after that, about four or five years later, we did explore the possibility of

moving to California. If it wasn’t for the Vietnam War, there’s a good chance

that we would have. If it wasn’t for the fact that [Irene’s] mother was living in

Vancouver and required a lot of assistance, we possibly would have. I think I

may have earned a lot more money living in California…. I think I would

have had more professional esteem in California.

“I found that, even though, I was doing a good job looking after my

patients, the attitude towards general practice was, particularly relation-

ships in the hospital, [not so great]. In California … there were private hos-

pitals where doctors would have much more opportunity for leadership …

and that may have been one of the reasons, too, why I decided to retire, I

really felt that there was a decrease in self-esteem as a doctor. The pres-

sures of Medicare, the pressures of patients, the increasing demands of

patients … and the government interference. And I actually feel that the

time was right and ready for me to leave. And I also started to develop a lot

of other interests outside practice.”

Regarding advice to family, “I would say what my parents told me, and that

is to try and get a career where you can dictate your own destiny, whatever

career it is.”
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Victor Drache (general practice)
Interviewed by Irene Dodek with Sophie Drache and Cyril Leonoff in atten-

dance, and perhaps others, November 5, 1987, Vancouver, B.C.; 19.87-05

Victor Drache was about a year old when his family came to Winnipeg from

a town in Russia. His father came first, landed in Montreal and then trav-

elled by cattle car to Winnipeg, where he had a friend who got him a job.

“We came about a year afterwards,” in 1904. He had two younger brothers

and a sister.

From peddling, his father “went to work for a Jewish store and he would

stand at the doorway and, when you stopped to look at the merchandise in

the window, he’d shlep you inside…. He eventually progressed and he got

into wholesale jobbing business…. He carried on like that until after the first

war … and things went bad to worse … [the] Depression and business went

sour.… He supplied merchandise to a large part of Western Canada, to

Jewish storekeepers, and these Jewish storekeepers had their problems and

they went broke and he went broke with them. And that is how Victor

Drache became a doctor.”

Growing up in Winnipeg, “Aberdeen school is the school that I attended,

and my interests were in sports…. I finished there in Grade 8 and then got

transferred to St. John’s Technical High School.”

Looking back on those days, “we all aspired. My father would point out cer-

tain Jewish people who were leaders in the community.” One of those lead-

ers was his father’s lawyer, who was on the board of the general hospital. “I

went to him, or my father went to him, to try and get me an internship at

the Vancouver General because I couldn’t get one in Manitoba. The Jewish

boys were left out of the picture. There were 16 in our medical group and we

16, we got nothing. We got the leftovers, you see, and so, if you wanted an

internship, you went out on your own.”

Antisemitism was prevalent. “Even here it’s never been any different. I was

one of the first people that came to Vancouver with an FRCS [Fellowship of
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the Royal College of Surgeons] Edinburgh, yet I had difficulties getting a

hospital appointment.”

Postwar, when “[John McCreary] came here from Toronto and they opened

up the medical school and he needed teachers and he looks around and

there are lot of men available with qualifications and degrees who were not

getting well received, he broke down all the barriers. He was in paediatrics

at that time and he took in every Jewish paediatrician in town and gave

them appointments. To give you the state of the education here … they used

to have a medical meeting in the evenings and, where the maternity build-

ing now sits was a wooden shack, an auditorium…. At that time, there were

only two hospitals – the General and St. Paul’s – and it was the Vancouver

Medical Association who held these meetings twice a month. At one of these

meetings, somebody delivered a paper and they called on the man who

headed the surgery department for the Vancouver General and they asked

him to make a commentary. What do you think the man said? ‘I haven’t

opened my books since I graduated, so I have nothing to say.’… The place

did not develop until [McCreary] came and he realized what was going on

and he broke down the barriers by creating a department of paediatrics and,

from then on, if you had the ability and the qualifications, you got an

appointment, especially the newer fry coming up.”

The medical school started in 1950. Until that time, “Jewish boys got

nowhere. Nothing except a doctor on the street. They all lived on referrals….

If you didn’t give referrals, you’re an SOB.”

In Winnipeg, the 16 Jewish students were the last to be appointed as interns.

“Four of us got on what is called rotating internships … so we did four

months in the … [hospital where they treated] typhoid, diphtheria, all that –

today you don’t have that anymore – and four months in psychiatry and

four months in obstetrics, and that was all I got. I couldn’t graduate without

having an internship. A lot of the boys, the Jewish boys, went out on their

own…. I graduated and I went to a place called Roblin, Manitoba, northern

Manitoba, and I was there for nine years,” until 1934.
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Having taken the Hippocratic Oath means a doctor gives “service whether

you got paid or you didn’t get paid. Today doesn’t work like that. Today,

unless you got money or you got a card with the medical scheme, a girl

sends you to emergency in the General Hospital or to the free clinic. It

didn’t happen in those days. I ran my predecessor’s [practice] in Roblin …

there wasn’t enough money for two men with families and the man who left

was a better man than the one he left behind…. I was convinced to stay…. I

managed. They had seven Jewish families, they fed me and wined me and

they dined me, and then I met Sophie and we married eventually.”

The nearest hospital was in Dauphin, 60 miles away, and there was “another

hospital in Russell, 30 miles away, but there was no road, only a trail. The

road came eventually, then I was able to run to Russell to take patients. The

other way was to wait for the train to go Dauphin.”

There were about 10,000 people in the area and one doctor. “It was too

much for him, no question about it, but there was one thing wrong with it –

very few people paid. He being married would take home a chicken, take

home foodstuff, but what am I going to do, a single guy? Living in a room

above the drugstore and the office next door…. He was so happy to see me.

Why? He says, ‘I’m going to send you all my deadbeats. And there were

plenty. The people with money didn’t stay – they would go to Winnipeg: 260

miles, some drove, some took the train. The train service was pretty good,

an eight-hour drive or whatever it was. So, I stayed and I had some very

interesting experiences, medically…. I’m thinking now of a case of a woman

in later years who was having her first child – she laboured for two days.”

Another delivery required travel by “horse and buggy and off we went.

When I got there, and they had a midwife, very common, I looked the situa-

tion over and they had a curtain hanging…. I was on the other side of the

curtain getting organized and I heard the midwife talking to the woman,

‘He’s only a young boy, what does he know?’ and so I rumple up my hair,

makes me look a little older than I was. Anyways, with forceps, I managed to

deliver the woman a good baby. [But] going home wasn’t so good. Number

one, he couldn’t pay me, but that wasn’t the whole story. We had to pass
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through another farmer’s place … he had a huge ditch in the road … and we

got into this hole and we couldn’t get out. We needed more horses and the

fellow says no horses until you pay $10, so I paid the $10. I got nothing for

the delivery and, when we got back to the office, the fellow says he wants

$10 for taking me there.” Eventually, “I got a car. That was a very expensive

item.”

The municipality was bankrupt and, “when I left Roblin, the municipality of

Shell River owed me $475 and they couldn’t pay it…. I had to go into

Winnipeg … to the department of municipal affairs and I complained and he

got them to settle with me for $100.”

Between Grandview and Roblin was a First Nations reserve. When troubles

Laboratory room with two visible work stations. The lab was a new addition to
St. Paul’s Hospital in 1962.
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with another doctor occurred, “in due course, I get a letter from the Indian

department that, henceforth, you are the doctor for the Indian reserve….

There were 800 people … and an Indian agent…. All he knows, I’m now the

doctor for the reserve and I was being paid for every time I went out there –

30 miles, $30 dollars, and that’s what got me out of Roblin…. It became a

very profitable job because I wasn’t getting paid from the local people. I

mean, who would pay me? A few storekeepers and the railroad station mas-

ter, and a few other people.”

There was another reserve, which was controlled by the Indian depart-

ment’s main Western branch in Regina. “Any of the Indians I had had to go

through Regina and, if I needed a hospital, I had to get an OK from [the

branch] to send the patient on to Regina. And I remember, I had an old

lady with a broken hip and I wanted to send her to hospital. They absolute-

ly refused to give permission and she laid there like that [and] she ulti-

mately developed pneumonia…. That’s the way it was. I guess it was

expense…. They look at the age of the woman, over 70 or whatever. Well, in

those days, they died – there’s no open surgery. You didn’t open hips in

those days, you didn’t put in nails in those days. There was nothing, you

laid in bed with traction and, if you lay in bed long enough, especially an

elderly person, you ultimately develop pneumonia … and you died and

that’s the way it was. If you were lucky enough, you got better; if you’re

unlucky, it’s just too bad.”

In a previous incident that illustrates what the medical system was like in

these years, while interning at St. Boniface Hospital in Winnipeg, “I was on

emergency. Some doctor, an ear, nose and throat man … had done some

operation on a patient in his office and, apparently, the patient had devel-

oped complications…. The patient arrived and the admitting office wouldn’t

admit him. He had no money…. Our quarters were on the same floor as the

admitting office … and I went to the sister in admitting and she says she

won’t admit him. He needed $20 worth of drugs…. I told her, for $20, you

are going to let this man die? And I started yelling at her and screaming at

her…. She ultimately went to sister superior and sister told her to admit the

man and everybody hooray-ed me for my courage. And I had to pay for that.
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I applied for another year and, the next morning, when I went up the steps

to the second floor and I met the sister, she says, ‘You don’t have to bother

about applying, we won’t take you.’ That ended my career there. I finished

off the little time I had left.”

When the road to Russell opened, “I became very friendly with one of the

doctors … and Russell had a hospital, a converted hall … and they had room

for about 30 patients and they did surgery…. I brought in a man and …

arranged for him to be operated on by the man who came up from

Winnipeg…. He was on the teaching staff at the university…. He did the

operation and the unfortunate part of it was this business of being a travel-

ling surgeon, who leaves the aftercare to the local doctor. He leaves town

after the operation, he goes back to Winnipeg, I’m left with the dirty work.

Things went from bad to worse. The patient deteriorated, and I’m

alarmed.... So I phoned to Winnipeg and my surgeon was unavailable but

his brother, the gynaecologist, I talk to him: ‘Now look, your brother operat-

ed on this man and his condition is terrible … when tonight’s train comes

through and he’ll be in Winnipeg in the morning, would you see that he’s

received and taken directly to the hospital and notify your brother?’ Well,

the fellow arrived in Winnipeg in time to die and that finished me off. I said,

‘I’m not letting anybody do this sort of thing to me again.’ If you are going to

operate, you look after him…. I made up my mind then. I liked surgery

because you accomplished something … [and] that’s why I left Roblin for the

great beyond. Why did I go to the great beyond? It’s because America did

not have post-graduate studies available like they have today. The boys

from Canada went to Britain or the Continent.”

Going to Britain with the intention of then going to Vienna, “I needed more

training than what I had because, remember, I was a country doctor going

into major stuff…. I started looking around for a residency or an internship

… [and] I was very lucky that I got in with a man who was one of the leading

London surgeons…. I saw the ad in a medical journal, I applied and was

shortlisted…. I worked with him for six months and I worked a lot” at

Princess Beatrice, a small hospital, about 120 beds.
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“But there was one thing wrong with it. I had to lie. If they knew I was

married they wouldn’t have taken me in ... because a married man usually

divides his interests: wife, family, hospital. You live in the hospital, you

devote all your time to it, but Sophie lived in London and we used to meet

periodically.”

Overseas for four years, “I [also] went to Edinburgh, decided I would take a

course … and I took time off to run to clinics…. I started to do locums [fill in

for other doctors] … eventually, another job in a hospital … afterward, I did

the exam. When I got through with this … I went down to London and there

was a job in St. Paul’s Hospital in urology and I had a friend who had been a

resident there.”

Then there was the chance to join a practice in London, but, “if I wanted to

remain a Canadian, I had to return at the end of four years, and I didn’t

want to give that up.” They returned to Canada in 1938, arriving in

Vancouver in early December.

“I had written an exam for my Manitoba licence … they had reciprocity with

B.C…. [And] I got a British licence. With all these licences … I had no prob-

lem getting settled here…. There were two kinds of opportunities … one is to

get on a staff and the other is privileges to use the facilities, and that’s what 

I had.”

Antisemitism was rampant. “I knew my place. I knew I was a Jew, and I

knew I was going to get kicked in the teeth every time I made a move. The

same thing happened at St Vincent’s Hospital. I did a terrific amount of

work there. The sisters and I were just like that [indicates a closeness]. It’s

through them that I got help, not from the staff…. I operated on several of

the sisters. I had a good relationship with them.

“And, at St Paul’s, where I used to work, after the war, the men came back.

You come to the admitting office, and they look at you … but some punk

would come along and I’d stand beside him, and he’d … get a bed. Those

were the times. I think they still exist.”
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A leg injury eventually led to treatment at G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre,

and to giving up the practice.

Victor belonged to B’nai B’rith, as well as Beth Israel Synagogue and its

Men’s Club. The couple was involved with building the new Jewish

Community Centre on 41st Avenue. “I was the secretary/treasurer of the

organization that helped raise money for the new building.”

Given the antisemitism – “with the return of all the doctors from overseas,

we were ostracized, and our admission privileges were reduced to zero” –

there was discussion about having a Jewish hospital.

In Shaughnessy, off Oak Street, there was a large home that was “being used

as a nursing home and you could, by arrangement, do a bit of surgery there.

There were no elevators, so, you had to … [get the patient], the anaesthetist

and yourself up [to] the third floor, or something. Well, it wasn’t very good,

but we carried on there for about a year or two.”

The facility was privately run “by some nurses. Anyways, at that time, we

only had about 12 to 15 Jewish doctors, something like that. There were a

few doctors out in the suburbs or the country towns, like Langley and [New]

Westminster, but they didn’t bring their patients here…. In due course, in

view of the fact we were frozen out, a group of us, about 12, got together and

we decided to form a so-called medical society, the Jewish Medical Society.

I was one of the instigators.”

The purpose of the society “was educational, and with a view to eventually

have a building in a hospital or, like in Toronto … they had this hospital

which, today, is recognized as a first-class hospital. Mostly Jewish men, but

they would allow gentiles in as well and, today, it’s got a fantastic staff and

it’s part of the teaching unit at the University of Toronto.

“We carried on for a couple of years, that I can recall. I was the secretary at

the time and I would send out monthly notices. We had a rotating list of

speakers ... but the boys began to be slack … and it became more of a social
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evening … so I just resigned. And, when I resigned, it fell apart. You may get

a different version of it. That’s my version.”

There was also a study group, which lasted a while. As for the idea of a

Jewish hospital, “those interested eventually turned down that idea because

they felt that, if we open a Jewish hospital, we would never get a case into

the General or St. Paul’s. There’d be a certain amount of discrimination. So,

the whole thing fell apart. That must have been roughly about 1950, some-

thing like that.” And things began to change when McCreary arrived. “Then

Max Walters came, and he was appointed to the General Hospital staff.”

Victor’s schedule depended on when he operated. “If I didn’t operate, I’d go

to the hospital, do my rounds and go to the office around 11. Start my day’s

work, see 12 to 15 people, or thereabouts; sometimes a little more.

Sometimes I’d make some house calls, if necessary.”

Among his major accomplishments are: “Growing up pretty healthy. Getting

married. Becoming a doctor. Raising a family [two daughters]. Helping peo-

ple. That was the object of my practice ... being a benefit to mankind. I could-

n’t help everybody. I did a pretty good job of it, those days.”

For some of those days, Victor was associated with Dr. Maurice Fox.

“When I came here and I decided I was going to practice for myself, and I

rented an office in the Birks Building – not this Birks Building, the old one –

and that was in the month of March … after I’d been here about three

months, looking around ... I got a call one day from Fox, and he and Dr.

[William] Morris, at that time, were working at the TB control [centre], and

they had been discussing opening a group practice. Fox wasn’t well. He was

overworked, over-exhausted … there was a terrific volume of work coming in

that office and he couldn’t cope with it alone. So, in one way or another, he

decided to expand, take in others. And Doc Morris was a man who special-

ized in TB…. In those days, the big volume treatment was [for] pneumothorax

– they’d inject air into the chest, it collapsed the lung, and get it to rest….

And that was his work…. He’d do two or three in the afternoon, something
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like that, so he had plenty of time, and he used to be the internist in Fox’s

practice. He’s the internist, he’s the surgeon, and that’s what he called me

about – whether I would do the surgical practice for the group.”

The reason to leave Fox was simple economics. “I was paid $4,000 a year,

supplied my own car … worked for 24 hours a day.”

Victor remained in the Birks Building until about 1960, then joined another

doctor at Oakridge, “when the Toronto Dominion Bank became a building

for doctors, a medical building.” He was in that building until he retired

from medicine in 1973.

“I think medicine is a very honourable profession and it develops the

mind…. You learn about the frailties of the human body and the various ill-

nesses and what you’re able to do for others. And, with the recent advances

in medicine in the last 10 years or more, medicine is changing and becom-

ing much more physical. Think of all these fancy operations that they’re

doing, putting artificial limbs on people … heart replacements, transplants,

kidney transplants, the bypass, thousands of operations per year. I don’t say

that all of these operations are good but the point is they’re saving lives,

which we weren’t able to do.”

As for practising in a rural location, “I had to get away periodically, to revive

the little bit of knowledge I had, otherwise it would have died there…. I had

no means of making diagnoses, no X-ray, no labs, no nothing, except a little

bit of lab work that I did in my own office. Well, that is not practising, the

way I see it today. Today, medicine is a highly technical business and, for a

young man … [if he] wants to go to a country town in northern B.C., what’s

the big attraction? I don’t know but … he’s got good roads, he’s got access to

hospitals in the area, it’s not like northern Manitoba was. We didn’t even

have roads. Trails!”

[Born in 1903, Dr. Victor Drache died on February 14, 1992.]
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Maurice Fox (general practice, worked in the Downtown Eastside)
Interviewed by Cyril Leonoff, August 21, 1977, Vancouver, B.C.; 19.77-04

Maurice Fox was originally from Port Arthur, Ontario. “But I took my med-

ical degree in Winnipeg…. The older specialists [said,] ‘Go West, young

man.’ So we moved out to be in Winnipeg.”

In July 1923, the move was from Winnipeg to Vancouver for Maurice’s

internship at Vancouver General Hospital, “where I interned for over a year,

and then I got my diploma [in 1924] … you couldn’t get your diploma till you

put in a year internship.”

As for why Vancouver, “I graduated cum laude and, as such, the top 10

[were] to be placed in one of the larger hospitals as an intern in Winnipeg.

The powers that be didn’t like me and I was sent to – in those days, we con-

sidered the Pacific Ocean the end of the world…. I had a fight with them, so

to speak. I said, ‘Look, you’re either going to give me an internship in a large

hospital [or] you’re going to give me lectures all year. They didn’t like that….

Anyhow, a little later, they had this rotation system in Manitoba in the last

year, and it was mostly for the Jewish boys. The rotation system insisted on

sending you to smaller hospitals, but they were accredited hospitals, you

had the same benefit as a large [hospital]. Only, I was mad and I refused to

accept it. They had to get rid of me. So where do they send me? To the

Vancouver General Hospital. Greatest thing that could have ever happened

to me. That was 1923.”

About half the class were Jews. “Our class, when we started, was mostly

‘return men’ [from] the First World War and we were much younger.… I was

very glad that I was a rebel, and they figured the best [thing] for them to do

was to get rid of me, send me to Vancouver.”

After the internship, “I wanted to see B.C. I had a wanderlust. I went to

locum tenens to fill in different places if they needed doctors. I went to

Agassiz, I went to Kaslo, I went to Fernie, I went to ... Swanson Bay, in the

lumber mill there. And then I got married in 1925 [to Esther Segal, who I met
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in Winnipeg]. I decided maybe I bet-

ter settle down somewhere. There

was a job – a position, I should say –

in northern British Columbia, the

end of the world, in Atlin.”

The College of Physicians and

Surgeons knew which places needed

doctors. “Now, Atlin had the gold

rush in 1898 and they had doctors

from that time on…. So, they had this

position for me and they wanted to

know whether I would like to go and I

said, ‘Certainly, I’ll take it.’ I got the

big sum of $300 a month then – this

was by the provincial government, the federal government, the Indian depart-

ment, everybody chipped in a little to keep a doctor there.”

In those days, there were no antibiotics. “I think we had aspirin.”

In Atlin, there “was a little Anglican hospital with two nurses, and the hos-

pital consisted of three beds. I had to look after a population of [about] 500

with an area covering about 300,000 square miles.”

People needing a doctor – the trappers, the miners – would come to the hospi-

tal. “In those days, to get to Atlin, it took a week.” The trip from Vancouver

required travelling by train and boat. “We had a little bungalow that belonged

to the government and I settled down and started to practise. In the summer,

you’d go by horse if you had to go out, or by boat on the lakes. In the woods

though, it’s mostly by dog team.”

One time, when there was a terrible storm on the lake, “[we had to go] 30

miles to bring a chap who fell down a shaft and broke his back…. The people

on shore … the waves were so big, so high, and the storm was so fierce that

they were taking bets that we were not going to make it. Everybody gambled

Left to right: Dennis Frankenburg, 
Dr. Maurice Fox and Les Raphael, 1974.
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in those places…. Well, luck was with us and we made it, except that, about

half a mile from shore, the [kicker broke down] and, by the time we had to

land, this foreman was at the bottom of the boat with mail sacks around him

and about six inches of water coming over.”

After returning to Vancouver from Atlin, there was a job in Harrison Hot

Springs and, “while I was there, in Agassiz, [a] friend that I went to school

with ... phoned me and said, ‘Hey! There’s a practice for sale, better come

down right away!’ So I came to Vancouver and I paid $600 for a practice at

the corner of Main and Hastings, and I was there ever since…. [It was] above

the Royal Bank, and the office consisted of a couch, which a psychiatrist

could use to help people, half a dozen kitchen chairs, a Mongolian rug and a

roll-top desk…. I started and I never regretted being in that area they called

‘the slums,’ ‘the skid road.’ Never regretted it.”

This was in 1927 or 1928. Living in the area were mostly single people.

“There were fishermen, there were miners, there were loggers, there were

adventurers, prospectors that would come in for the winter.”

There were some problems at first. People “would come and they would beg

you. And, in some of these cases, you had to be kind to them and give a pre-

scription. In some cases, you were forced to give them a prescription …

because you felt that, if you don’t, something is going to happen. I’ll never

forget, one time I was called by an old lady. I used to make house calls, and I

was called to a place on, I think it was Pender Street, in one of their rooming

houses. It was on a Sunday morning and I came in, and I say, ‘Hello, what’s

the trouble?’ And it didn’t dawn on me. There were two or three of them,

and they say, ‘We need a prescription.’ ‘Oh, what’s the trouble?’ ‘We need a

prescription for morphine.’ ‘I can’t give you a prescription for morphine.

You’re not sick. If you’re that sick you should be in a hospital probably.’

‘Doctor, you’re not leaving until you give the prescription.’ So, what am I

going to do, leave or get carried out? I gave them the prescription. That’s but

the odd time.

“We had a street called Hogan’s Alley in the East End. Hogan’s Alley was
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sort of a boot-cleaning street and I

knew the chaps that were running it

– they were my patients. So, I was

never afraid to go at night time to

Hogan’s Alley because they knew

[me] … and they wouldn’t dare to

touch me. And they would say, ‘Did

you phone for the croaker?’ They

called the doctor the croaker [slang

for a doctor, specifically one that

can be persuaded to write a prescrip-

tion for narcotics]…. It was only on

the off-time that I was really scared

that they might do something to me.

I was never knocked, I was never

held up or anything because, in

those days … they were all people

who were old-timers there. They

lived there, and they knew you, and

they weren’t there to touch you.”

Fees for services “were not even

mentioned in those days. If you had something, you gave it. If they didn’t,

you just wrote it down and you never collected it. When I started out, we

had no medical coverage like we have now, but then the city took pity on

the doctors and they gave them a stipend. At first they started off, I think,

with about $200 a month – no matter if you treated one case or a thousand

cases. In those days, I had the largest non-paying practice in British

Columbia in that area…. Then the city cut down, they had no money. Where

were they going to get the money from during the Depression? Even the rich

man couldn’t pay his taxes. So, I’d say we had a lot of non-paying poor peo-

ple, married people, family people, single people and, later on, some of

them, before they went out to work, would come in, and then they would

[give you what they could]…. But most of them are gone.”

The Jewish Western Bulletin covers
one of the honours that Dr. Maurice
Fox received during his career, in a
December 13, 1968, article.
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In the early days, “I had most of the Jewish people [in the area as patients].

There were a few specialists in those days, and you’d only go to a specialist

… when nothing could be done anyways. And I had all those people who

lived in the East End. There were a few people that lived in Shaughnessy,

they were the ones that could look after themselves and could pay for their

services. But, the people in the East End were poor, very poor. They always

gave you something.... If they didn’t have any money, they’d give you gefilte

fish; if they didn’t have gefilte fish, they’d give you something else. I was

always, that’s one thing, I was never hungry. I never suffered [and never had

to deprive my] wife or my daughter or myself anything because the Jewish

people that I looked after were always considerate, and they always had

something.”

In addition to a medical degree, “I got a pharmaceutical degree [in

Vancouver]…. I applied for it because, when I was up north, I had to dis-

pense my own medicine, so I had to have permission to do it. They feel a

doctor knows enough about drugs, or pharmacy, to be allowed to dispense

drugs and, in a small community, you have to.”

At the time of the interview, Fox was still in active practice, “I want to say

the year 2000 I’ll shut down…. I want to be practising all this time and do

medical work.”

Working out of Vancouver General Hospital, “I saw 20 people this morn-

ing…. I started a little after 10 this morning. Some days, I really take my

time. I get up, make breakfast for the missus and myself.”

The practice of medicine has changed. “Nowadays, when a patient comes in

to see the doctor, the secretary or the nurse says, ‘Mrs. Jones, what plan do

you have?’ Either B.C. MP or MSA or something else. In the old days, there

was no such thing…. So what does this mean? The problem is [only] if you

don’t have a number, or if you don’t have a plan which you belong to.”

Also, because it was harder for people to get to the doctor’s office in certain

areas, house calls were part the profession then. “Nowadays, people have
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transportation, they have me, and they have the hospitals…. In the olden

days, [if] a person, a child or an adult, had a fall or an injury, you’d rush to

his house to see him. Now, you say, ‘The ambulance will pick you up and

take you to emergency.’ It’s the proper thing to do.”

[Dr. Maurice Fox died on July 16, 1988, at the age of 90.]

Leonard Fratkin (general practice)

Interviewed by Irene Dodek, November 8, 1993, Vancouver, B.C.; 19.93-05

Leonard Fratkin was born on July 2, 1917, in Brandon, Manitoba, one of four

children. “Then, my father moved. He was a musician and he moved to

Edmonton, Alberta, and that’s where I was raised and educated. I stayed

there throughout, until I finished university in 1942, got my medical degree

[at the University of Alberta] and then I joined the army.”

His father – who was the first conductor of the Edmonton Symphony – had

come to Winnipeg from Russia. “He met my mother in Winnipeg and they

were married in 1915 and then they went down to Brandon and that’s where

I was born. And then, subsequently, he moved to Edmonton, where the

other three children were born.”

Leonard started university “in 1935 and I took an arts course generally for a

couple of years and got a bachelor of science in arts, which was merely

preparatory, and then I went into medicine itself.”

In the COTC [Canadian Officers Training Corps.] from 1937, it was expected

for “us, as university students, to end up somewhere in the army in whatev-

er discipline we happened to be in. If you were in dentistry, you were

expected to be in the dental corps; if you were an engineer, you went into

the army services corps and so on. So, I was by that time registered in medi-

cine and so they expected that I would end up as a medical officer in the

services. And, when we graduated in 1942, the decision was that they really

didn’t need us for a time and so they said go back to work in a hospital or
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whatever you were doing and then we’ll let you know in due course, and

this was in March of 1942. In December of 1942, I got my call up and it said

go and get your uniform and get everything going and report to Camp

Borden by, I think it was around the 15th of December of 1942.”

Camp Borden, in Ontario, “was the training camp for medical officers at

that particular time, so we all went in as second lieutenants and it was the

first time, to all intents and purposes, I’d ever been out of Alberta.”

In the medical corps, he worked in the medical inspection room, which

“meant that, at 6:30 each morning, I had to go to the MIR and see the one or

two or three fellows who had a sore throat or constipation or a headache or a

hangover or whatever and treat that, and the rest of the day I did literally

nothing.” Other tasks included “the job of allocating and finding out the

amount of condensed milk that was used by the various hospitals and units

and so on.” While a boring job, “this stood me in good stead because I

learned how to do it and there is a mechanism for doing these things.”

Around June 1943, “the colonel called me in and said go up to Red Deer mil-

itary hospital; you’re going to go there for a time and you go and see Colonel

So-and-So.… I got to the camp there and old Dr. Wolochow, Paul Wolochow,

was the medical officer for the camp and I knew him so I felt more or less at

home. And then I went over to the army hospital, a classmate of mine was

there and he was looking after the medical side of the house, and I had no

particular interest or concerns about doing any special type of thing in med-

icine; I just liked it all.

“I had had a ball when I was an intern and so, when I came into the hospi-

tal, the colonel said, ‘Oh good, you’re the surgeon in the place; I’m going to

Calgary to see my girlfriend,’ and off he went. So there I was and Gussy Hay

was my classmate and he was doing the medical side of it and I was the

surgeon.”

Leonard did his first appendix operation there, though he “wasn’t interested

in surgery at that particular time.” There was a lot of work with joints. “Of
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course, I read the stuff in the books but there

was virtually nothing about joints. I remem-

ber I got [Sir Reginald] Watson-Jones’ text-

book of orthopaedic surgery and he had

some in it, maybe a page and a half; it was

really very, very little but, fortunately, in

those days, we were getting The Journal of

Bone and Joint Surgery, which was a month-

ly magazine that came out with orthopaedic

articles in it. It was beautifully done and

there were all sorts of suggestions because

other people were finding the same thing in

the American services and the British servic-

es and so on. So, I watched very carefully

what was going on and they said what you

do is, if you get a big effusion of the joint,

put a needle in it, a large bore needle, under

local anesthesia, get the fluid out, and then

put some oxygen into the joint, take what

was called a skiagram, which was a new

term, a new word. And you took it from in

front and from the side and then you could

see the outline of the contents of the joint.

“So, I started doing this, didn’t think anything

of it, I never asked anybody, I just went ahead

and did it. We had the X-ray machine there

and we had a technician to do the stuff, and so

A February 9, 1968, article in the Jewish
Western Bulletin, in which Dr. Leonard Fratkin

is referenced in his capacity as chair of the
local chapter of the Canadian Friends of the

Hebrew University.
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I could see these things and I could see the cartilages were fractured or I could

see that one of the ligaments is gone; I’d tested it physically and I found out

about the different ligaments in the joints.”

Seeking additional training, Leonard phoned his professor of surgical anato-

my, who was a qualified, trained surgeon from England. “I said, ‘Can I come

up and we’ll dissect a couple of knees? And he said, ‘Sure’ … and he showed

me how to do it. So, I promptly got back to Red Deer and started operating

on these guys and I did a lot of them. In short order, I had over 300 skia-

grams on my hands.”

The work resulted in a move to No. 20 Canadian General Hospital in

Windsor, N.S. “I went overseas in May of the next year. We left on the third

of May, 1944.” When in England, “we took over from No. 10 Canadian

General Hospital. They were an Ontario unit that were ahead of us.”

There was “a medical unit within each army establishment and anybody

who got sick, regardless of what it was, went to this unit and, from there,

were distributed to different [places]. There was a neurosurgical unit in one

hospital; there was a thoracic unit in another; there was orthopaedic and

general surgical stuff in another; medical stuff in another hospital, many of

them with two or three or four divisions. As a general rule, we looked after

the local area, both for army personnel and for all service personnel, so

that we got some sailors, we got a few airmen and we had occasionally a

civilian who had been hit by a car or something…. We were a 1,200-bed

hospital and there were 10 junior surgeons, like me, all relatively young,

fresh out of medical school in most instances.” There were also a few more

experienced surgeons.

On June 7, 1944 [D-Day], “we woke up and the skies were just filled with hun-

dreds and hundreds of planes flying over, constant noise, and, of course, we

heard about what was going on and, within 24 hours, we were getting the first

casualties back from the Continent.... I got wounds of the knee and [other

joints]…. It’s funny that, when I came home, I did virtually no orthopaedics

thereafter.”
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The unit was sent to Antwerp in October 1944, but things “got very hairy in

Antwerp and eventually they moved us out” after about three weeks. While

there, though, a V-2 rocket hit a theatre. “There were 1,400 people in there

and we got 400 casualties that were survivors; the rest were killed. I had a

Polish serviceman who had had a beam across his legs … and one arm and it

was the only triple amputation I’ve ever done in my life, and I had to do it

because we didn’t have enough people to do all this stuff.”

In Belgium, they had to treat German prisoners at times. “We took over

whole hospitals full of their wounded, many of them from the Russian

front…. The SS were kept separate. I only had one SS officer to treat and he

was a bad guy; he was a bad, bad dude. I took great pleasure in telling him I

was a Jew…. I finally went up to, I was in that area, so I went to [a concentra-

tion camp]…. I could smell the town before I got there…. I was there with

two or three of the officers that were with me. We decided we’d go over and

have a look-see at what’s going on…. The war was still on. They cleaned that

place out; they took all the prisoners, cleaned them, deloused them with

DDT…. There were lice all over; these people were just crawling with the

stuff and, of course, most of them had been starved and they looked like

skeletons. And, of course, you see the piles of dead that were just lying

around.” The Germans had retreated.

“I stayed right through until December 1945; I was there ’44 and ’45…. I

went up into Germany for a short time and then I went down to Ghent [in

Belgium] and I was stationed at No. 2 Canadian General Hospital and then I

went down to No. 12 in Bruges, and I finally closed it in December of ’45,

and then I came home.”

[Dr. Leonard Fratkin died on June 1, 2002.]
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Sydney Israels (paediatrics)
The text below is adapted from a tribute on the University of British Columbia

archives website, library.ubc.ca/archives/tributes/tribhij.html

Dr. Sydney Israels, professor of paediatrics in the faculty of medicine and a

practising paediatrician died on July 17, 1978.

A native of Saskatchewan, Sydney was educated at the University of

Saskatchewan, where he received a bachelor of science in 1936, summa cum

laude, and the University of Manitoba, where he was awarded his medical

degree in 1939. On graduation, he won the University Gold Medal in

Medicine and the Chown Prize and Medal in Surgery. He interned at the

Winnipeg General Hospital and served as a medical officer in the Royal

Canadian Air Force during the Second World War.

Sydney was named a fellow of the Royal College of Physicians in 1943 and a

fellow of the American College of Physicians in 1952. He was also a fellow of

the American Academy of Paediatrics.

At the time of his appointment to the University of British Columbia,

Sydney was director of clinical investigation and research at Winnipeg

Children’s Hospital. In 1964, he became head of paediatrics at both UBC and

Vancouver General Hospital, posts he held until 1977. He attracted top aca-

demics to his department and fostered an active teaching and research pro-

gram. In addition to administrative duties, he carried on an active personal

research program in the field of metabolic diseases. He was also active in

population paediatrics. He served on the UBC Senate as a representative of

the faculty of medicine from 1969 to 1972.

Sydney was largely responsible for the union of the Children’s Hospital on

59th Avenue and the Health Centre at VGH. He fought for improved facili-

ties for treating sick children. In addition, he was joint founder with Dr.

Roger Tonkin of the REACH community clinic on Commercial Drive,

designed to provide health services for adults as well as children, and give

practical training for medical students.
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Sydney was an outspoken critic of the slow progress in obtaining better pae-

diatric facilities in Vancouver. His dream was realized during the ground-

breaking ceremonies for the new Children’s Hospital on the Shaughnessy

Hospital site. His death came at a meeting held to discuss better facilities.

His work was more than a profession to him, it was a calling, and he served

it well. It is to be regretted that he had too little opportunity to enjoy the

fruits of his labour.

Sydney was married, and he and his wife, Rita, had two daughters.

Harold Laimon (general surgery)

Interviewed by Irene Dodek, with Pat Laimon in attendance, June 20, 2011,

Vancouver, B.C.; 20.11-11

Harold Laimon was born on July 16, 1928, in Kamsack, Saskatchewan, one of

four children. He grew up there, through high school, where he “studied

math, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, English, French, Latin….

Fortunately, in the town, we had a person who had originally played in a

Ringling Brothers band … and I was started on the cornet at age seven and,

within a few years, switched to a trumpet, and he taught me a little bit but

not that much. Most of what I learned was self-taught and, when I was in

Grade 8, I competed in the Kinsmen music festival…. I went to Saskatoon

and competed there and I won … for all of Saskatchewan at that time, which

was a real achievement for somebody my age.”

And, “we always had a band then, in Kamsack, and I remember when the

king and queen came on tour. We, as a band, went to Melville,

Saskatchewan … in ’39, and there were several bands from smaller towns

that came.”

Curling and skating were pastimes, and there was some Jewish education,

from a “man there who served as the rabbi, the shochet [ritual slaughterer],

the teacher, the cantor, all rolled into one.” 
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When in high school, “I didn’t think that I was suited to engineering of any

type and I wasn’t too interested in accounting. My teacher, Miss Brandon,

suggested I go into law but that also didn’t interest me too much and I liked

the idea of the small-town family doctor, the whole idea at that time

appealed to me.”

There were about 35 Jewish families in Kamsack, and there were a few

Jewish doctors among them. “They were all well accepted into the commu-

nity and I just thought it was a very interesting way of spending the rest of

my life.”

Leaving in 1946 for university in Saskatoon, “I got a BA in 1949 and then

was accepted into medicine,” spent the first two years in medicine there

but, at that time, one could not graduate in Saskatoon. “They had an agree-

ment with other [provinces’] medical schools that they would absorb the

graduates from Saskatchewan and so our class was split up and some went to

McGill, to Toronto, London (Ontario), Winnipeg, Edmonton. I think that’s all.

What happened was you gave the dean of medicine your first three choices

and he was to try and get you accepted into your first choice; if that was not

possible, then your second choice; if not possible, then your third choice. But

most got into their first or second choices. I chose to go to McGill.… I was

there from ’51 to ’53 [and] I graduated from McGill.”

At McGill, “I think we had either six or seven Jewish students … [in a class

of] 132.”

In Saskatchewan, “they had to prepare you for going into third year and [for]

any other university … [so] you had to take a little bit more than any other

school and, particularly in pathology, we were quite a bit ahead of the other

students at McGill at that stage, so that made it easier.”

There weren’t any professors that influenced his choice of specialty. “What

happened was I went into general practice in Outlook, Saskatchewan, after I

completed my internship at the Regina General Hospital and, while I was

there, a book came out written by somebody from the Boston Children’s
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Hospital, some-

body by the name

of [Robert] Gross,

and it was on

paediatric sur-

gery and I read

the book and

became fascinat-

ed with the idea –

this was a rela-

tively new spe-

cialty and I

thought that

would be an

interesting field

to go into. But I

was a little naïve,

in the sense that

you couldn’t just

go straight into

paediatric surgery. You had to go through adult surgery in its fullest sense

and then switch over into paediatric surgery after that.”

After three years in Outlook, “I thought that I would take up some back-

ground in paediatrics and I had a chance to go in with Dr. Alvin Buckwold

in Saskatoon as an assistant and I thought that would be good, in case I were

to go on in paediatric surgery, or even if I were to only complete a year of

surgical training and go back to general practice, because I was trying to

cover my ground in both ways. But I was accepted into surgical training at

Vancouver General Hospital and, once I got into it, I decided that I would

continue with it rather than going back to general practice.”

Coming first to Vancouver “as a first-year resident in surgery in 1958-59 … I

finished my training at Mount Sinai in Cleveland [and] I returned with [my

wife] Patti in 1962.”

An article in Jewish Western Bulletin, May 28, 1987, about
Dr. Harold and Pat Laimon being honoured by the Beth
Israel Men’s Club.
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Mount Sinai “was a busy residency. You have to remember that the hospital

was on the edge of an area called the Hough ... not so many shootings,

because it was not the day of shootings in those days, but a lot of stabbings,

and so our emergency room was always rather busy and we were kept really

occupied during those three years. I enjoyed them and, of course, I met Patti

there on a blind date and that led to our ultimate marriage … in 1962, just

before we came out to Vancouver.”

During the previous spell in Vancouver, “while I was here in my residency, I

met Murray Kleiman and Leonard Fratkin. Now, Murray I had known from

Saskatchewan because he had left general practice and was a demonstrator

in surgery before he went to England to take up surgery there, so I knew

Murray. Leonard I did not know but, in any case, they asked me if I’d like to

come back when I finished my training and, initially, I said that’s a little

odd because I’m going to be away at least three years. At that time, they

were practising independently but they knew that they were going to be

going together because I think the Fairmont Building had come into being. I

don’t know exactly when but, anyway, they knew they were going to come

together, so they asked me if I’d like to come back and that’s how – through-

out my training in Cleveland – I knew I had a place to go when I completed

my studies.”

When “I came here, we had two types of staff appointments. One was visit-

ing staff and the other was attending staff. The visiting staff had some rights

as far as operating rooms, but they did not have access to some protected

beds, which were controlled by the attending staff, and the attending staff

were the ones who taught the students and the residents in surgery. After I

got here, I was … on the visiting staff for close to seven years and was some-

what frustrated, to say the least, because of difficulty with either getting

patients on the schedule or getting them into hospital and so I asked the

chief of surgery at that time, was it because I was Jewish? And he said, ‘Well,

it didn’t make any difference to me but it did to a few others,’ and, of

course, he wouldn’t name anybody. Anyway, he said if I just persisted, this

was end of July ’69, and if I persisted until January, that I would be taken on

and, true to his word, I was taken on as attending staff [along with another
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Jewish doctor who had] waited even longer than I.”

As for career highlights, “I did have a few rare cases, particularly some small

bowel tumours. What stands out in my mind is I took the time to learn

endoscopy because I felt that it was important for whoever was doing the

type of surgery I was doing to know how to diagnose some of these condi-

tions, as well as performing the surgery. And so I learned upper G.I.

endoscopy and, ultimately, lower G.I. endoscopy as well…. I think I was the

first one at the general hospital to do a stapled gastrectomy – stapling

became a new method of joining bowel rather than hand sewing and I think

I was the first one to do that there and it worked very well.

“As far as other firsts, I think I was the first one to put an endoscopy unit

into an office. It may be a little more common now but, at the time we did it,

it was practically unknown; all endoscopy was done through the hospital.”

Some patients stand out. “I have one memory from the university [of a

patient] who we did an abdominal perineal resection on and he was sent to

me as a case of hemorrhoids but, when I examined him, it was obvious to

me that these weren’t hemorrhoids. This was a cancer and so he had to

undergo a large operation and I remember him saying to me once, ‘How can

a nice guy like you do such terrible operations?’ This was many years after

his original surgery and I said, ‘Well, you’ve answered your own question –

here you are years and years later, symptom free.’ And that’s always satisfy-

ing to any surgeon to see – excellent result.”

In addition to professional contributions to the larger community, Harold

was on the board of the Louis Brier Home and Hospital for a time, and vol-

unteered at the L’Chaim Adult Day Centre. As an active member of

Congregation Beth Israel, he had his bar mitzvah there, at age 70 – “I could-

n’t remember ever having had a formal bar mitzvah in my teens.”

After the interview, he recalled a few more points, including that, despite

losing his sight, he has chanted his bar mitzvah Haftorah portion twice

more. In his three-year term as president of Beth Israel Men’s Club, he
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helped find housing for the Vietnamese refugees and got crews of BI mem-

bers to clean the houses. In 1987, he was Beth Israel’s Man of the Year and

he and Patti were Beth Israel’s Couple of the Year. The couple was honoured

at Simchat Torah a few years later.

[Dr. Harold Laimon died on January 19, 2017, at the age of 88.]

William Morris (general practice)
As related by wife Rachel Morris, interviewed by Ann Krieger with Harry

Seidelman and an unidentified woman, probably Judy Zaitzow, in atten-

dance, June 6, 1972, Vancouver, B.C.; 19.72-10

Rachel (née Seidelman) Morris’s

husband, William Morris, was from

Russia. “He came to Saskatchewan –

he had a brother there on a farm and

he worked on the farm for a while,

about a year or so. Then [he] went to

Winnipeg [in 1908] and he had this

… Jewish education and secular edu-

cation all in one school, I think. So

he went into high school ... but he

took the whole four years in one

year. They told him to stretch it out

a little but he [didn’t]. Then he went

into medical school.”

He attended medical school in

Winnipeg. “And he used to deliver

telegrams and worked in a china

shop, [packing china]…. And he had to win a scholarship every year in order

to get through.”

Before his interning was complete, he received a letter from a doctor in the

Dr. William Morris and his daughter,
Judy (Zaitzow), 1950.
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East Kootenay, in British Columbia. This was during the First World War,

about 1917/18, and this doctor was looking for a replacement in a mining town

[Michel-Natal] and wanted a man with 10 years’ experience. Her husband had-

n’t even finished his surgery internship but wanted to go to Edmonton and

work with his brother and, since the mining town was close to the city, he

accepted. Right away, he told the doctor his qualifications and the doctor said,

“‘Stay with me for the weekend or I’ll not pay your way back.’ Well, he stayed

there three years.”

When the other doctor returned, wanting his job back, the Morrises came 

to Vancouver.

William apparently was a main proponent of getting circumcisions done in

a hospital. He was concerned about the sanitary conditions of the mohel (rit-

ual circumciser) at the time.

William was affiliated with Vancouver General Hospital, though he “didn’t

intern there and he was connected with the Chest Clinic the Rotary Club

built down where the Pigeon Park is and, right above that, they have this

school there,” on the corner of Pender and Cambie Street. 

“There was definitely antisemitism in the hospital and, at Vancouver

General Hospital, they wouldn’t take in any Jewish interns…. [He went into

private practice.] But he wanted to do chest work and he worked in there for

nothing, for free, because he wanted to do that kind of work … and it was

the only place that had those facilities…. He was connected with the

General, he took patients there, and he was in St. Paul’s, too, he had the

same rights [there].

[Unidentified woman enters the interview recording; probably Judy Zaitzow,

Rachel’s daughter]

Rachel said her husband “used to take Saturdays [off]. He didn’t work on

weekends. He used to work at the chest clinic every morning, sometimes till

two o’clock in the afternoon.”
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“You probably wouldn’t know, but he’d read all the tuberculosis plates in all

of British Columbia,” said Judy. “He was the only doctor who could read

them up until about 1950 [or later]…. They brought in [other doctors] and he

had to train some young ones to read them, but he read all those plates from

all over British Columbia, checking for tuberculosis.”

He had worked at the sanatorium up in Tranquille, B.C. [near Kamloops], for

“a few years before we were married,” said Rachel.

Other doctors would refer patients with chest problems to him. “Yes,” she

said, “because he had his own fluoroscope.”

Rachel then said he had written an article in around 1935, when “antibiotics

started to come in and my husband thought that they were dependent too

much on these things.”

Manitoba Medical College class of 1911-1912. William Morris is in the second row,
third from the right.
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Streptomycin came in 1949, said

Judy. “And this was actually linked

up to tuberculosis. He was [saying]

what was great was that the drug

could virtually wipe out the tuber-

culosis, as far as it being actively a

disease. But, he says, watch out,

because he says that tuberculosis is

still here … and he says it’s going to

come back…. [And it] has come

back.”

As a doctor, he kept regular office

hours. “He came home at 5:30,” said

Judy. “He always came home for

lunch and he would relax and sit

down and listen to the news,” said

Rachel.

There were only occasional night

calls. “He always left the office and

the hospital where they belonged,” said Judy. “Yes,” said Rachel. “He

arranged to be home at a certain time, unless it was a real emergency at the

office, but he always tried to make it home for dinner.”

Dr. William Morris, husband of Rachel
Morris, 1930.
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William (Bill) Seidelman (history of medicine)

The text below is adapted from a biography submitted to the Jewish Museum

and Archives of British Columbia by Bill Seidelman in August 2018, from

Be’er Sheva, Israel.

Born in Vancouver on March, 19, 1941, William Seidelman (Bill) is the eldest

son of Harry and Esther Seidelman and brother of Perry. His father, Harry,

was born in 1900 in Vancouver, where he lived his entire life. [His aunt was

Rachel Morris, who was married to Dr. William Morris.]

In 1967, Bill married Racheline Dayan, who is a translator, teacher and

artist; they have three daughters. In 2007, they moved to Israel, where their

daughters were already living.

After receiving his bachelor of science from the University of British

Columbia in 1964, Bill became part of the UBC medical school class of 1968.

In 1969, shortly after completing an internship in New York City, he joined

the practice of the late Dr. Leslie Cohen on East Hastings. In 1970, he then

moved to the newly opened REACH Clinic on Commercial Drive as the first

full-time family physician; he was subsequently joined by Dr. Carol Herbert

and the late Dr. Sol Malkin. REACH, which was led by the late Dr. Roger

Tonkin, was an innovative community-based primary care program that

continues to thrive in Grandview-Woodland, not far from where the

Seidelman family children attended school. 

One of the highlights of Bill’s career was his work exposing the complicity of

the German medical profession in the Holocaust. In his student days at

UBC, inspired by Dr. William Gibson at UBC and his family’s own history, he

became interested in medical history. It began with exploration of the med-

ical history of British Columbia. Upon moving to McMaster University in

Hamilton, Ontario, he joined with the developing history of medicine pro-

gram led by the late Prof. Charles Roland, where he began an examination

of the history of medicine in Nazi Germany.

Bill’s informal explorations took a serious turn, focusing on the largely
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overlooked role

of the universi-

ties and scientif-

ic research

organizations of

Germany and

Austria. Interest

in and research

on this subject

expanded con-

siderably with

the revelation

that many of

these institu-

tions were

involved in the

exploitation of

the bodies and

remains of 

victims of Nazi

terror and had

actually retained

specimens from

such victims.

Working with

Prof. Howard

Israel of New York and Yad Vashem, they were able to bring international

pressure on the University of Vienna to undertake a major investigation

into that university’s role in such malfeasance, which included the

Pernkopf Atlas of Human Anatomy.

A fundamental aspect of Bill’s research has been to stress that members of

his own profession – medicine – must not only celebrate the nobility of

their work but also take the steps to confront and learn from the shameful

chapters in the history of the medical profession, as exemplified by the

Confirmation class at Congregation Beth Israel, 1957. Rabbi
Bert Woythaler with Bill Seidelman in the back and Linda
Gould, Sherry Corman, Diane Cooperband, Freya Senser,
Miriam Woythaler, Cecille Groberman, Lynne Steinberg,
Vicki Heller, Freyda Berman and Shirley Dayson.
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malfeasance of medicine during the Third Reich and the Holocaust; the role

of the universities and research establishment in particular.

In May 2017, Bill chaired a symposium held at Yad Vashem on the topic and

its final report included a rabbinical responsum by Rabbi Joseph Polak of

the Rabbinical Court of Massachusetts entitled “The Vienna Protocol,”

which addresses the halachic response to the questions of dealing with the

remains of possible Jewish victims of the Holocaust who had been subject to

murderous Nazi medical experiments, and the question of the use of human

tissue and images of possible Nazi victims, in particular the images pub-

lished in the Pernkopf Atlas.

After retirement, Bill continues to be involved with aspects of this historical

work, such as the aforementioned symposium. An expanding group of

young scholars in Germany, Austria and elsewhere is investigating and doc-

umenting areas that Bill never imagined possible 30 years ago and research

into this topic has become a worldwide network.

During the 1970s, Bill was a member of the board of directors of Vancouver

Jewish Community Council headed by Dr. Al Bogoch. 

In 1976, when he and his family moved to Hamilton and he joined the

department of family medicine at McMaster, Bill continued the spirit of

REACH in the advancement of community-based primary care services. He

was involved in the founding of the Association of Ontario Health Centres

and he was the founding medical director of the North Hamilton

Community Health Centre. With the emergence of the HIV/AIDS epidemic

in the 1980s, he worked with his colleagues to develop a primary care pro-

gram for people with HIV/AIDS in the Hamilton/Niagara region.

During his tenure at McMaster, he and his family spent a sabbatical year

(1983-4) in Israel, where he was visiting professor at the faculty of health sci-

ences of Ben-Gurion University of the Negev and consultant to the Negev

Project on health services and community-based education.
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In 1994, Bill was appointed founding medical director of the newly estab-

lished HIV ambulatory program of the then-Wellesley Hospital in Toronto

(which is now part of St. Michael’s Hospital). From 1999, until his retirement

from clinical practice in 2002, he was associated with the Baycrest centre for

geriatric care. Upon his retirement from the University of Toronto in 2002,

he was made professor emeritus.

In 2002, Bill was appointed president and chief executive officer of

Associated Medical Services Inc., which supported programs in medical his-

tory, bioethics and innovation in health professional education. AMS’s

efforts in the history of medicine were inspired by those of William Gibson

and the Woodward Memorial Room at UBC. 

Bill’s greatest satisfaction has been to see the evolution of a network of

interested and supportive scholars who will ensure that the historical

research and documentation continues; that the suffering of the victims will

be recognized and their lost identities restored. He is also gratified that

some of the healthcare initiatives he was associated with in their early

stages in Vancouver, Hamilton and Toronto, continue to endure. The expe-

rience of the Jewish people, their history and values, have guided much of

his work and experience.
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Ben Shuman (general practice)

As related by daughter Barbara Shuman, interviewed by Debby Freiman,

July 11, 2019, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.19-13

Barbara Shuman’s father, Ben Shuman, was born on December 16, 1918, in

Toronto. The family has Russian, Polish and Romanian roots. Her grandfa-

ther was a house painter, as well as an assistant cantor at their synagogue;

her grandmother worked at home, but she also “had a lot of medical prob-

lems.” Her dad had three siblings, and it was her mother’s brother that

introduced her parents.

Her dad went to the University of Toronto but was in Halifax as a med-

ical officer in the army. Her uncle, “also living in Halifax, met my dad

and brought my dad to the house and my mom fell in love with him, she

says, because he played the violin when he was there, and she broke off

her engagement, to marry him.” They were married soon after that, in

1944 or 1945.

With respect to the violin, “one day, his mother couldn’t find him. His

father went looking for him, and found him completely mesmerized under

the window of a house. Inside the house, someone was playing the violin,

and he was mesmerized and didn’t even hear anyone calling his name. And

so, even though they were so poor, they bent over backwards to be able to

buy him a violin. And, in fact, he played at bar mitzvahs and weddings and

put himself through university with his violin.”

Ben was at the University of Toronto for both his undergraduate degree in

science and his medical degree. He was a resident doctor at the University

of Manitoba in Winnipeg.

“I was born and went with them to Winnipeg … but my grandparents moved

from Halifax to Vancouver, and my uncle, so my parents followed my

grandparents, my mother’s parents.”

During his army service, Ben was never mobilized “because he had very bad
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hearing in one ear, or he was even deaf in one ear. So, he didn’t go overseas,

he was a medical officer here in Canada.”

Her father “was crazy about history and he went into paediatrics because he

loved children, but he did struggle, ‘Do I want to be a musician or a doctor?’

It was a hard decision to make between the two, but I think he realized he

probably wasn’t good enough to make a living as a musician.”

On coming to Vancouver in the late 1940s, he knew a few people here, and

so there were people who would refer patients to him. He opened his own

practice initially, but, later on in his career, joined with another paediatri-

cian. He worked until his early 60s.

“He was a hardworking, very warm, loving, paediatrician. He also taught, as

often doctors did, at UBC [University of British Columbia] and did rounds

with students. He absolutely loved giving support to up and coming doctors.

He really loved that. He was a really generous paediatrician, but not ambi-

tious in any other way, I don’t think. So, the highlights were just loving his

patients…. It doesn’t happen anymore but, for years, people would say, ‘Are

you Dr. Shuman’s daughter?’ And I go, ‘Yeah.’ One guy said, ‘Going to visit

your dad was like going to visit Santa Claus.’ I got that kind of feedback con-

stantly from people.”

One part of his practice was, “he would give lectures on things like obesity,

[which] was one of his specialties…. It’s not that he studied that, he just

struggled with his own weight and, of course, kids came into his office with

that problem or [what was] seen as a problem, and he didn’t like to see peo-

ple being unhappy, so he got into trying to be able to help them, so he

learned a lot about it and became a little bit of a specialist, but without ever

a formal education.”

He was a fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons.

As for his being Jewish, “he wasn’t religious, even though he came from a

religious family, but Jewish culture was huge for him. And, I would say it
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affected him negatively in a way that I think he felt he didn’t have a choice

[of where to be a resident, for example].”

When her dad was practising, “sometimes he’d get up twice in the middle of

the night and drive to do a house call.” It was common at the time for doc-

tors to do house calls. “He’d go to the hospital in the morning to visit his

patients who were in the hospital, and then he’d go to the office, and then

the phone would ring while we were at dinner and sometimes he’d go after

that, or in the middle of the night. Not uncommon.”

And it was accepted. “We didn’t know anything else, right? I didn’t know

anything else. We loved him and he loved us and we felt loved but he wasn’t

a hands-on father. We were my mother’s job and his job was to be a doctor

so, sometimes, he was gone before I woke up to go to school and came home

at five and then usually was at home, but often had to go out again.”

His first office “was on Broadway, in about the 1800 block, and then his next

one was at Willow, just off Oak Street…. Across the street from Oakridge but,

of course, when he opened his practice, there was no Oakridge yet.”

In addition to taking students on rounds at the hospital, “the other thing he

did was he would fly up to the north [of the province] once a year and be a

paediatrician in, let’s say, Bella Bella, or something like that, for 10 days or

so … with other people, too, the dentist and that kind of thing.”

Even as a doctor, he kept up with music.

“He was in a quartet, and that’s one of my happiest memories … once a

week, they’d go to each other’s house and practise their quartet and so, once

a month, I’d have a quartet to go to sleep to and, really, we had music play-

ing all the time.”

Ben passed away in 2003.
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Isaac Stoffman (general practice)

Interviewed by Irene Dodek, November 23, 1988, Vancouver, B.C.; 19.88-05

Isaac Stoffman was born in Winnipeg in 1916, one of five children. His father

came from the Ukraine, his mother from White Russia [now Belarus]. “They

[met and] were married in Winnipeg in 1911.”

His father was a cattle dealer, who then bought a small store in Sinclair,

Manitoba, with his uncle (his father’s brother-in-law) in 1919 or 1920. “My

uncle didn’t stay there very long, just about a year or two, and then he left

because he didn’t like it. And he left and went to Vancouver.”

In the mid-1920s, Isaac’s family returned to Winnipeg. He attended the

city’s Peretz School. He went to the University of Manitoba and then went

on to medical school, graduating in 1939.

“In those days, we interned before [we] graduated, so I had already interned

for a year and had done internships before that, in third and fourth year, at

a mental hospital and also at a hospital for mental deficiency and so on.”

After graduation, “I went to, and found a practice in, Saskatchewan,” in

Yellowgrass, which “is about 20 miles north west of Weyburn.”

In Yellowgrass, “[t]here was a doctor there who had just retired and I took

over his practice. He was quite an elderly gentleman. Very nice chap, spent

most of his life there. I had done a locum in a town for a cousin of mine, in a

town called Francis, Saskatchewan, and this was not far from there.”

A town of about 500, the nearest hospital was in Weyburn. Baby deliveries

were done at the patient’s home. 

“Even in the winter, you could get out by car. Sometimes, mind you, on occa-

sion, when there was a lot of snow and the roads had not yet been cleared,

you had to go by other modes, maybe by a horse and sleigh, or something,

but that wasn’t common. They kept the lower roads pretty clear and we went
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around by car and people came in. And I did home deliveries, I had a nurse

with me on those occasions. Never lost either a mother or a baby.”

Surgical cases, depending upon their severity or complications, were sent

either to Weyburn or to Regina.

“I married while I was in Yellowgrass,” stayed there about two years. “I

became a school trustee during those times, an elected school trustee.... I

was the only Jewish person in the town … and one of the things that we did

that was a switch was that, when we advertised for teachers, the practice

before had been to advertise for someone who was Christian and could

teach Sunday school as well. So, I managed to eliminate this from our adver-

tisements – there was no reference to religious persuasions or the ability to

teach Sunday school.” 

From Yellowgrass, it was to Weyburn, “until I enlisted in the army, which

was in ’43 … the reason I hadn’t got in before is because I wasn’t eligible on

medical grounds because of my vision, and I still wasn’t, but they needed

doctors anyhow.

“At that time, we had a system of medical examinations called a 

PULHEMS…. This is how we graded recruits. It was ‘P’ stands for physical

condition, whether you got any ailments, like diabetes, TB or whatever. ‘U’

was the condition of your upper limbs, ‘L’ was the condition for your lower

limbs, ‘H’ is your hearing, ‘E’ is your vision/eyes, ‘M’ is your mental status,

‘S’ is your emotional stability. So this is how we graded recruits. It was a

damn good system as a matter of fact. It was devised here and used in other

countries, too. To go overseas, you had to be no less than two in any catego-

ry…. One means that there’s nothing wrong with you…. It went to five. If

you were five, you couldn’t get into the army … if you were five, which

means that you had a serious disability in one of these areas. So, I was an

E5, but they made me an E4.”

A medical officer at first, “I worked at the Regina military hospital for quite

some time and then I was in Dundurn, which is a military training camp in
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the centre of Saskatchewan. This was in the coldest winter ever known to

mankind in Saskatchewan.... It was about 50 below, it was really cold weath-

er!” This was in 1944.

“And then, for a short time, I was in a Prince Albert training camp – I was

the regimental medical officer. And then, they decided they needed some

psychiatrists, so they picked me and I went. I did a course in psychiatry in

London, Ontario, at the Ontario Hospital – they called them Ontario hospi-

tals, not general hospitals. So I was there for about six months, or five

months, something like that.”

After the war, with “a kid and a wife and no income,” he came to Vancouver,

in fall 1945.

“I had been to Vancouver once before on a holiday and I had a friend here, a

close friend who was a classmate of mine for years and years … and he says,

‘Why don’t you come to Vancouver?’ So I came, I liked it. And there were

opportunities because there was, at that time, a shortage of doctors…. I

came out here on my own” to arrange things, including buying a home and

renting an office.

“This building was in the process of construction, in Kerrisdale. It was being

built and there was going to be two offices – a dentist’s office and a doctor’s

office on the main floor – residence for apartments on the second floor and

a plumbing shop.... So, I rented this [first space] in November ... [and the

new office] was going to be ready sometime in February the following year,

that would be ’46.”

While there were Jewish doctors in Vancouver at that time, the “whole

number of Jewish doctors, and other doctors, too, of course, came within

the next five years. There were all kinds because people were coming back

[after the war], and people were moving out here and so on.”

In those early years, there was no medical school. “British Columbians who

wanted to study medicine had to leave. Most of them went to either Toronto
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or McGill [in Montreal]. There was very little [here] – there was no, for

instance, research going on here. And there was very little post-grad med-

ical education going on here because … this needs medical educators to

sponsor it. However, there were three hospitals here, at the time. The

General Hospital, which is a large hospital, Saint Paul’s Hospital and Saint

Vincent’s Hospital. They were all open in the sense that you could get privi-

leges to practice in these hospitals.”

Without any problems, “I applied for privileges in these hospitals and I was

granted them.” However, there “was no question there was some discrimi-

nation of Jewish [people] ... in the form of promotions, for instance, or

becoming the heads of departments, which some of them maybe deserved

and didn’t get, and this sort of thing. I don’t think there’s any doubt there

was, we know for sure there was. Probably still is for that matter. You know,

antisemitism isn’t something that just disappears. It’s around.”

Resources were limited. “We formed our own study group because, at that

time, as I say, there was very little continuing medical education here; you

had to go away. So, we formed the study group of about eight or nine doc-

tors and we met … once a month or twice a month, and we had a whole pro-

gram with papers and we gave presentations of different subjects [and] peo-

ple…. This went on for several years, until there was a school established

here and there were regular clinics in the hospital, and so on.”

Another similar group formed, because it was better if the groups didn’t

have too many people in them. “And then there was some talk about form-

ing a Jewish medical society … [but] we didn’t feel there was much purpose,

so we didn’t form one. There was some advocacy because, at that time, for

instance, the Osler Society, which was a group of doctors amongst whom

there were no Jews, used to meet once a month or something. That’s, I

think, pretty well disappeared.”

Of note in the places “people had affiliations in and out of the hospital” was

the Jewish Community Centre at Oak Street and 11th Avenue. It “wasn’t

much but it was the hive of activity. A lot of things went on there. And one
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of the first things that went on is that several of us formed what was the cur-

rent events club or group, which met about twice a month or once a

month…. And a lot of newcomers and so on met there, went there. And

that’s where we met lots of people for the first time that became friends and

so on.”

The current events group lasted three or four years. And the community

centre ended up moving to Oak and 41st Avenue. There was controversy

over building a new centre, as “most of the leaders of the community were

ardent Zionists and they felt that any money that was going to be spent

locally would simply take away from money that would go for the Zionist

cause. I think they know now that that was a very shortsighted view,

because, if you don’t have a strong local community, how are you going to

help the Zionist cause? And the community was growing so rapidly that you

needed a new community centre for people to meet and for organizations to

meet, and for offices and so on.”

In addition to the JCC [and involvement in other Jewish organizations],

they “started our own Sunday school ... me and about four or five of my

friends ... when our kids were about six or seven years old and growing up.”

[Dr. Isaac Stoffman died on April 4, 2013, one day before his 97th birthday.

Not mentioned in his oral history, but relevant to the topic of medical inno-

vators and pioneers, is that Isaac led a class action suit of older doctors

against Vancouver General Hospital because VGH withdrew their admitting

privileges after they turned 65. The case went to the Supreme Court of

Canada (Stoffman v. Vancouver General Hospital, 1990) and ultimately

played a role in ending the practice of mandatory retirement.]
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Robert Wenner (optometry)

Interviewed by Charna Plottel, April 2, 2001, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.01-30

Robert (Bob) Wenner was born in Wetaskiwin, Alberta, in 1923. Both parents

came from Russia, but his mother “lived most of her life in Nice, France,

until she was 16; she was a big city girl. When she married my father, they

homesteaded in Alberta, which is in the country, and that did not appeal to

her very much, so they took the opportunity to come west and that’s why

they came to Vancouver.”

His father and uncle started the company Snowflake Cleaners in 1928, with

his father taking over when his uncle left the city.

School-wise, Cecil Rhodes School, General Gordon, Kitsilano High and,

eventually, the University of British Columbia. But, quitting high school and

working for two years meant “I had to make up time so I went to Columbia

College and, in one year, I took all my high school.”

The family belonged to Beth Israel Synagogue and “I had my bar mitzvah in

1936 … before they had their own building, so it was at the Jewish

Community Centre that I had my bar mitzvah,” when the centre was at 11th

Avenue. As far as Jewish groups, “I was active in Young Judaea at the time

… and participated in a lot of activities. I used to like tennis particularly; I

played a lot of tennis at Kitsilano Beach and at English Bay, too.” There

were no Jewish camps when he was a kid.

“I liked swimming, I liked riding my bike. When it came to sports, at

Kitsilano High, I was in the semi-finals in the running broad jump, in four

different items, so I was very active physically. Certainly when it came to

university, because we lived on Cornwall Street near the pool and I didn’t

have a car. In order to get to university, I had to hike from the beach right

up to Broadway every day and back again.”

In university, “I really wanted to take medicine and, consequently, I took all

the prerequisites that I thought were necessary, all the sciences…. And it
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worked out quite well but I probably overloaded myself and the fact is that

British Columbia did not have a medical school. In university, I was the sec-

retary of the pre-med society at that time and I happened to know the facts:

that there were 223 of us who aspired toward medicine and we all applied to

all the universities back east and there were a total of 38 who were accepted.

So, most of us had to either go back to school and repeat another year of

university or change our occupation.

“In my case, I had usually worked summers at university and I took indus-

trial first-aid and worked in the shipyards doing that kind of work, and I

found that, most of the time, I was removing foreign objects from eyes. At

the same time, at university in psychology, we studied eyes in great detail

and my whole interest has been toward eyesight … so, if I had taken medi-

cine, I’m sure I would have become an ophthalmologist. As it was, I couldn’t

get into medical school, so I switched to optometry and, when I graduated

from UBC, I went to Los Angeles to the Southern California College of

Optometry and took my training there.”

Coming back from California after receiving a second degree, “I went to a

dance at the Jewish Community Centre and met Lil and pursued her and, in

due course, we got married.”

Lil was born in Leduc, Alberta, very close to Wetaskiwin, Alberta, “but we’d

never met.” Lil worked at the optometry “office part-time doing bookkeeping

and things of that nature…. And then, when our children were born, she

stopped working.”

Looking back, “my life in Vancouver, it’s divided into two parts. The first part

is growing up with my family – we had a very happy family life. The second

part is after graduation – having to make a living and buy a home, raise a

family and all those things. These things all depended on my making a living

and I started out with a small practice in the Vancouver Block and, at first,

frankly, it wasn’t very busy. New graduates are not very busy; people don’t

know them. But I’d had a number of people in from up country, up the coast,

and they told me how desperate they were for eye care so, at their request, I
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decided to provide a service to some of the outlying areas up the coast.

“Ocean Falls was the major town up coast. There were thousands of people

there; many of the people had visual problems and they needed my services

very badly, so I arranged to go there four times a year. After a while, I found,

en route to Ocean Falls, that there were other communities with the same

problems, so I extended these until, finally, over a period of time, I would

visit several communities on northern Vancouver Island and beyond. In the

meanwhile, I always maintained my office in Vancouver and the practice

gradually increased and, after a number of years, I just wasn’t able to con-

tinue the trips up the coast, but it was certainly a marvelous experience.

When I finally sold my practice, we transferred over 15,000 active files.”

[Dr. Robert Wenner died on August 10, 2009.]

Michael Wolochow (general practice) 

As related by daughter Barbara Lucas, interviewed by Debby Freiman, April

22, 2019, Vancouver, B.C.; 20.19-10

Barbara Lucas’s father, Michael Wolochow, was born on July 22, 1921, in

Calgary, Alberta. His father was a doctor; his mother didn’t have a paid

profession; he had one brother. Both of his parents had Eastern European

heritage.

From Calgary, his family moved to Mayerthorpe, a small town outside of

Edmonton. “And that’s where my dad did his elementary school and high

school in a one-room school.”

Michael was a “tennis champion of Mayerthorpe,” loved to cycle – he and

his friend “rode their bikes across the Prairies, from Edmonton to

Winnipeg, or something. He was pretty athletic.… And he was always very

academic. And he read – their family … were avid readers and they had

huge book collections.”
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Her “grandfather was the doctor in

Mayerthorpe. It was a very rural community

and he would travel all over in a wagon to go

and see families, and they would pay him in

chickens and livestock and eggs and whatever

anybody happened to have, and I think he

liked it. But then he had that kind of personal-

ity – he would have liked being anywhere and

doing anything, because he was a very positive

person. Eventually, they moved to Edmonton.

And I think my grandmother was happier to be

somewhere where – they lived quite close to the synagogue.... But my dad

was not bar mitzvah’ed, he didn’t keep kosher, he didn’t go to Hebrew

school, didn’t learn Yiddish,” whereas “my mother, she was raised very

much in all of that.”

The military was part of their lives. “My uncle was in the air force, my dad

was in the army – [he ‘joined in ’41, was a captain in the Royal Canadian

Army Medical Corps’] – and my grandfather was in the army.”

Michael went to the University of Alberta in Edmonton, and he and Rita met

at “a Jewish community dance. And my dad was in a fraternity with my

mother’s brother.” Michael graduated in 1944, and he and Rita were married

the same year, at the Talmud Torah in Edmonton, where they met. Michael

became a general practitioner, while Barbara’s mother, Rita, was very

involved with the Talmud Torah and Hadassah and the Jewish Community

Centre. “Both my parents were very community-minded.” They had three

children: Miriam, Ron and Barbara.

“He didn’t know many Jewish people until he got to university. And, at that

time, there were quotas on how many Jewish people could go to medical

school and he [had trouble finding] an internship and trying to find a resi-

dency” in Canada and the United States.

He did his residency in general practice in Montreal. “I don’t remember the

Dr. Michael Wolochow, 1975
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name of the hospital…. And then I know, for a fact, he went for a year to the

Grey Nuns Hospital, which was a Catholic hospital in Regina, and we lived

there for a year.” This would have been around 1950.

At Grey Nuns, “he was involved in the delivery of a baby there and the

baby was stillborn … and they put the baby in a little closet. My dad went

to clean up afterwards … he went into the closet to clean it … and he heard

this little tiniest, tiniest, little peeping sound, and didn’t know what it was

– and it was the baby. He grabbed the baby and they worked on the baby

and they saved his life. After that, the parents, every single year, we would

get a card. Every single year on the birthday of this little baby, the parents

would send my dad a card. Even when we moved to Vancouver, they knew

where he was.”

Michael “wanted to give care. He wanted to make a difference.” His deci-

sion to go into medicine was likely influenced by the fact that his father

was a doctor.

He ended up in Vancouver when he was invited to do a locum for Barney

Prosterman.

“They must have known each other from medical school, because there

were a lot of guys that had come out to Vancouver that he knew, like Ben

Shuman and Harold [Krivel] and Barney Prosterman, guys that they knew

from the fraternity and from medical school, and the Jewish community

was relatively small…. He had finished his year in Regina or was available

after that year contract … [and] he agreed to come out and do a locum for

Barney Prosterman while Barney went back and got his specialty in some

area of medicine, which I think had to do with bones; could have been

radiation.”

Her father “did the locum and then he opened up a practice” in the

Downtown Eastside. Later, he “was supposed to go into practice with Jack

Zimmerman, they were planning to go into practice together and then,

unfortunately, Jack had a heart attack.”
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Eventually, Michael went into practice with Stanley Sunshine, “which lasted

until my dad retired, so it was a very long partnership. I think they practised

in very similar ways.”

Her dad tapered off his practice. “At that time, you didn’t have hospital

privileges after 65, if I remember correctly, but you could still have a private

practice. But he wouldn’t be delivering babies anymore, he wouldn’t be

admitting people to the hospital, they’d be admitted under someone else or

something.”

He worked till quite late in life, into the 1990s, “certainly many years after

65.” He died in 2005, at age 84.

Michael loved being a doctor. “My dad could never imagine himself doing

anything else.”

One unique aspect of his practice was that “he was very, very open to alter-

native approaches. In those days, anything that wasn’t traditional Western

medicine was considered a bit suspect … but my dad was very open to all

sorts of alternate therapies and, when his patients would come and say, ‘Oh,

I’m going to do this or that,’ my dad was always encouraging. And I asked

him about that … and he said you never know what will help, he said be

open to everything, because you never know where your help is going to

come from.”

Also, “he was very nonjudgmental. A lot of people say young women would

go to him needing birth control – and this was at a time where premarital

sex was still considered a bit risqué … but he was always so approachable.

He would rather somebody had birth control and practise safe sex than have

an unwanted pregnancy or unplanned pregnancy that might be difficult….

He wasn’t a saint, nobody is, everybody has their weaknesses and their

strengths.… He was just a good person.”

In his time, “house calls were more usual than they are now…. I remember

going with him on house calls and sitting in the car.… He would say, ‘I’ll be
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back in a few minutes.’ He’d go into somebody’s house while I sat in the car

and read.”

On occasion, he would also “bring me to the hospital, he’d say look at the

babies and he’d do his rounds. And there would be a big room full of babies

with a big window because that was before you roomed in with your baby.

Bizarre that they would take the babies away and put them in a room and

you’d stand there. The nurses would show me all the babies and I’d sit there

and wait and look at all the babies at the old Grace Hospital. And again it

would be like … ‘Where’s Dad?’ I’m done looking at the babies. I want to go.”

He would leave early in the morning for work and come home late. “We

would always wait dinner for him and, sometimes, we would have dinner at

nine or 9:30 or whenever he came home…. Now, I think parents would give

their kids dinner first, and then he would come home and heat up whatever

was left.” Thursday was his day off. And, often, on Thursdays, there would

be a family outing.

Reading from a document, Barbara said, “After the war, he furthered his

medical training in the areas of pathology, in general surgery, eventually

settling Vancouver … in ’51, and establishing a family practice, which

spanned 45 years, he was a member of the active staff and the department

of family practice at VGH [Vancouver General Hospital], a clinical instructor

at the University of B.C. and was instrumental in the development of the

short-term assessment and treatment centre at VGH, a geriatric day hospital

because he did a specialty in geriatrics in 1985” – “He was at the Baycrest

geriatric centre in Toronto.”

As well, he “was a clinical instructor at the University of British Columbia,”

among other professional positions he held.

Among the honours he received for his work was the Prince of Good Fellows

“in recognition of his long and outstanding medical career” and he was

granted a Royal Canadian Legion Geriatric Fellowship.
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From the JMABC Digital Collection: 
Images – Medical Innovators and Pioneers

A group, which includes Morris and Rose Soskin and Dr. William
Morris, on top of Grouse Mountain in the fall, 1922. Morris – the
gentleman holding the cane – was one of the first Jewish doctors in
the province.
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Dr. Abraham Bogoch, centre, with a certificate from
Vancouver Talmud Torah, circa 1970. Bogoch was a gas-
troenterologist. He passed away in 2004.

Left to right: Dr. Harold Krivel, Buddy Smith, Myer Goldberg
and Julius Balshine receive B’nai B’rith Distinguished Service
Awards, 1953. Krivel, who passed away in 2012, was a doctor
specializing in paediatrics.
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Esther and Ben Dayson’s 40th anniversary at the Bayshore Inn, 1976. Front row,
left to right: Irene Razumov, Shirley Barnett, Sandra Segal Miller, Tracy Segal
Schonfeld and Jodi Nemetz. Second row: Mark Schonfeld, Sylvia Nemetz, Lee
Nemetz, Rosalie Wosk Segal, Rose Nemetz, Joyce Wosk and Chava Wosk. Back
row: Bill Nemetz, Bessie Nemetz (Leo), Hermie Nemetz, Arnold Nemetz, Mary
Razumov, Abe Stern, Mike Razumov, Esther Dayson, Abrasha Wosk, Ben Dayson,
Gary Segal, Rose Stern, Dave Nemetz, Sonny Wosk, Peter Barnett, Norman
Miller, Harry Nemetz, Ted Nemetz and Joe Segal. Dr. Mark Schonfeld was chief
executive officer of the B.C. Medical Association for 14 years.
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Dr. Josephine Mallek at Lion’s Gate B’nai B’rith Lodge, 1984.
Mallek was the first female physician to work at St. Paul’s
Hospital. She passed away in 2004.
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Dr. Herbert and Shirley Fitterman at an event, 1992.
Herbert Fitterman was an ophthalmologist, noted for
cataract removal. He passed away in 2011.
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Two nurses at the Louis Brier Home and Hospital, 1968.
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A room inside the Louis Brier Home and Hospital, 1968.
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A new wing of Shaughnessy Hospital, April 28, 1960.
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Vancouver
Children’s
Hospital,
1958.
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Archivist’s Report

“An apple a day keeps the doctor away.” If only that were true. Most of us

need more than the occasional healthcare professional in our lives and,

when we do need them, we want the very best. Does this mean the most

experienced, the best bedside manner, the most awards and credentials – 

or the most innovative? That’s for each patient to decide.

In this issue of The Scribe, the Jewish Museum and Archives of British

Columbia publications committee shares stories of medical innovators

from the B.C. Jewish community. The creation of a new surgical method,

the development of an alternative therapy approach or the treatment of

minorities are just a few of the stories contained within this volume. From

early learning studies to groundbreaking gerontology research to charitable

foundations changing the world, we celebrate these innovators of our

community. We also celebrate the pioneers who paved the way – working

against prejudice, medical school quotas and institutional xenophobia,

many of the doctors featured in this edition fought hard to receive their

education, and they increased the opportunities for the next generations.

Tzedakah, the Hebrew word for “justice” and “righteousness,” is featured

in many of the stories you’ve just read, highlighting again and again this

core Jewish value and the myriad ways that one person can embody it.

Helping the underserved, speaking for the voiceless and providing

charitable services are just some of the ways these medical professionals

enacted these values.

As always, this edition offers a sample of the holdings in the JMABC

archives and cannot be comprehensive or exhaustive. Highlighting materi-

al already in the archives, especially the oral history collection, is the goal

of The Scribe, and we hope that each edition is just the beginning of the

conversation.

Included in this year’s journal are interviews from the 1970s through to 2019,

a wonderful variety that has allowed us to present stories that may have
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seemed long forgotten within the archives. Photographs and clippings were

collected from interviewees, the JMABC archives and, especially, the Jewish

Independent and Jewish Western Bulletin archives.

We also salute all the healthcare providers who were not included in this

edition. From dentists to nurses to physiotherapists, the JMABC received

an overwhelming number of suggestions. While we could not include all

of them in this publication, we are always conducting new oral history

interviews and accepting new donations of archival material, and want 

to ensure a place in the archives for everyone’s story. You never know,

contributing a story today may find you in one of our projects many years

from now. 

The publications committee is a group of volunteers, assisted by JMABC

staff, interns and our editor Cynthia Ramsay. The committee works

throughout the year, brainstorming topics several annual issues out,

researching the people to be featured, conducting interviews and then

proofreading the final drafts and planning the journal’s launch. This publi-

cation is just the tip of the iceberg on medical innovators and pioneers in

our community and we hope you enjoy these excerpts and think about the

many people in your life who might also have a story to tell.

***

The JMABC is only a small office, but we are a mighty force thanks to the

hard work of students, interns and volunteers, in addition to our three full-

time staff members. From high school students dedicating a couple of hours

to digitize photographs, to board members who have served for more than a

decade, we appreciate our community and would not be able to offer our

programming, such as our walking tours, or produce publications like The

Scribe, without them.

We are a community archives, here to tell the story of Jewish people in

British Columbia, from 1858, when Jews first arrived in Victoria following

the gold rush, to present day. Every person who donates a photograph,

attends a program or shares their story with us is part of the archives. As the
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JMABC receives more project grants each year, we know that our funders

also see this incredible community support and we look forward to growing

further with your help.

Since the last edition of The Scribe, the JMABC has continued to conduct

interviews, bringing the Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia Oral

History Collection to 874 interviews in our holdings. More than 100 of these

interviews were conducted by Irene Dodek, z”l, whom we sadly lost in June

2019. Her legacy at the JMABC will continue on through the oral history

program and we miss her dearly. 

Since September 2018, these generous interviewees have offered their time

to the JMABC to record some of their history: Ed Fitch, David Mivasair, Alan

Tapper, Janna Ginsberg, Larry Goldenberg, Janice Masur, David Millard,

Elliot Dainow, Tammy Neuman, Donna Becker, Norman Epstein, Stevie

Steiner, Felicity Dunfield, Bill Gruenthal, Joan and David Strauss, Monique

Galazka, Mike Hazon, Ron Wilson, Alla and Misha Goner, Neil Pollock, Ian

Penn, Jack Rootman, Barbara Lucas, Frank Bialystok, Max Langer (Michael

Livni), Barbara Shuman and Eric Hertzman.

Alysa Routtenberg, Archivist

Jewish Museum and Archives of British Columbia





                         

 

   

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 


